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Abstract
The goal of transportation planning is to beneficially change the transportation
environment through the enaction of transportation policy. This thesis argues that the first
step of the transportation policy design process, the identification of a problem within the
transportation environment, is a vital component of this procedure. Specifically, it
contends that the adoption of the dynamic view of the transportation environment can
productively contribute to the successful formulation of transportation policy because it
enables a problem within the transportation environment to be properly defined. The case
study of the 2008 Boston Olympics demonstrates this claim by illustrating the
shortcomings of the traditional approach to transportation policy design and how these
limitations can be at least partially overcome through the practical application of the
dynamic view of the transportation environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Transportation planning involves those activities related to changing the way
transportation services are provided (see [6]). These changes are often initiated in
response to perceived or anticipated problems within the transportation environment.
The actual alteration of transportation services takes place through the enactment of
transportation policy. Transportation planning can also be referred to as the design (or
formulation) and implementation of transportation policy.
There is no one universally accepted process through which to conduct
transportation planning; however, it is common opinion that this procedure must be
"rational" in nature to be effective-- that it should be comprised of the ordered
performance of six steps: 1) identification of goals, 2) generation of alternative methods
of attaining these goals, 3) determination of the impacts of the different policy options, 4)
evaluation of these options, 5) selection of one alternative, and 6) the implementation of
the chosen policy option (see [6]). The objective of this research is to highlight the
critical importance of the proper fulfillment of the first of these steps-- the identification
of pertinent problems within the transportation environment. This thesis attempts to
illustrate that if problems are not properly posed, the policy design process, and
ultimately the implemented policies, are doomed to failure. Specifically, we argue that
the effective completion of this requisite requires the adoption of the dynamic view of
the transportation environment. In order to demonstrate this claim, this research
considers the case of Boston's bid to host the Olympics in the summer of 20()8.
The remainder of this introductory chapter is divided into two sections. The first
briefly describes the Boston transportation environment, which serves as the context for
the case study examined to advance the thesis argument. The second section discusses
the origin of this thesis (the initial motivation of this research)-- the prospect and
challenge of the city of Boston hosting the 2008 summer Olympic games.
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1.1 The Boston Transportation Environment
The city of Boston itself currently has a population of 573,0()00; however, the
entire Boston metropolitan area-- with its present population of 3.5 million-- ranks as the
twelfth largest in the United States (see [24]). This figure is forecasted to rise to 4.3
million by the year 2010, representing an increase of 23%. Figure 1.1 presents a general
map of the Boston metropolitan region.
Boston is in many ways unique among major American metropolitan areas.
Settled in 1630 and incorporated in 1822 it is among the oldest U.S. cities (see [4]). The
richness of Boston's history is unparalleled. It was the home of many of America's
founding fathers and the "birthplace of freedom"
The present characteristics of Boston also significantly contribute to its
uniqueness. The city is recognized around the world as a center of learning and
intellectual activities. It has both a great number and a high quality of medical and
educational institutions. The Boston metropolitan area contains 35 hospitals and over 6()
colleges (see [15]). Another distinguishing characteristic which is more contemporary in
origin, is the substantial diversity of its transportation system.
In 1970, the landmark Boston Transportation Planning Review (BTPR) was held-
- a series of forums whose fundamental goal was to take a fresh approach in the planning
of transportation (see [30]). One of the outcomes of this elaborate sequence of
discussions was a strong commitment to avoid over reliance on highways. Since that
time, a deliberate effort has been made to develop an expansive and broad-based system
of public transportation. The resulting balance in the provision of urban transportation
has proven to be a great asset in efforts to mitigate the negative impacts on travel caused
by past major roadway reconstruction projects (Southeast Expressway) or large scale
spectator events (Sail Boston 1992) capacity challenges and is sure to be of critical
13
importance and substantial benefit in future such challenges to the capacity of Boston's
transportation system.
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Metropolitan Boston's highway grid, which serves the majority of the
transportation needs of its residents, is comprised of series of a radial corridors and two
main circumferential facilities-- US Route 495, which encircles the region at a distance
ranging between 20-30 miles from the core, and US route 95 (Massachusetts Route 128)
which does so at an average distance of 8 miles. Main access routes to from suburban
Boston to its downtown include: the Southeast Expressway (I-93) from the south, Route
9 and the Massachusetts Turnpike (1-90) from the west, Routes 2 and 3 from the
northwest, I-93 from the north, and Routes 1 and 1A from the northeast. The focal point
of the entire regional highway network is the Central Artery-- a seven mile stretch of
elevated roadway which slices through the heart of downtown Boston. It represents the
only major north-s)uth highway link across the city of Boston. Figure 1.2 presents a
map of Boston's regional highway network.
Boston's public transportation system, which is also primarily downtown oriented,
consists of three main sub networks-- rail rapid transit, surface transportation (buses and
trackless trolleys), and commuter rail. The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
(MBTA) serves as the dominant governmental role in the provision of these services.
The rapid transit network it operates consists of three heavy rail and one light rail line,
which interconnect in and radiate out from the core area. Figure 1.3 presents a map of
Boston's rapid rail network. Commuter rail service, which the () contracts out to
Anmtrak, consists of 9 radial lines-- 4 of which converge on the northern edge of the
downtown area--at North Station, and 5 of which converge on its southern boundary-- at
South Station. Figure 1.4 presents a map of Boston's commuter rail network.
The MBTA. maintains over 155 bus routes, which collectively facilitate over half
of the daily ridership of the entire system. Other MBTA operations include the provision
of a commuter water shuttle connection between communities on the south shore of
Massachusetts Bay and downtown Boston, demand responsive paratransit service
throughout the metropolitan region, and a suburban bus program (private carriers are
15
contracted to provide commuter access to the downtown tor those cities not adequately
served by either the rapid transit or commuter rail).
FIGURE 1.2:
BOSTON'S MAJOR HIGHWAYS
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FIGURE 1.3:
BOSTON'S RAPID RAIL NETWORK
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While the immediate past of Boston transportation has proven to be enlightened
and very successful, its future at present remains uncertain. The region is again at a
crossroads-- all the projects stemming from aims established at the BTPR have been or
soon will be completed. Not only is there a lack of projects in the pipeline, but there is a
need for the establishment of a new, better set of priorities to guide the identification and
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setlection of future projects. The investment of public resources in the transportation
environment is guided by transportation policy. Consequently, the future enactment of
transportation policy will play a key role in fulfillment of these two requisites. This
research introduces an improved method for formulating these policies and explains it
through the investigation of the case study of the 2008 Boston Summer Olympics.
FIGURE 1.4:
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1.2 The Boston Olympic Movement
There is currently a small, yet steadily growing movement underway for the
purpose of attracting the 2008 summer Olympic games to the Boston metropolitan area.
While hosting the Olympic games offers many rewards to a city, the effort required to
make it a reality is daunting. The process of bidding for the games is a lengthy ordeal.
US candidate cities must prove their worth and potential first at the national level,
competing against other aspiring American cities, and then at the international level,
competing against the best candidates among world cities.
The Olympic movement in Boston has been spearheaded by the Boston
Organizing Committee (BOC). The BOC concentrated its preliminary efforts on fund
raising, recruitment and consensus building. Before committing itself to an increased
level of dedication and activity, the committee needed to first examine the feasibility of
holding the Olympics in Boston. Transportation was rightly viewed as a critical facet of
this feasibility.
1.3 Thesis Organization
This thesis strives to illustrate the important contribution the dynamic view of the
transportation could potentially make to the transportation planning process. It
accomplishes this through a comparison between the traditional and dynamic approaches
to the formulation of transportation policy. Chapter two details the traditional approach
to solving the problem presented. First it explains the theoretical foundation of the this
approach and then it outlines a practical application of this framework-- the analytical
modeling of the 2008 Boston Olympics. Every step of this process is outlined and
described, from the preparation of the inputs required for the use of the analytical model
employed to the evaluation of the outputs produced by this model.. The chapter
19
concludes with an in-depth discussion of the limitations of the traditional approach in
general and the analytical modeling performed specifically.
Chapter three introduces the dynamic view of the transportation environment as
the solution the many of the critical problems with this particular practical application of
the traditional approach. In parallel to the structure of the preceding chapter, a practical
application of this alternative, dynamic approach is only presented after its theoretical
framework is developed and adequately described. It is this section which delivers the
primary thrust of the research, for it advances the thesis argument (i.e., that defining the
problem correctly is vital to the effectiveness of the transportation process) by illustrating
how gaining the dynamic perspective can, by crystallizing relevant goals, special
challenges, and solution methods, productively contribute to the guidance of the
enactment of transportation policy. This is accomplished within the framework of this
thesis's case study, which outlines the quest for a "successful" 2008 Boston Olympics.
Chapter four summarizes the results and conclusions of the thesis, emphasizes the value
of its contribution to the process of formulating and implementing transportation policy
(i.e., transportation planning), and highlights areas for future related research.
20
2. THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH TO POLICY DESIGN
The BOC perceived the Olympic transportation challenge as strictly a future year
problem: "What temporary improvements to the Boston transportation system are
required in 2008 to ensure that it can support the Olympics?". This question is framed in
accordance with the conventional policy design process, which narrowly focuses on a
temporally distinct goal and adopts the traditional view of the transportation environment
in order to tangibly assess the requirements to attain this goal.
This traditional approach to viewing the transportation environment did not fully
evolve until relatively recently. Before the 196()'s, a coherent, overall view of the
transportation environment was never taken (see [ 1]). Each group of professionals
working within the transportation environment shared a distinct, overly-focused (and
consequently restrictive) outlook toward it. They formed partial, shortsighted
perspectives which concentrated solely on that aspect of the transportation environment
of prime significance to their professional interests. Highway engineers concerned
themselves only with building roadways to specifications. No thought was given during
the process of designing and constructing new highways or maintaining existing ones to
how travel demand would utilize or was utilizing these facilities or how the general
demand for travel would change in reaction to the performance and completion of these
activities. Economists and planners studied how urban dwellers used the various
available transportation modes and routes. They were not concerned with how travel
demand patterns affected subsequent requirements for the maintenance or extension of
transportation facilities. Essentially, the common opinion held was that there was no
significant connection between facets of the transportation environment; therefore, these
individual components could be effectively dealt with independently. The onset of
transportation systems analysis dramatically altered this belief.
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Transportation systems analysis argues that the transportation environment must
be addressed as a single entity or system (see [20]). It recognizes that there are strong
and complex interrelationships between the supply and demand components of the
transportation environment. Because of the existence of these connections, changes in
the character of the supply of transportation services directly affect the character of the
demand for transportation services, and vice versa.
Transportation systems analysis contends an equilibrium develops between the
supply and demand components of the transportation environment. The practical
application of the traditional approach to viewing the transportation environment
considers and dissects the attributes of this equilibrium. However, thought is not given to
the process through which the equilibrium is reached-- its character, details, or duration.
The paths the various components of the transportation environment travel as this process
occurs are of no interest.
The fundamental framework of an analysis associated with this approach is most
straightforward at a theoretical level. Representative demand and supply functions are
generated, serving as the basis for the determination of the travel equilibrium. The
equilibrium state between these two functions corresponds to a given quantity (volume)
and quality (level of service) of travel. It is through examination of these two travel
characteristics that predictive and evaluative studies are performed. Figure 2.1
graphically summarizes this process.
The analysis itself involves the method of comparative statics; the comparison of
multiple analytical representations (models) of a given transportation environment. The
dissimilarities between transportation environment scenarios are incorporated into the
modeling framework as changes in the representative demand and supply functions.
Predictive and evaluative conclusions are then based on an examination of the differences
in pertinent facets of travel characteristics (volume, LOS) which result from these
changes.
22
FIGURE 2.1:
THE TRADITIONAL VIEW OF THE TRANSPORTATION ENVIRONMENT
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2.1 Description of the Study Process
The goal of this analytical study is to investigate and evaluate the potential effects of
the 2008 Summer Olympic Games on the transportation system of metropolitan Boston.
Insight will be gained through such an examination into the amount and character of
temporary improvements to the transportation system that are required to ensure that it
can handle the Olympics. The specific focus of this analysis is to determine if the
Olympics will significantly deter the system from performing its prime objective-- that of
providing quick and convenient access to (movement to and from) the metropolitan
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region's core-- the Boston/Cambridge area. This section introduces, outlines, and details
the analytical procedure undertaken to gain tangible answers to these questions. Facets
of this process include: 1) the estimation of the magnitude and character of the various
stresses the Olympics place upon the transportation system; 2) the proper representation
of these stresses within an analytical framework; 3) the representation of the effects of
strategically selected levels of mitigation-- targeted both on Olympic and non-Olympic
(background) travel within this same framework; and 4) an evaluation of the system's
effectiveness with and without mitigation in handling the Olympic stresses.
2.1.1 The Modeling Tool
Before a detailed description can be given of the steps of the evaluation of the
Olympic scenario, the fundamental tool of the process-- the transportation model-- must
be adequately introduced. In this context, a transportation model is, as previously
mentioned, a mathematical representation of a real-world transportation system. It
provides a framework within which the interaction between the supply of transportation
services (roads and transit lines) and the demand for these services (trip requirements)
can be examined. This is accomplished through the evaluation of the travel conditions
(roadway and transit line volumes, congestion levels, travel times) which result from this
interaction. The specific transportation model used for the purposes of this research is
that of the Central Transportation Planning Staff (CTPS), the technical arm of Boston's
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO).
2.1.1.1 Common Uses
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) have traditionally used
transportation models to forecast changes in regional travel patterns that would result
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from certain supply-side actions, such as building a new expressway, or extending a
transit line. More recently these models have served as a means to estimate region-wide
effects of changes in broad-ranging urban policies such as parking pricing, parking
supply, or transit fares. Also, in this day of increased awareness of the natural
environment's sensitivity to transportation related stresses (vehicle emissions, noise, etc.),
they offer a way to forecast the magnitude and distribution of these loadings.
The CTPS transportation model of metropolitan Boston has itself been used in
recent years for two main purposes: 1) to evaluate long range planning options of
varying emphasis (i.e., focused on augmenting various facets of the metro area's
transportation infrastructure) with regards to the environmental effect of aggregate
vehicle emissions, and 2) to evaluate shorter range TIPs (Transportation Improvement
Programs) such as the relocation of the Orange line, the restoration of the Old Colony
commuter rail lines, and the proposed extension of the southbound HOV lane on North I-
93 in terms of projected system usage (the magnitude of and the changes in transit
ridership and highway volumes) (see [8]).
2.1.1.2 The Four Step Process
The backbone of the CTPS model is the four step process-- a method for the
determination of the intricacies of the interaction between transportation supply and
demand through the systematic combination of strategic facets of their characteristics. Its
component phases are trip generation, trip distribution, mode choice, and route
assignment. In the first phase-- trip generation-- the total number of trips (by purpose--
work, shopping, school, etc.) into and out of each of the region's travel zones is
determined by taking into account the ability of each travel zone to produce and attract
trips of different types as a function of employment and population statistics. The CTPS
transportation model estimates zonal trips productions (trips originating within a given
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zone) and attractions (trips destined to a given zone) by trips purpose based on a set of
linear additive equations containing variables such as: the total number of households in
a traffic zone, the total number of retail, governmental, and other employees in a traffic
zone, and the distribution of households by makeup (number of workers), vehicle
accessibility (number of autos), and income quartile (amount of total income) (see[9]).
In the second phase-- trip distribution-- generated trips are spatially allocated-- an
origin destination trip matrix for each trip type is constructed from aggregate trip
production and attraction information by accounting for the relative tendency of a trip
made to be taken between every possible pair of zones based on both the attributes of
each of the two zones involved and the character (quality) of the functional accessibility
the transportation system provides between them. The CTPS transportation model
employees a gravity model to distribute trips (see [11]). Zone-to-zone accessibility is
inputted to the gravity model as the weighted average of highway travel time (minimum
travel time on the congested roadway network plus terminal times) and transit travel time
(the sum of in-vehicle travel time and 2.5 times out-of-vehicle travel time, which is the
sum total of access, waiting, transfer, and egress times) between the zones in question.
In the third phase-- mode choice-- individual trips, whose origin and destination
zones are now known, are allocated among the modes of travel available based on the
relative characteristics and attributes of potential trips (travel time, comfort, convenience,
out of pocket expense, safety, etc.). The CTPS transportation model determines auto and
transit mode splits (i.e., the percentage of trips between a pair of traffic zones taken by
each mode of travel) through the use of a multinomial logit model, which estimates mode
choice probabilities as a function of the relative disutility of the pertinent auto and transit
trips as expressed in terms of generalized cost (all influential factors are converted to
monetary value to enable a normalized comparison) (see [10]). Disutility is represented
as a linear additive function of both mode-specific variables, such as perceived in-vehicle
travel time, perceived out-of vehicle travel time, and travel cost (for transit this
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incorporates fare; for auto this incorporates parking fees, highway tolls, and operating
expenses). Distinct mode choice models govern splits for each type (purpose) of trip.
In the fourth phase-- route assignment-- trips taken on a given travel mode are
distributed among paths of travel available over its network. The CTPS transportation
model assigns vehicle trips to the highway network by an all-or-nothing method (see
[11]). However, the assignment is restrained by link capacity according to as
equilibrium-seeking capacity-restraint method. It assigns transit trips to the minimum
time path by an all-or-nothing method.
2.1.1.3 Time Periods
The CTPS regional transportation model deals with time within a multi-period
static framework. Daily travel demands are placed into one of four travel periods-- the
AM peak (6 AM - 9 AM), Midday (9 AM - 3 PM), the PM peak (3 PM - 6 PM), and Off
peak (6 PM - 6 AM). Each time period is independently considered (supply and demand
compared yielding system travel conditions) by the model.
2.1.1.4 Model Inputs
The transportation model requires both supply and demand inputs. Supply inputs
describe the various networks which comprise the transportation system. These networks
are represented within the modeling framework by collections of connected links. Each
link must be adequately coded with information regarding its pertinent attributes, which
include: capacity, free flow travel speed, and number of lanes.
There are two types of demand inputs-- aggregate and disaggregate. Aggregate
demand inputs are those corresponding to the urban landscape (from which stems the
demand for transportation services). For the purposes of the CTPS model, the urban area
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is divided into travel zones. Information is required on the levels of population (# of
households), employment (# of employees in sector of employment), commercial activity
(# of commercial employees), and industrial activity (# of industrial employees) within
the boundaries of each travel zone (see [10]). Disaggregate demand inputs are those
corresponding to the travelers themselves. The pertinent attributes of an individual
traveler (characteristics that influence his/her travel decisions such as race, income, age,
auto availability, etc.) are represented within the modeling framework through a
collection of parameters (see [10]). It is impossible to collect this information fully at the
disaggregate level (i.e., you can't talk to every traveler), so population segment parameter
values are estimated from limited disaggregate investigations.
2.1.1.5 Model Outputs
The outputs of the CTPS model relate to the performance of the transportation
system. Data are available on both the quantity of travel supported by each of the
system's component networks and the quality with which it is being facilitated. Quantity
figures are based on regional origin/destination trip tables, while quality figure are based
on individual link performance indicators.
2.1.2 Representation of the Olympic Stresses Within the Modeling Framework
The challenge the Olympic games present to the Boston transportation network
can be divided into two main components-- restrictions in the use of key highway
facilities and the generation of additional travel demand. The first facet represents a
reduction in the physical capacity of the transportation supply system. The second
component represents an increase in the demand for transportation services. The task is
to properly incorporate these two facets of the Olympic stress into the framework of the
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transportation model-- which will enable the effective estimation of the effects of these
effects on the performance of Boston's transportation system.
2.1.2.1 Representation of Physical Capacity Reduction
The reduction in physical capacity caused by the Olympics is relatively
straightforward to represent within the modeling framework. This reduction results from
that fact that restrictions must be placed on several streams of vehicular traffic in order to
ensure proper space and security for the athletic village. Preliminary plans locate the
village, one of the key Olympic facilities, along the lower Charles River basin. It is to
stretch east to the Science Museum and west to the Elliot bridge, incorporating strategic
pieces of the MIT, BU, and Harvard campuses. The major detrimental effect on highway
capacity is the complete closure of Memorial Drive, a four lane arterial which runs
alongside the north side of the river for the length of the athletic village. Storrow Drive,
located on the bank opposite Memorial, is also affected, but not nearly as severely-- one
of its two westbound lanes is eliminated along the length of the village. Cross river
traffic is not immune-- several bridges within the immediate area must be closed
(Harvard, BU, Larz Anderson). Street and bridge closures (or partial closures) are
incorporated into the modeling framework through the elimination or modification of the
parameters of the corresponding links in the network representing the highway system.
Figure 2.2 show the CTPS model's representation of the Charles river basin. Highlighted
highway links are those eliminated from the network under the Olympics scenarios.
Since the Olympic movement is in its planning stages, there remains a substantial
degree of uncertainty and flexibility in the exact location and extent of the athletic
village. Consequently, the determination of which specific roadway segments must be
either fully or partially closed to vehicular traffic during the games becomes the toughest
part of the process to represent them within the modeling framework. The potential for
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highly variable levels of actual capacity reduction requires a conservative approach to
estimation. However. excess conservatism (drastic overestimation of the capacity
reduction) may render modeling efforts useless by inciting congestion (a breakdown in
traffic conditions).
FIGURE 2.2:
HIGHWAY LINKS ELIMINATED UNDER OLYMPIC SCENARIOS
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The aggregate reduction in the capacity of the local highway network
resulting from these multiple roadway closures could potentially be very significant, in
which case the lower Charles River basin would prove to be an impossible place to locate
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the athletic village. Should modeling efforts indicate otherwise-- that no severe
detriment is made to the transportation system's ability to provide adequate access to and
from the metropolitan core-- it would be a great boost for the transportation feasibility of
the Olympics.
2.1.2.2 Representation of Additional Travel Demand
The second manner in which the Olympics stress the transportation system of
metropolitan Boston-- the creation of additional travel demand-- is both difficult to
accurately estimate and difficult to adequately and realistically incorporate into the
model. A lengthy and elaborate procedure is undertaken in order to fully explore the
character of the Olympic travel demand. The result of this process is a detailed
description of expected Olympic travel demand on the "worst" of the 16 Olympic travel
days. Trip matrices are constructed to detail the origin zone, destination, mode, and
travel period of every Olympic person-trip. Through these matrices Olympic travel
demand information is inputted into the highway and transit modeling frameworks, thus
completing the process of representing the Olympic stresses within the modeling
framework employed for the purposes of this analysis. The major steps of this estimation
process are outlined and explained in the next section. Major assumptions made are
highlighted throughout the discussion and their validity discussed.
2.1.2.2.1 Fundamental Components of Estimation Procedure
The preliminary task in the determination of the magnitude and distribution of the
Olympic travel demand is the examination of its most fundamental elements-- the
location of each specific venue, the start and end time of each individual event, and the
number of spectators expected to attend each individual event. Olympic venue
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information is based on the BOC's preliminary plan for the 20()8 summer games. Figure
2.3 graphically depicts this plan. Table 2-1 lists the projected location of each of
Boston's 28 Olympic venues.
FIGURE 2.3:
THE PRELIMINARY LAYOUT PLAN FOR THE 2008 SUMMER OLYMPICS
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TABLE 2-1.
LOCATION OF OLYMPIC VENUES
EVENT
Opening and closing ceremonies
Archery
Athletics
Badminton
Baseball
Basketball
Boxing
Flat Water Canoeing
Cycling-- Road Racing
Cycling-- Velodrome
Diving
Equestrian
Fencing
Field Hockey
Gymnastics
Team Handball
Judo
Pentathlon
Rowing
Shooting
Soccer
Swimming
Synchronized Swimming
Table Tennis
Tennis
Volleyball
Water Polo
Weightlifting
Wrestling
Yachting
VENUE
Franklin Park
Tufts Alumni Field
Franklin Park
BU Case Center
Fenway Park
New Boston Garden
BC Conte Forum
Charles River
Charles River
Charles River
BU Pool
Franklin Park
MIT Johnson Athletic Center
BU Nickerson Field
BU Convention Center
UM Boston
Harvard
Harvard
Charles River
Camp Curtis Guild
Harvard Stadium
Lee Pool (North Boston)
Lee Pool (North Boston)
Hynes Convention Center
Longwood
Brandeis
MIT Pool
Wang Center
NE Mathews Arena
Cape Cod
The exact location of a substantial percentage of the venues is understandably
uncertain at this early stage. This fact does not present a problem to this research. Many
factors and interests are weighed in making the choice of the locations of specific venues,
most of which cannot at present be reasonably anticipated, and consequently clearly
comprehended. A current theme of the Boston Olympic movement is to make the 20()()8
Boston Summer Olympics the first real urban games. This goal is realistic, for the
possibility does exists to locate most, if not all, Olympic venues, within the extended
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downtown area. In most cases premiere venues either already exist or are independently
planned to be built within the appropriate time frame-- such as Fenway park (for
baseball) or the new Boston garden (for basketball). In the remaining instances, ideal
locations are available for the construction of venue facilities. The bottom line is that,
relatively little effort is required to make the first urban Olympics a reality.
Of course, it is not a forgone conclusion that this effort will be made. Priorities
may shift and goals change. However, this possibility is of no concern to this exercise.
Its aim is to examine the worst case Olympic scenario-- that of an Olympic games held
directly at the focal point of the region's transportation system, exerting stresses which
play to both its largest strengths and weaknesses-- subjecting it to the ultimate stress test.
Consequently, the assumption is made that the overriding aim of the venue location
process is to place Olympic venues as close to the downtown hub as realistically possible.
The specific aim of this study is to test the collective ability of the component
networks of Boston's transportation system to provide adequate access to/from the core
of the metropolitan area during the Olympic games. It is not vital to know the precise
location of each venue, for the manner in which the travel demand generated by the
Olympics will affect this facet of the system's performance is insensitive to the exact
origin/destination of these Olympic trips within the extended downtown area. The
movement of a single venue from one location to another within the metropolitan core
has little effect on the magnitude and distribution of the radial facet of the Olympic travel
demand.
Average attendance figures are most easily available from the 1984 LA
Olympics. Identical attendance is assumed unless there is inadequate spectator capacity
at the proposed venue (attendance is equal to capacity) or anticipation of more or less
interest in a given event due to differences in regional tastes. For example, the volleyball
events were very popular in LA. Such high levels of spectator participation are not
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expected in Boston. Table 2-2 lists the expected average attendance for each event to be
held during the 2008 Boston summer Olympics.
TABLE 2-2.
OLYMPIC EVENT ATTENDANCE
EVENT
Opening and closing ceremonies
Archery
Athletics
Badminton
Baseball
Basketball
Boxing
Flat Water Canoeing
Cycling-- Road Racing
Cycling-- Velodrome
Diving
Equestrian
Fencing
Field Hockey
Gymnastics
Team Handball
Judo
Pentathlon
Rowing
Shooting
Soccer
Swimming
Synchronized Swimming
Table Tennis
Tennis
Volleyball
Water Polo
Weightlifting
Wrestling
Yachting
ATTENDANCE PER SESSION
70,000
4,500
70,000
4,000
33,000 prelims; 34,500 finals
10.000 prelims: 12,000 semis: 14,(00 finals
7,000
16,000 prelims; 22,000 finals
50,000
8,000
12,000
25,000
3,500
5,000
9,000
3,000
4,300
6,000
50,000 prelims; 60,000 finals
NA
30,000 prelims; 50,000 semis and finals
10,000
10,000
4,000
5,000
12,000 prelims; 14,000 semis and finals
3,000 prelims; 3,500 finals
2,500
5,000
NA
Pertinent information with respect to the start and finish times of individual
events is acquired in the form of the Olympic program for the 1992 Barcelona summer
Olympic game, which provides a conservative forecast of the temporal distribution of
events within the two week Olympic period. It would be extremely difficult to
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accurately predict what the actual schedule for the 2008 Boston games will be. Many
factors govern, including: TV coverage concerns, requirements and preferences of the
international governing bodies of each individual event (which have the final say in
venue selection and event scheduling), and efforts to schedule around peak commuting
hours. A simple arrival/departure pattern is assumed in order to temporally locate all
inward and outward Olympic flows relative to event start and finish times in a
straightforward manner, thus enabling Olympic travel demand to be quickly and
effectively divided among the four daily travel periods. Figures 2.4 and 2.5 outline the
preliminary spectator arrival and departure distributions used in this process.
FIGURE 2.4:
PRELIMINARY SPECTATOR ARRIVAL DISTRIBUTION
event start time to 0.5 hr. after
0.5 hr. before to event start time
1.0 to 0.5 hr. before event start time
1.5 to 1.0 hr. before event start time
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
PERCENTAGE OF SPECTATOR ARRIVALS
2.1.2.2.2 Narrowing of Estimation Focus Through the Determination of Critical
Olympic Stress
Once the bare essentials (where, when, and how many) are known about the
Olympic spectator travel demand at the event level, this information is synthesized to
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create a complete representation of Olympic spectator travel demand throughout the two
week duration of the games. This composite distribution is then studied-- its details
estimated for a given snapshot in time and shifts in its magnitude and character tracked.
FIGURE 2.5:
PRELIMINARY SPECTATOR DEPARTURE DISTRIBUTION
1.0 to 1.5 hr. after event finish time
0.5 to 1.0 hr. after event finish time
event finish time to 0.5 hr. after
0.5 hr. to event finish time
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
PERCENTAGE OF SPECTATOR DEPARTURES
The design of an engineering facility is based on risk assessment. To begin the
process, a design event is chosen, based on a both an anticipation of the environment the
facility will be subjected to during its useful life and a determination of acceptable risk.
Next, the wide array of stresses this event will exert on the proposed structure in are
analyzed. An evaluation follows this examination, which yields the identification of the
critical stress-- that facet of the loadings which will most heavily task the integrity of the
structure toward failure. The structure is then designed to facilitate this peak loading,
within a reasonable safety margin.
In this case, a structure (the transportation system of metropolitan Boston) has
already been designed and constructed. The purpose of this analysis is not to develop an
effective structure design, but evaluate how well the existing facility has been designed
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through an analytical study of its performance in handling the peak stress resulting from
the design event (the 2008 summer Olympic games). Can Boston's transportation system
facilitate the maximum loadings that can be expected to be exerted upon it by the
Olympics'?
That temporal facet of the Olympic stress which most severely tests the relevant
(radial) capacity of the system must be identified in order to quickly narrow the
analytical focus of this study to a manageable size. The fundamental basis for the
determination of the peak loading (i.e., that period of time during which the system is
most greatly taxed by the Olympics) is the relative magnitude of spectator travel;
however, it was not the only relevant concern. Attention is also given to the geographic
distribution of the Olympic trips. Higher importance is deservedly placed on those
Olympic flows either destined to or originating from downtown, for these trips utilize the
most congested parts of transportation system. Because usage of these facilities is at a
premium, the marginal cost of an additional trip on them is very high. Since the physical
capacity reduction presented by the Olympics is constant throughout the duration of the
games it is of no consequence in this determination.
Two important decisions are made at the outset of this identification process. The
first of these is that a critical day should be found instead of 4 critical periods. By
examining one continuous, coherent day instead of the amalgamation of four independent
travel periods, it is easier to establish a realistic and understandable set of assumptions to
govern the day long trip making behavior of Olympic travelers. In this manner, this
approach is more intuitively pleasing and logical in the context of the employed model
framework.
The second decision relates to the character of the CTPS Regional Transportation
Model. This model is geared to analyze only average weekday travel conditions. It
cannot effectively examine weekend travel conditions because many key input
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parameters change drastically and adequate information on pertinent values is
unavailable.
The two heaviest attendance days during the Olympics occur on weekends. Since
it would be clearly invalid to study the travel conditions during these days with the
analytical tool available, an alternative approach is chosen-- to focus strictly on weekday
travel conditions. The busiest weekday during the Olympics is chosen as the critical day.
Little is lost in terms of identifying the true peak stress as a result of either
decision. The travel demand totals for the four periods that comprise the chosen critical
day are all reasonably close to the highest figures for each of the respective periods
(including those occurring on weekends). In addition, it is reasonable to assume that the
Olympic travel demand will present the extreme test for the transportation system during
the week, for it is then that the background loadings (those resulting from normal travel
demands) are most severe in magnitude and distribution (peaking).
An examination of the complete Olympic spectator trip arrival and departure
pattern indicates that the highest weekday attendance of the Olympic Games occurs on
the second Wednesday of the games. Appendix 1 contains a detailed tabular
representation of Olympic travel demand throughout the duration of the games. The
greatest number of peak period Olympic spectator trips are also made during this day.
Most events are in session-- in fact, 20 out of a total of 28. Of the eight events not in
session, four are effectively removed from the downtown area, and therefore of little
significance to this study. Table 2-3 lists the amount of Olympic spectator trips by daily
travel period and direction for the critical day. Appendix 2 presents a more in-depth
view of the critical day Olympic travel demand.
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TABLE 2-3.
TOTAL CRITICAL DAY (WORST WEEKDAY) OLYMPIC TRAVEL DEMAND:
SPECTATOR TRAVELERS ONLY
(person trips)
AM Peak Midday PM Peak Off peak TOTAL
Inbound 109,700 154,700 128,300 122,100 514,800
Outbound 0 140,200 71,450 303,150 514,800
2.1.2.2.3 Adjustments to Preliminary Estimate of Olympic Travel Demand
Now that, through the identification of the critical day, the size of the problem is
effectively reduced to a manageable size, a more elaborate, finer-grained estimation
approach can be enlisted for the remaining purposes of this examination. A series of
adjustments are made to the preliminary estimate of Olympic travel demand (Olympic
spectator travel demand) in order to produce a more realistic estimate of total Olympic
travel demand. Two types of alterations are made: its magnitude is re-scaled and its
underlying departure/arrival pattern is re-distributed. Table 2-4 summarizes the ultimate
outcome of this process, listing the amount of total Olympic trips by daily travel period
and direction for the critical day. Appendix 2 again presents a more in-depth view of the
critical day Olympic travel demands, highlighting the difference between preliminary
and final estimates.
TABLE 2-4.
TOTAL CRITICAL DAY (WORST WEEKDAY) OLYMPIC TRAVEL DEMAND:
ALL OLYMPIC TRAVELERS
(person trips)
Morning Noon Afternoon Night TOTAL
Inbound 210,869 197,224 156,699 119,968 684,760
Outbound 0 139,326 110,170 435,264 684,760
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2.1.2.2.3.1 Magnitude Additions
Two additions are made to the preliminary estimate of the Olympic travel demand
(the Olympic spectator travel demand) in order to develop an estimate which more
properly represents total Olympic travel demand. Not all Olympic trips are made by
spectators. In fact, a substantial number of trips are taken to/from the general Olympic
area for purposes other than event viewing. Table 2-5 briefly outlines the manner in
which both of these magnitude adjustments are made.
TABLE 2-5.
ADDITIONS TO THE MAGNITUDE OF THE PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF OLYMPIC
TRAVEL DEMAND (SPECTATOR TRIPS)
Type of Additional Olympic Trips # of Trips as % of # of Spectator Trips
Tourist (Hangers On) 10%-30%
Olympic Family 8.75%
The first addition to the magnitude of the preliminary estimate of Olympic travel
demand (Olympic spectator travel demand) incorporates demand for travel due to
tourism. The Olympics are much more than a mere sequence of sporting contests. They
are a cultural and educational gathering as well. Many non-sporting events are held
throughout the duration of the games. In addition to trips attracted to these specific
happenings, a steady stream of journeys are made to/from Olympic areas as people wish
to witness the spectacle first hand and be part of the action.
The question is how to properly add these two types of tourist trips to the
Olympic trip table, which at this point only includes spectator trips. We assumed that the
magnitude and temporal distribution of this new layer of trips is strongly correlated to the
magnitude and temporal distribution of the fundamental layer of trips. This allows for
tourist trips to be added merely as a percentage of spectator trips (10%-30%, depending
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on individual venue centrality). This supplemental segment of demand parallels the real-
world phenomenon of the "Hangers On"-- people who travel into the Olympic area with
spectator friends and instead of viewing an event walk around, shop, and soak in the
sights.
The second addition to the magnitude of Olympic spectator travel demand (the
preliminary estimate of Olympic travel demand) incorporates the mobility requirements
of the Olympic family-- Olympic athletes, officials, organizers, sponsors , and
volunteers. While the stresses exerted on the transportation system from the movements
of these groups are smaller in scale and more confined in scope than those related to
spectator movements, they are by no means insubstantial, and therefore should not be
ignored in the analysis.
According to [3] the number of members of the Olympic family in attendance at a
given event is, on average, equal to 15%-20% the amount of general spectators present;
however, this segment of the Olympic travel demand taxes the transportation system at a
significantly lesser rate than its remaining components. An explanation of this
phenomenon is found through an examination of exactly how the travel needs of the
Olympic family are normally met. Past experience reveals that the tractability and
temporal and geographic concentration of trips made by members of the Olympic family
allow for the effective design and implementation of networks of specialized transit
services to facilitate these movements. The transportation planning effort for the Atlanta
games, even in its most preliminary stages, takes great care to include and adequately
deal with the needs of the Olympic family. In Barcelona a much larger planning effort
was expended to meet Olympic family travel requirements than for the travel needs of
general spectators. Spectators were, in effect, left to fend for themselves.
The incorporation of this component of the Olympic travel demand into the
analytical framework is accomplished in a most straightforward manner by making two
simplifying assumptions: 1) the specialized services developed to provide mobility for
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the Olympic family effectively half its effect on the transportation system, and 2) the
significant half of this demand can be treated as if it were general spectator demand.
Spectator travel demands are multiplied by 1.0875 (100% + 17.5%/2) to account for the
travel demands of the Olympic family.
2.1.2.2.3.2 Final Temporal Distribution
Once the magnitude of the Olympic spectator travel demand is adjusted to
properly reflect the total Olympic travel demand, the method by which this demand is
distributed temporally is fine tuned. The preliminary spectator arrival and departure
distributions are strategically supplemented in order to more realistically distribute the
Olympic travel demand temporally. The stay over/walking factor is introduced into the
estimation procedure to address the concern that the spectating experience, while central
to the average Olympic trip, is most often not its sole component. Spectators may chose
to make a day trip out of their Olympic experience, coming into town in the morning,
enjoying the Olympic atmosphere during the afternoon, and then attending an event at
night. Unlike spectators to traditional sporting events, Olympic spectators might stay
around a little after the finish of the event they came into town to watch. There are
countless possible scenarios, all of which are feasible and most very probable. It would
be impossible to separately address each one and individually incorporate it into the
modeling framework. The key is to develop a simple yet realistic procedure through
which to incorporate these scenarios aggregatively.
The stay over/walking factor strives to accomplish this goal. This factor captures
the percentage of incoming (or outgoing) trip-goers that have stayed (or will stay) around
for a while before (or after) they attend an Olympic event. We assume a stay
over/walking factor ranging from 10% to 30%, depending on individual venue
centrality). This component of Olympic travel demand (Holdover Olympic trips) is then
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distributed among the travel periods before (or after) the start (or finish) of the given
event. The remaining percentage (Non-Holdover Olympic trips) is distributed according
to the arrival/departure pattern established in the preliminary phase of the estimation
process. Tables 2-6 and 2-7 summarize the process the final (fine-tuned) temporal
distribution of Olympic travel demand.
TABLE 2-6.
THE FINAL TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION OF OLYMPIC TRAVEL DEMAND: PART A
Type of Olympic Trip Method of Determination
Holdover (# Spectators + # Hangers On) * Stay Over/Walk Factor
Non-Holdover # Total Olympic Travelers - # Holdovers
TABLE 2-7.
THE FINAL TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION OF OLYMPIC TRAVEL DEMAND: PART B
Type of Olympic Trip Arrival Distribution Departure Distribution
Holdover Figure 2-1 Figure 2-2
Non-Holdover Table 2-8 Table 2-9
TABLE 2-8.
ARRIVAL DISTRIBUTION FOR HOLDOVER OLYMPIC TRIPS: PERCENTAGE OF PERSON
TRIPS ARRIVING DURING EACH DAILY TRAVEL PERIOD
AM Peak Midday PM Peak
Off Peak (Evening) Event Start 25% 25% 50%
PM Peak Event Start 33% 67% 0%
Midday Event Start 100% 0% 0%
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TABLE 2-9.
DEPARTURE DISTRIBUTION FOR HOLDOVER OLYMPIC TRIPS: PERCENTAGE OF
PERSON TRIPS DEPARTING DURING EACH DAILY TRAVEL PERIOD
Midday PM Peak Off Peak
AM Peak Event Finish 50% 25% 25%
Midday Event Finish 0% 67% 33%
PM Peak Event Finish 0% 0% 100%
2.1.2.2.4 Estimation of Remaining Facets of the Character of Olympic Travel
Demand
Now that the magnitude and temporal distribution of the total Olympic travel
demand is adequately estimated, micro level assumptions and characteristics are enlisted
to properly process this macro level information (aggregate person trips) into a form
usable within the modeling framework employed. Determination of the full character of
the Olympic travel demand is not a straightforward process. A series of estimation
assumptions and decisions must be effectively based on relevant past experience,
engineering judgment, and insight in order to yield a reasonable and realistic product.
2.1.2.2.4.1 Type of Trip Maker
The fundamental characteristic of the fundamental unit of the Olympic travel
demand (the Olympic trip) is the type of traveler. Important characteristics of each
Olympic trip (mode taken and origin/destination) are directly influenced by the type of
traveler involved. There are three distinct segments of Olympic travelers: metropolitan
region residents, non-residents (visitors temporarily staying within the boundaries of the
region), and outsiders (those from areas outside the metropolitan region). [3] provides a
guide for distributing the Olympic travel demand among these traveler groups. It
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indicates that roughly 45% of Olympic trips (spectating, tourist, Olympic family) are
made by residents, 17% of Olympic trips are made by non-residents, and the remaining
38% of Olympic trips are made by outsiders.
2.1.2.2.4.2 Mode Split
Olympic travel demand is divided among available modes of travel at the
individual event level. Percentages of person trips made by auto and by transit are
estimated based on: 1) experience from past large scale sporting events-- both Olympic
and non-Olympic in nature-- held at a variety of venue types and locations, and 2)
locational attributes of Boston's Olympic venues (distance from downtown core,
accessibility to provided transit services, and parking availability). Olympic venues are
categorized based on their degree of transit accessibility. The transit accessibility of a
given venue is estimated on the basis of the physical and functional distance between it
and the nearby transit facilities (i.e., how far to the nearest transit stops and how
pedestrian friendly are the paths that must be traversed). Table 2-10 summarizes this
information The inner workings of this facet of the estimation process ensure that the
location of the origin (for incoming)/destination (for outgoing) of each Olympic trip also
factors into the determination of the travel mode used. Trips from/to zones more
assessable to transit services are more likely to be taken by transit.
Forecasted mode splits are a function of the accessibility of the pertinent Olympic
venue and the segment of Olympic travelers involved. Mode splits from the LA 1984
summer Olympics serve the basis for the estimation of realistic mode splits for the
Boston games (see [33]). Transit mode splits for LA Olympic venues ranged from 5% to
55% (5% to 55% of Olympic trips taken to/from LA Olympic venues were made by
transit). Transit mode splits for those Olympic venues located in the extended downtown
area ranged from 20% to 55%.
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The Boston travel environment will be drastically different than the LA Olympic
travel environment. The transportation system of Los Angeles is one dominated by
highways. A viable transit option simply does not exist for many trips (including radial
commutes). Although special transit services were made available during the Olympics,
this temporary boost in transit capacity represented but a small shift in the relative
availability of each mode of travel (transit vs. highway). In this context it was no
surprise that Olympic transit mode splits were low. On the other hand, Boston's
transportation system offers more balance in modal availability (particularly for radially
oriented travel). It incorporates, in addition to an adequate regional highway grid, a fully
developed downtown pedestrian infrastructure and the provision of a wide variety of
transit services.
Another pertinent dissimilarity between the Boston and LA Olympic travel
environments stems from the physical layout of the Olympic venues. While a majority
of LA Olympic venues were located within its extended downtown area, the physical and
functional distance is relatively great. If Boston's "urban games" becomes reality, most
of its venues will be very closely bunched together and easy to serve through regular or
special transit services.
It is apparent that Boston's Olympic transportation environment promises to be
much more transit friendly that LA's was. Consequently, considerably larger Olympic
transit mode splits can be reasonably assumed. It is estimated that, depending on the
transit accessibility of the relevant venue, 20% to 55% of Olympic trips made by
residents of the Boston metropolitan region are made by transit. Non-resident Olympic
travelers are more apt to use transit (40% to 75% of trips made by transit), while outsider
Olympic travelers are less likely to do so (10% to 45% of trips made by transit). Table
2-11 lists the forecasted mode splits for each segment of Olympic travel under the non-
mitigation modeling scenario as a function of pertinent venue accessibility.
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TABLE 2-10.
OLYMPIC VENUES CATEGORIZED BY DEGREE OF TRANSIT ACCESSIBILITY
(Category 1 = low accessibility, Category 6 = high accessibility)
VENUE VENUE CATEGORY
Opening and closing ceremonies
Archery
Athletics
Badminton
Baseball
B asketball
Boxing
Flat Water Canoeing
Cycling-- Road Racing
Cycling-- Velodrome
Diving
Equestrian
Fencing
Field Hockey
Gymnastics
Team Handball
Judo
Pentathlon
Rowing
Shooting
Soccer
Swimming
Synchronized Swimming
Table Tennis
Tennis
Volleyball
Water Polo
Weightlifting
Wrestling
Yachting
Franklin Park
Tufts Alumni Field
Franklin Park
BU Case Center
Fenway Park
New Boston Garden
BC Conte Forum
Charles River
Charles River
Charles River
BU Pool
Franklin Park
MIT Johnson Athletic Center
BU Nickerson Field
BU Convention Center
UM Boston
Harvard
Harvard
Charles River
Camp Curtis Guild
Harvard Stadium
Lee Pool
Lee Pool
Hynes Convention Center
Longwood
Brandeis
MIT Pool
Wang Center
NE Matthews Arena
Cape Coxl
Over half of all Olympic person trips involve a venue of accessibility category 6,
reflecting the true "urban" nature of the Boston games, and indicating that there is a great
possibility that a large number of Olympic trips will be made by transit. According to an
aggregation of these mode splits based on attendance estimates, nearly 479% of all
Olympic trips will use transit under this most conservative modeling scenario. Table 2-
12 outlines this aggregation process, presenting composite mode splits for each venue
accessibility group under the non-mitigation modeling scenario.
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EVENT
1
4
6
6
2
6
6
6
4
4
3
4
3
3
6
NA
3
5
5
5
3
1
4
5
4
NA
TABLE 2-11.
MODE SPLITS BY OLYMPIC VENUE ACCESSIBILITY CATEGORY:
NON-MITIGATION SCENARIO
(% Person Trips Made by Transit)
1 2 3 4 5 6
Resident Travelers 20% 30% 40% 45% 50%, 55%
Non-resident Travelers 40% 50% 60% 65% 70% 75 %
Outsider Travelers 10% 20% 30% 35% 40() 455%
TOTAL Travelers 19.6% 29.6% 39.6% 44.6% 49).6Z 54.6(%Y
TABLE 2-12.
OVERALL OLYMPIC MODE SPLIT: NON-MITIGATION SCENARIO
(Two Way Person Trips)
1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL
Total 42,750 57,001 90,512 73,388 42,319 378,790 684,760
% by Transit 19.6% 29.6% 39.6% 44.6% 49.6% 54.6% 46.7%
2.1.2.2.4.3 Origin/Destination Distribution
The Origin/destination distribution of the Olympic travel demand describes where
each inbound Olympic trip is coming from and where each outbound Olympic trip is
going to. Resident Olympic trip ends/beginnings are distributed among metropolitan
travel zones proportional to income adjusted population. It is assumed that residents with
higher incomes, are to a certain extent, more likely to go to the Olympic Games. Travel
zones with higher than average median incomes generate more Olympic trips than would
be expected based solely on population. Non-resident Olympic trip ends/beginnings are
divided up among the metropolitan area's travel zones with respect to hotel room
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distribution. Outsider Olympic trip ends/beginnings are distributed among the
metropolitan region's external (border) travel zones proportional to average weekday trip
generation. Figure 2.6 shows the travel zones of the CTPS model in the vicinity of the
Olympic venues.
FIGURE 2.6:
DOWNTOWN TRAVEL ZONES-OF THE CTPS MODEL
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2.1.2.2.5 Estimation of Reductions in Background Travel Demand
Olympic travel demand does not represent an independent addition to
metropolitan region transportation demands. Significant reductions in background travel
demand must be made to account for the fact that a substantial percentage of Olympic
trips are made by persons who travel within the metropolitan region on a regular basis.
Such people forgo a number of trips normally taken during the course of a day (both
work and non-work related) in order to take an Olympic trip. Ideally, reasonable and
realistic estimates of reductions in background travel demand resulting from Olympic
travel can be produced through fostering a workable understanding of the character of the
Olympic travel demand by gathering information on traveler attributes (sex, income,
race, etc.) and common travel arrangements; however, attempts to gain such information
from relevant past experience proved fruitless. In lieu of this detailed knowledge of
underlying relationships and pertinent parameters, a simplified framework is developed
to estimate background travel demand reductions. This framework incorporates available
information and realistic assumptions in a straightforward, intuitively pleasing,
understandable, and manageable manner.
The most influential characteristic of an Olympic traveler is his/her employment
status. It has great bearing on both the amount of each type of trip (work, non-work)
he/she makes on a daily basis and the temporal and geographic pattern of these trips. For
example, people who work regularly on average make less non-work trips than those
who don't, simply because for most of the day they are stationary at their place of
employment. This streamlined analysis considers an Olympic traveler's employment
status the single defining characteristic of his/her trip-making behavior.
Two statistics root the procedure involved in translating Olympic trips to
reductions on background work and non-work trips: 1) the average auto occupancy for
Olympic trips (person trips per vehicle trip) -- 3, and 2) the average number of daily
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person trips made by a household in eastern Massachusetts-- 8 (see [ 17]). A workable
connection is established between these two figures by noting the great similarity
between the average Olympic travel group and the average eastern Massachusetts
household in both size and makeup.
We assume that 50% of persons in an Olympic travel group are active workers.
20% of these workers work on the day they make the Olympic trip. Makeup and
behavior scenarios are cataloged to ease understanding and guide intuition. Trip amounts
then are estimated for each alternative scenario. Person trip reductions by trip type are
determined by comparing Olympic day and normal day trip totals. Appendix 3
summarizes this procedure in tabular form.
The process results in the determination of rough but logical estimates of the
reduction in regional traffic due to resident Olympic attendance. For every Olympic
person trip, background travel demand is reduced by 0.1 work trips and 1.17 non-work
trips. Estimated person trips reductions are divided into auto and transit trips reductions
proportional to background travel mode split at the zonal level.
An adjustment is made to this trip reduction estimation procedure with regard to
Olympic travel by outsiders. The CTPS regional transportation model incorporates only
that fraction of trips made by persons residing in areas outside the model region that are
destined to or originate in the model region itself. To reduce the number of work and
non-work trips originating from these zones in the same fashion as done with the internal
zones would be equivalent to assuming that all Olympic related trips from external areas
are being made by people who make all their into the Boston metropolitan region. This
is not a valid assumption. It would be more accurate to make these reductions
proportional to the percentage of total trips produced or attracted to these outlying areas
that enter or originate in the modeling region. Since detailed information is not available
a single scale factor of 0.2 (20%) is used (it is assumed that 20% of trips produced or
attracted to these outlying areas enter or originate in the modeling region).
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2.1.3 Use of the CTPS Model
Now that the transportation model and the process through which inputs are
prepared for this model (the representation of Olympic physical capacity reduction,
Olympic travel demand, and corresponding reductions on background travel) have been
introduced, the focus can be shifted to the interaction between these two entities,
explaining exactly how the model is used to transform the wide array of pertinent inputs
into usable evaluative information. This analysis is conducted through an examination of
four modeling scenarios. Model inputs vary by scenario; however, the general nature of
this input, as the output received from the modeling process, is identical for each case.
The first scenario forecasts normal system travel conditions in the year 2(()8. It
incorporates MAPC (Metropolitan Area Planning Council) population and employment
growth projections, as well as expected major improvements to the transportation supply
networks- including the CA/T (Central Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel) project and the
restoration of the three branches of the Old Colony commuter rail line.
The remaining three scenarios deal with the interaction between the stresses
exerted by the Olympics-- the additional travel demand generated (from spectator,
tourist, and Olympic family trips) coupled with the corresponding reductions in
background travel demand and the physical capacity constraints presented (roadway
closures in the lower Charles River basin area to facilitate the Olympic village)-- and the
pre-existing balance between the supply of and demand for transportation.
The second scenario represents worst case conditions. Conservative assumptions
are made with respect to Olympic mode splits and average vehicle occupancy. Aside
from reductions due to Olympic travel, background traffic is considered immune from
influence by the Olympics. In other words, people not attending the Olympics behave
just as they would if it wasn't occurring.
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The third scenario represents the incorporation of a broad based program
of active mitigation on Olympic travel demand. The goal of this effort is to increase
transit usage among Olympic travelers by providing more convenient transit access to
strategic venues, aggressively marketing of Olympic and normal transit services, and
improving existing or developing new HOV (High Occupancy Vehicle) facilities--
dedicated lanes, HOV- only freeway exit/entrance ramps, and preferential parking-- to
aid the effectiveness and competitiveness of transit services. Table 2-13 lists forecasted
mode splits for each segment of Olympic travel under the Olympic mitigation modeling
scenario as a function of pertinent venue accessibility.
TABLE 2-13.
MODE SPLITS BY OLYMPIC VENUE CATEGORY: MITIGATION SCENARIO
(% Person Trips Made by Transit)
1 2 3 4 5 6
Resident Travelers 20% 30% 42.5% 50% 60% 70%,
Non-resident Travelers 40% 50% 62.5% 70% 80% 90%
Outsider Travelers 10% 20% 32.5% 40% 50% 60%
TOTAL Travelers 19.6% 29.6% 42.1% 49.6% 5 9.6%! 69.6%
The Olympic mitigation program produces the best results if it focuses
only on those venues with a high degree of transit accessibility. Not only will travel
to/from these venues be more responsive to transit mitigation policies, but it is most
advantageous to highway travel conditions to divert trips to/from these venues to transit,
for they are destined to/originate from central Boston, utilizing the most congested pieces
of the highway network. Table 2-14 presents the composite mode splits for each venue
accessibility group under the non-mitigation modeling scenario and outlines the process
used to determine one aggregate Olympic mode split. Venue group percentage increases
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in transit usage range from 6% (accessibility category 3) to 28% (accessibility category
6). According to an aggregation of these mode splits based on attendance estimates, 57%
of all Olympic trips will use transit under the Olympic mitigation modeling scenario.
This represents an overall increase in transit usage among Olympic travelers of 21%,.
TABLE 2-14.
OVERALL OLYMPIC MODE SPLIT: MITIGATION SCENARIO
(Two Way Person Trips)
1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL
# Total Trips 42,750 57,001 90.512 73,388 42,319 378,79() 684,760
% by Transit 19.6% 29.6% 42.1% 49.6% 59.6% 69.6% 56.8%
% Change 0.0% 0.0% 6.3% 11.2% 20.2%, 27.5%/ 20.8%
EQUATIONS:
% change = (% by transitvo MITIGATION - % by transitilTIGATlON) / % by transitNo MITIGATION
% by transitToTAL = # tripsVENUE GROUP I * % by transitENUE GROUP 1# tripsENUE GROUP 2
* % by transitVENUE GROUP 2 +') / (# triPSVENUE GROUP 1+ # tripsVENUE GROUP 2 + "')
% changeTOTAL = # triPSVENUE GROUP I * % changeVENUE GROUP I + # triPSVENUE GROUP 2
* % changeVENUE GROUP 2 + )}/ # triPSVENUE GROUP 1+ # triPSVENUE GROUP 2 + "'J
An alternate means to achieve the reduction in auto usage corresponding to this
increase in transit usage (18%) is to increase the average auto occupancy for Olympic
travel. If increases are made in the number of person trips per vehicle trip, a lesser
increase in transit usage is required to produce the same improvement in highway
conditions. Table 2-15 explores possible combinations of increases in transit usage and
increases in average auto occupancy that would result in the desired reduction of
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Olympic auto vehicle trips. The analysis assumes the entire reduction in auto vehicle
trips comes as a result of increases in transit usage. This represents the most conservative
approach with respect to testing the ability of transit services to accommodate the all
diverted trips.
The fourth modeling scenario represents both passive and active mitigation
efforts focused on background traffic in addition to the Olympic mitigation efforts
modeled under the third scenario. Background mitigation activities are divided into two
categories: 1) active programs by major downtown employers to promote and encourage
alternatives to single occupancy vehicle travel (through incentives or regulations), and 2)
passive general mitigation aimed at all downtown oriented trips-- highlighting the
alternatives to auto travel and encouraging transit and HOV usage. Appendix 4 describes
the background travel situation (in terms of number of trips taken by mode and
destination) prior to background mitigation. Changes due to each layer of background
mitigation are fully presented in Appendix 5 and summarized in Tables 2-16 and 2-17.
TABLE 2-15.
ALTERNATIVE MEANS TO ACHIEVE THE DESIRED OLYMPIC MITIGATION RESULTS
21% Increase in Transit Usage = 18% Reduction in Auto Usage
POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS TO ACHIEVE AN 18% REDUCTION
IN AUTO VEHICLE TRIPS
Non-Mitigation Transit Mode Share = 47%
Non-Mitigation Average Auto Occupancy = 3.0
Transit Usage Average Auto Occupancy
% Increase Mode Share % Increase Value
21 57% 0 3.00
16 55% 5 3.15
12 53% 10 3.30
7 50% 15 3.45
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This scenario also incorporates the reduction in regional travel due to the
Olympics. Anticipation of deterioration in travel conditions during the games will result
in an increased reluctance to make trips to the metropolitan core. During the 1984 LA
summer Olympics there was a 19% reduction in peak hour work trips and a 33%
reduction in peak hour non-work trips (25% reduction in peak hour total trips) made by
auto to downtown LA (see [16]). A most influential phenomenon is disproportionate
number of vacations that will be scheduled during the games as area employees
(especially downtown employees) seek to avoid the extra commuting hassle. 1() of the
19 percentage point reduction in work trips to downtown LA during the Olympics was
due to increased vacationing. Since the LA observations cannot be directly transformed
into estimates for the Boston case because they don't share a similar geographic (different
size of destination area), temporal (different time period length), or
demographic(different types of people) basis; figures are developed that appear
adequately conservative within the context of the LA data.
It is estimated that mitigation initiatives by major downtown employers could
potentially result in a 10% decrease in auto usage among their employees (which
constitute 40% of the city of Boston's workforce). Passive general mitigation, coupled
with Olympic influenced curbing of downtown oriented auto travel, could potentially
cause a 3% decrease in non-work trips and a 5% decrease in work trips made by auto to
the metropolitan core. It is expected that there will be a 7% reduction in all work trips
to/from the metropolitan core during the typical Olympic day strictly due to increased
vacationing. The cumulative effect of the two types of mitigation and increased
vacationing is estimated to be a 13% reduction in work trips and a 5% reduction in non-
work trips (11% reduction in total trips) made by auto to/from the metropolitan core.
Table 2-16 summarizes the reduction in auto vehicle trips expected during the Olympics
due to both background mitigation and regional reaction to the Olympics.
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TABLE 2.16.
REDUCTIONS IN AUTO TRIPS TO/FROM THE METROPOLITAN CORE
DURING THE OLYMPICS
Work Non-Work Total
Due to Increased Vacationing 7% 0% 4%
Due to General Mitigation 3% 5% 4%
Due to Downtown Employer Mitigation 3% 0% 2%
TOTAL 13% 5% 11%
Assuming that background mitigation policies aim to decrease the amount of auto
vehicle trips strictly through boosting transit ridership, they will require a I 1% increase
in transit usage for work trips and a 21% increase in transit usage for non-work trips
(16% increase in overall transit usage to the metropolitan core). Table 2-17 illustrates
how increases in transit usage due to both background mitigation and regional reaction to
the Olympics alter the mode share of transit for background travel.
TABLE 2-17.
TRANSIT TRAVEL TO/FROM METROPOLITAN CORE
DURING THE OLYMPIC SCENARIOS
Work Non-Work TOTAL
Transit Mode Share: Base Scenario 35% 18% 25%
% Increase in Transit Usage due to 11 21 16
Background Mitigation
Transit Mode Share: Mitigation Scenario 39% 22% 28%
In reality, mitigation programs can achieve the desired reduction in auto usage
most effectively by combining policies aimed at increasing transit usage with policies
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aimed at increasing average auto occupancy. Caution must be taken when engaging in
such a broad-based approach to avoid competition or redundancy among component
mitigation policies, which would surely have a detrimental effect on the cost
effectiveness of the overall mitigation program. Tables 2-18 and 2-19 explore possible
combinations of increases in transit usage and increases in average auto occupancy that
would result in the desired reduction in background auto vehicle trips.
TABLE 2-18.
ALTERNATE MEANS TO ACHIEVE BACKGROUND MITIGATION GOALS
PART A: MITIGATION FOR NON-WORK TRIPS
21% Increase in Transit Usage = 5% Reduction in Auto Usage
POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS TO ACHIEVE AN 5% REDUCTION IN AUTO VEHICLE NON-
WORK TRIPS TO/FROM METROPOLITAN CORE
Non-Mitigation Transit Mode Share = 18%
Non-Mitigation Average Auto Occupancy = 1.3
Transit Usage Average Auto Occupancy
% Increase Mode Share % Increase Value
21 22% 0 1.3
17 21% 1 1.31
9 20% 3 1.34
0 18% 5 1.37
The goal of this investigation is to evaluate the ability of the transportation
system as a whole to provide access between the metropolitan region and its downtown
core during the Olympic Games. A set of output parameters is sifted from the huge
amount of result data generated by the transportation model which adequately
encapsulates pertinent system travel conditions. The evaluative component of the
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analysis is based on a comparison of corresponding values these strategically selected
model statistics between the preliminary scenario, or "base case", and the three
subsequent scenarios. This examination is performed in two parts: one investigating
conditions on the metropolitan area's highway network and other exploring the situation
on its transit network.
TABLE 2-19.
ALTERNATE MEANS TO ACHIEVE BACKGROUND MITIGATION GOALS
PART B: MITIGATION FOR WORK TRIPS
11% Increase in Transit Usage = 3% Reduction in Auto Usage
POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS TO ACHIEVE AN 3% REDUCTION
IN AUTO VEHICLE WORK TRIPS
Non-Mitigation Transit Mode Share = 34%
Non-Mitigation Average Auto Occupancy = 1.4
Transit Usage Average Auto Occupancy
% Increase Mode Share % Increase Value
11 39% 0 1.4
9 38% 1 1.41
6 37% 3 1.44
2 36% 5 1.47
2.2 Analysis of Highway Conditions
The analysis of highway conditions is performed in two main steps. First a
regional perspective is taken to gain a general sense of the magnitude of the stresses
exerted on the highway network by the Olympics. Next, a radial perspective is taken,
which more closely examines the effects of the Olympics on the quality of access
provided to the metropolitan core by the regional highway network.
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2.2.1 Regional Perspective
The first facet of the highway analysis attempts to capture how the 2008 summer
Olympics will affect the Boston metropolitan region through an examination of its
highway network as a whole (evaluation of general highway travel conditions). This
component of the study is simple and straightforward, but of low resolution. While it
does prove insightful in some ways, it is not entirely satisfying for evaluative purposes.
2.2.1.1 Regional Parameters
The CTPS regional transportation model by default keeps track of totals for auto
vehicle trips, vehicle miles of travel, and vehicle hours of travel during each of the four
daily travel periods. Two additional forms of regional data are collected for the purposes
of this evaluative investigation: Congestion Index values and Volume/Capacity ratio
information.
2.2.1.1.1 Congestion Index
The congestion index represents the percentage of aggregate vehicle hours
traveled (VHT) attributable to congestion (i.e., due to the effect of vehicle interaction)
(see [31]). The remaining percentage of VHT is simply the time required to overcome
physical distance over the highway network. The congestion index gives a good
indication of how well the roadway system is providing access (facilitating movement)
relative to how well it could do so under ideal conditions (i.e., when there is sufficient
roadway space available to each traveler to ensure that the presence and action of other
drivers do not affect the time he/she will take to reach his/her ultimate destination). It, in
effect, weights the average travel speed during a given period with respect to the free
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flow speed over the section of roadway being studied. An increase in the congestion
index indicates that the gap between actual travel speeds and free flow travel speeds has
widened-- a direct result of increased congestion. A decrease in the congestion index
indicates that this gap has been shorten due to lessening congestion.
CONGESTION INDEX= I - (vehicle hours traveledFREE FLOW CONDITIONS / vehicle hours
traveledAcTUAL CONDITIONS)
2.2.1.1.2 Volume/Capacity Ratio
The Volume/Capacity (V/C) ratio is the relationship between a roadway
segment's effective capacity and its vehicular volume (the number of vehicles it can
handle Vs. the number of vehicles using it) over a given period of time. This ratio gives
only a rough indication of the prevailing travel conditions on the highway link in
question, for there is no hard and fast relationship between the magnitude of its value and
the quality of traffic flow. In lieu of this imprecision, general rules-of-thumb have been
established to guide evaluative efforts
A V/C ratio below .75 suggests that traffic conditions are free of congestion. A
ratio value between .75 and 1.0 indicates significant, and increasingly substantial levels
of congestion. Regular flow of traffic is maintained under all but the upper range of this
interval, where deterioration to stop and go conditions is probable. A ratio value over 1.0
(possible because capacity figure used is not the theoretical optimum, but an rough,
experience-based value) is associated with gridlock, during which queues are the norm
and vehicular movement is irregular at best. A simplified approach is chosen for the
purposes of this analysis. In each case, percentage of links operating at above or below a
single cutoff value (1.0) is determined. This cut-off point proves intuitively pleasing for
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it divides those links that are operating under their effective carrying capacity from those
that are operating above their effective carrying capacity.
2.2.1.2. Results of Regional Analysis
Auto vehicle trips decline during all four daily travel periods as a result of the
Olympics. The most significant decreases occur during the midday and PM peak periods.
Table 2-20 presents the daily distribution of auto vehicle trips under each of the four
modeling scenarios.
TABLE 2-20.
AUTO VEHICLE TRIPS (millions)
OFF AM MID PM DAILY
PEAK PEAK DAY PEAK
Base Case Scenario 2.34 2.35 3.51 2.89 11.10
Worst Case Olympic Scenario 2.33 2.29 3.40 2.79 10.80
Olympic Mitigation Scenario 2.31 2.28 3.38 2.78 10.75
Best Case Olympic Scenario 2.28 2.21 3.33 2.72 10.55
These reductions in vehicle trips are due to Olympic attendance by regional
residents. Residents curb their regular daily trip schedule to accommodate an Olympic
trip-- which is more likely to be made by transit, more likely to involve multiple car
occupancy, and more likely to be of a longer duration of stay (thus limiting the time
available to make other trips) than the work or non-work trips they would normally
make. Non-resident Olympic trip-making activity does represent an influx of travel into
the system; however, its contribution to the number of vehicle trips is relatively small,
for the percentage of total non-resident Olympic trips taken by auto is expected to be
lowest among segments of Olympics travel.
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Despite the fact that daily auto vehicle trips decrease, daily vehicle miles of travel
increase 1.7% under the worst case Olympic scenario, indicating an increase in the
average vehicle trip length. A greater percentage of total vehicle trips taken within the
Boston metropolitan region are being taken to/from the metropolitan core (location of
Olympic venues and attractions). Table 2-21 presents the daily distribution of vehicle
miles of travel under each of the four modeling scenarios.
Vehicle hours of travel increase at a rate more than triple that of VMT (6.9%
under the worst case Olympic scenario). Trips are taking longer to complete (per unit of
distance) due to an increasing levels of highway congestion. Table 2-22 presents the
daily distribution of vehicle hours of travel under each of the four modeling scenarios.
TABLE 2-21.
VEHICLE MILES OF TRAVEL (millions)
OFF AM MID PM DAILY
PEAK PEAK DAY PEAK
Base Case Scenario 23.0 24.3 33.9 29.3 110.6
Worst Case Olympic Scenario 24.7 24.6 33.9 29.3 112.5
Olympic Mitigation Scenario 24.2 24.4 33.7 29.0 111.3
Best Case Olympic Scenario 23.9 23.4 33.1 28.2 108.7
TABLE 2-22.
VEHICLE HOURS OF TRAVEL (millions)
OFF AM MID PM DAILY
PEAK PEAK DAY PEAK
Base Case Scenario .62 .87 1.00 1.16 3.64
Worst Case Olympic Scenario .69 1.00 1.00 1.19 3.89
Olympic Mitigation Scenario .66 .93 .99 1.15 3.73
Best Case Olympic Scenario .65 .85 .97 1.08 3.56
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Average speed data also hint at a general deterioration of highway travel
conditions. The most affected daily travel period is the AM peak, during which average
speeds decrease from 28.1 mph to 24.5 mph region-wide under the worst case Olympic
scenario. Corresponding decreases for the three remaining daily travel periods are much
smaller (all below 1 mph). Table 2-23 presents the daily distribution of average travel
speed under the each of the four modeling scenarios.
TABLE 2-23.
AVERAGE SPEED (mph)
OFF AM MID PM DAILY
PEAK PEAK DAY PEAK
Base Case Scenario 37.2 28.1 33.9 25.4 30.4
Worst Case Olympic Scenario 36.1 24.5 33.6 24.6 29.0
Olympic Mitigation Scenario 36.5 26.3 33.9 25.4 29.8
Best Case Olympic Scenario 36.7 27.5 34.1 26.2 30.6
The regional Congestion Index appears for the greater part insensitive to the
exertion of the Olympic stresses. The most significant deterioration in conditions occurs
in the AM peak, during which the index rises from 30 under the base case scenario to 33
under the worst case Olympic scenario. The corresponding value of the index under the
best case Olympic scenario is 29-- actually lower than that under the base case scenario.
In fact, in all but one daily travel period (the off peak-- evening/early morning) the
congestion index value under the best case Olympic scenario is equal to or less than that
under the base case scenario, indicating a general stability or improvement in highway
conditions. Table 2-24 presents the daily distribution of regional congestion index values
across modeling scenarios.
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The percentage of regional links operating at above a V/C ratio of 1.() does not
vary considerably between scenarios during any of the four daily travel periods. Changes
from the base case scenario to the worst case Olympic scenario are all less than or equal
to 1 percentage point in magnitude. The changes from the base case scenario to the best
case Olympic scenario are all negative, with the greatest improvement during the PM
peak where the V/C ratio percentage value falls from 18% to 15%. Table 2-25
summarizes the daily variation of the regionally based V/C ratio distribution across
modeling scenarios.
TABLE 2-24.
CONGESTION INDEX VALUES: REGIONAL
OFF PEAK AM PEAK MIDDAY
Base Case Scenario 6 30 14
Worst Case Olympic Scenario 8 33 15
Olympic Mitigation Scenario 8 32 14
Best Case Olympic Scenario 8 29 14
PM PEAK
37
38
37
35
TABLE 2-25.
PERCENTAGE OF LINKS OPERATING AT A VOLUME/CAPACITY RATIO GREATER
THAN 1.0: REGIONAL
OFF PEAK AM PEAK MID DAY PM PEAK
Base Case Scenario 1% 12% 3 % 18%
Worst Case Olympic Scenario 2% 13% 4% 18%
Best Case Olympic Scenario 1% 11% 3% 15%
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2.2.2 Radial Analysis
While regional statistics offer valuable insight into how the Olympic stresses
exert themselves on the highway network, they fail to adequately describe the specific
effects of these exertions on network travel conditions. The significance of the detected
deterioration in the highway travel environment is difficult to accurately determine by
examining only these figures. By their very nature they present an extremely generalized
perspective of the situation. In a system so large and complex, the individual effects of a
given influence, however substantial, can easily be dampened through the aggregation
process which is undertaken to produce these high level statistics. Consequently, there is
no precise relationship between the numerical magnitude of changes in regional
parameters and the significance of the alterations in highway network travel conditions
represented. To alleviate this aggregation problem, two types of specialized output are
extracted from the model: travel times on important radial highway corridors and
detailed information on the performance of 176 strategically located highway links. Both
highlight radial travel conditions, which are expected to be the most affected by the
Olympics.
2.2.2.1 Corridor Travel Time
Eight major radial highway corridors inside Route 128 are examined, as well as
Route 128 itself from Route 1 (in the north) to Route 3 (in the south). Corridor travel
times are approximated by travel times between travel zones located as near as possible
to the ends of each stretch of highway. To maximize accuracy, dwell times (time spent
accessing the vehicle at the origin, parking the vehicle at the destination, etc.) are
subtracted from intrazonal travel times. Numerical data are presented in two manners.
First, the percentages changes in corridor travel times are discussed. Pertinent
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information is summarized in Tables 2-26, 2-27, and 2-28. Secondly, information is
tabulated on the magnitude of changes in commuting travel times on three specific major
radial highway corridors-- the Massachusetts Turnpike, 1-93 North, and the Southeast
Expressway. Relevant data are presented in Tables 2-29 and 2-3(). Appendix 6 contains
more in-depth information regarding both percentage and magnitude changes.
It appears that the worst hindrance to commuting is a 13% (under the worst case
Olympic scenario) or 2% (under the best case Olympic scenario) increase in travel times
inbound during the AM peak. Traffic conditions outbound during the PM peak do not
significantly deteriorate-- travel times increase only 2% under the worst case Olympic
scenario. In fact, travel times significantly decrease (6%,) under the best case Olympic
scenario. This improvement in commuting conditions is due to substantial numbers of
Boston employees remaining downtown to attend late afternoon or evening Olympic
events, instead of returning home at the normal time. Travel times on the Route 128
circumferential corridor increase only 2% during peak hours under the worst case
Olympic scenario.
There are two significant non-peak changes in highway corridor travel conditions.
The first occurs during off peak or evening hours, when travel times in the outbound
direction increase 7% under the worst case Olympic scenario (3% under the best case
Olympic scenario). This reflects the large number of return trips from Olympic sites
taken during the evening travel period. The second noticeable change is during the PM
peak, where travel times increase 7% in the inbound (non-peak) direction under the worst
case Olympic scenario (2% under the best case Olympic scenario). This results from the
substantial number of arrivals for Olympic events held during early evening hours. Mild
increases (3% in the worst case, 2% in the best case) occur to total (both inbound and
outbound) travel times during the midday period. Travel times along the Route 128
corridor increase 3% during both the off peak (evening and early morning) and midday
travel period under the worst case Olympic scenario.
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TABLE 2-26.
PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN CORRIDOR TRAVEL TIMES FROM BASE CASE SCENARIO:
INBOUND ON MAJOR RADIAL HIGHWAYS
OFF PEAK AM PEAK MIDDAY PM PEAK
Worst Case Olympic Scenario 0% 13% 4% 7%
Olympic Mitigation Scenario 0% 8% 3 % 5 %
Best Case Olympic Scenario 0% 2% 3% 2%
TABLE 2-27.
PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN CORRIDOR TRAVEL TIMES FROM BASE CASE SCENARIO:
OUTBOUND ON MAJOR RADIAL HIGHWAYS
OFF PEAK AM PEAK MIDDAY PM PEAK
Worst Case Olympic Scenario 7% 0% 3% 2%
Olympic Mitigation Scenario 5% 0% 2% 1%
Best Case Olympic Scenario 3% -3% 1% -6%
TABLE 2-28.
PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN CORRIDOR TRAVEL TIMES FROM BASE CASE SCENARIO:
ROUTE 128
OFF PEAK AM PEAK MIDDAY PM PEAK
Worst Case Olympic Scenario 3% 2% 3% 2%
Olympic Mitigation Scenario 0% 0% 0%  
Best Case Olympic Scenario -1% -2% -1% -4%
There are no noticeable increases in corridor travel times between the base case
scenario and the best case Olympic scenario. The single largest change in travel time is a
9 minute increase inbound on I-93 North during the AM peak period. There is only a 3
minute increase on the Pike and a 5 minute increase on the Southeast Expressway at this
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time. Changes are lower for the PM peak period, during which it takes only I more
minute to go from the north end of the Central Artery to Route 128 on 1-93 North, 2
additional minutes to go from the Southeast Expressway interchange to Route 128 on the
Massachusetts Turnpike, and actually 3 minutes less to go from the Pike intersection to
Route 128 on the Southeast Expressway.
TABLE 2-29.
TRAVEL TIMES INBOUND DURING AM PEAK ON SELECTED MAJOR RADIAL
CORRIDORS (minutes)
Mass. Pike 1-93 North Southeast EXD.
Under free flow conditions
Base case Scenario
Worst Case Olympic Scenario
Best Case Olympic Scenario
14
23
26
23
15
28
37
32
13
29
34
29
TABLE 2-30.
TRAVEL TIMES OUTBOUND DURING PM PEAK ON SELECTED MAJOR RADIAL
CORRIDORS (minutes)
Mass. Pike 1-93 North Southeast Exp.
Under free flow conditions 14 15 13
Base case Scenario 24 30 37
Worst Case Olympic Scenario 26 31 34
Best Case Olympic Scenario 23 28 33
2.2.2.2 Link Performance Statistics
The 176 individual highway links analyzed are strategically grouped to form
effective representations of the major radial connections of the Boston regional highway
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network, including: main radial highways outside of Route 128 (12 inbound links/12
outbound links), Route 128 itself (20/20), major radial highways inside Route 128
(38/38), and minor radial highways inside of Route 128 (18/18). Average Speed,
Congestion Index, and V/C ratio values are determined for every link. Appendices 7, 8,
and 9 summarize the evaluation of each of these 3 types of model output respectively.
Insight is gained into general travel conditions on each roadway group through an
examination of the changes in these parameters of each corresponding collection of
indicators links.
2.2.2.2.1 Average Speed
According to the average speed data, the greatest deterioration in commuting
conditions occurs on minor radial highways within Route 128. Under the worst case
Olympic scenario, average speeds decrease 13.6% during the AM peak period and 12.6%
during the PM peak period (under the best case Olympic scenario, these figures are 3.2%
and 4.6% respectively). Adjustments made by experienced commuters cause this
significant increase in congestion. They switch to these secondary routes in the hope of
avoiding conflict with Olympic traffic. Tables 2-31 and 2-32 summarize the percentage
changes in average speeds on minor radial highways.
TABLE 2-31.
PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE SPEEDS FROM BASE CASE SCENARIO: INBOUND
ON MINOR RADIAL HIGHWAYS WITHIN ROUTE 128
OFF PEAK AM PEAK MIDDAY PM PEAK
Worst Case Olympic Scenario -5.3% -13.6% -5.5% -10.3%
Olympic Mitigation Scenario -4.4% -9.2% -4.8% -7.5%
Best Case Olympic Scenario -4.1% -3.2% -4.3% -5.5%
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The negative effect on commuting conditions tends to be slightly smaller for
major radial highways-- average speeds decrease 9.5% inbound during the AM peak
period and 2.2% outbound during the PM peak period under the worst case Olympic
scenario. Average speeds actually increase during both periods under the best case
Olympic scenario (0.6% in the AM, 5% in the PM)-- evidence of a reduction in work
trips and especially return work trips during the PM peak period due to Olympic
spectating. Tables 2-33 and 2-34 outline the daily variation of the percentage change in
average speeds on major radial highways across the four modeling scenarios.
The peak hour travel environment on radial highways outside route 128 is on average
slightly better than that of major radial highways inside of the circumferential ring.
Conditions on Route 128 do not significantly deteriorate during any of the daily travel
periods. Under the worst case Olympic scenario, average speeds decrease an average of
2% . Under the best case Olympic scenario, average speeds actually increase 3%. Table
2-35 presents the daily variation of the percentage change in average speeds on Route
128 across the four modeling scenarios.
TABLE 2-32.
PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE SPEEDS FROM BASE CASE SCENARIO:
OUTBOUND ON MINOR RADIAL HIGHWAYS WITHIN ROUTE 128
OFF PEAK AM PEAK MIDDAY PM PEAK
Worst Case Olympic Scenario -8.8% -7.5% -8.1% -12.6%
Olympic Mitigation Scenario -7.5% -6.9% -7.2% -8.8%
Best Case Olympic Scenario -7.1% -6.0% -6.7% -4.6%
There appear to be two significant non-commuting problems-- outbound during
the evening and inbound during the PM peak. Average speeds decrease 1.3% (evening)
and 8.4% (PM peak) on major radial highways under the worst case Olympic scenario
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(7.2% and 3.6% under the best case Olympic scenario). Changes on minor radial
highways are comparable-- 8.8% (evening) and 10.3% (PM peak) under the worst case
Olympic scenario (7.1% and 5.5% under the best case Olympic scenario). Conditions on
radial highways outside route 128 tend to be slightly better than those on major radial
highways inside of the circumferential ring. The travel environment on Route 128 does
not significantly deteriorate during non-peak hours. Average speeds decrease roughly
2% under the worst case Olympic scenario. They remain unchanged from the base case
scenario under the best case Olympic scenario.
TABLE 2-33.
PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE SPEEDS FROM BASE CASE SCENARIO: INBOUND
ON MAJOR RADIAL HIGHWAYS WITHIN ROUTE 128
OFF PEAK AM PEAK MIDDAY PM PEAK
Worst Case Olympic Scenario -1.2% -9.5% -2.8% -8.4,
Olympic Mitigation Scenario -.5% -9.1% -1.8% -5.8%
Best Case Olympic Scenario -.2% .6% -.7% -3.6%,
TABLE 2-34.
PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE SPEEDS FROM BASE CASE SCENARIO:
OUTBOUND ON MAJOR RADIAL HIGHWAYS WITHIN ROUTE 128
OFF PEAK AM PEAK MIDDAY PM PEAK
Worst Case Olympic Scenario -10.3% -.5% -3.2% -2.2%
Olympic Mitigation Scenario -8.0% .2% -3.1% -2.3%
Best Case Olympic Scenario -7.2% 2.6% -1.7% 5.0%
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TABLE 2-35.
PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE SPEEDS FROM BASE CASE SCENARIO: ROUTE 128
OFF PEAK AM PEAK MIDDAY PM PEAK
Worst Case Olympic Scenario -3.0% -1.9% -1.5% -2.3%
Olympic Mitigation Scenario -1.7% -1.2% -.5% -. 1%
Best Case Olympic Scenario -1.2% 2.5% .4% 3.3%
2.2.2.2.2 Congestion Index
The most significant effect of the Olympics on commuting conditions occurs in
the AM peak period, during which the congestion index value for the inbound direction
on major radial highways increases from 52 under the base case scenario to 58 under the
worst case Olympic scenario. There is little or no change in commuting conditions
during the PM peak. Tables 2-36 through 2-40 summarize all pertinent congestion index
information, outlining the daily variation of the congestion indices associated with
various highway link groups across the four modeling scenarios.
TABLE 2-36.
CONGESTION INDEX VALUES: ALL SELECTED LINKS
OFF PEAK AM PEAK MIDDAY
Base Case Scenario 10 40 22
Worst Case Olympic Scenario 16 46 24
Olympic Mitigation Scenario 14 45 23
Best Case Olympic Scenario 14 40 22
PM PEAK
47
50
48
46
Larger changes in relevant congestion indices occur during non-peak hours. One
of the greatest changes occurs during the evening period, where the congestion index
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value for links outbound on major radial highways increases is from 15 to 26. This
substantial change is to due to the large volume of return Olympic trips taken during this
time period. While the size of this change is large, the index value at its highest is well
below what it is during peak periods.
Midday travel conditions remain for the most part stable. The only other
significant non-peak congestion index increase occurs inbound during the PM peak. The
jump between the base case scenario and the worst case Olympic scenario for major
radial highways is 6 (from 40 to 46). Only half of this increase occurs under the best case
Olympic scenario. The underlying reason for this change is the large amount of trips
inbound to nightly Olympic events.
CONGESTION
Base Case Scenario
Worst Case Olympic Scenario
Olympic Mitigation Scenario
Best Case Olympic Scenario
Base Case Scena
Worst Case Olyr
TABLE 2-37.
INDEX VALUES: INBOUND RADIAL LINKS
OFF PEAK AM PEAK MIDDAY
8 47 19
10
9
9
54
53
48
21
20
TABLE 2-38.
CONGESTION INDEX VALUES: OUTBOUND RADIAL LINKS
OFF PEAK AM PEAK MIDDAY
rio 11 23 22
npic Scenario 22 35 25
Olympic Mitigation Scenario
Best Case Olympic Scenario
19
19
30
27
24
23
PM PEAK
34
40
38
37
PM PEAK
53
55
55
52
75
TABLE 2-39.
CONGESTION INDEX VALUES: INBOUND LINKS ON MAJOR RADIAL HIGHWAYS
OFF PEAK AM PEAK MIDDAY PM PEAK
Base Case Scenario 10 52 23 40
Worst Case Olympic Scenario 11 58 26 46
Olympic Mitigation Scenario 10 58 25 43
Best Case Olympic Scenario 10 52 24 42
TABLE 2-40.
CONGESTION INDEX VALUES: OUTBOUND LINKS ON MAJOR RADIAL HIGHWAYS
OFF PEAK AM PEAK MIDDAY PM PEAK
Base Case Scenario 15 28 27 58
Worst Case Olympic Scenario 26 31 30 58
Olympic Mitigation Scenario 23 31 29 58
Best Case Olympic Scenario 23 27 28 55
2.2.2.2.3 Volume/Capacity Ratio
According to the volume/capacity analysis, conditions on major radial highways
within Route 128 generally deteriorate slightly under the worst case Olympic scenario;
however, they either remain constant or improve under the best case Olympic scenario.
76% of inbound links on major radial highways have a V/C ratio above 1.0 during the
AM peak period under the base case scenario. 82% of these links have a V/C ratio
above 1.0 during the AM peak under the worst case Olympic Scenario (76% under the
best case Olympic scenario). 89% of outbound links on major radial highways have a
V/C ratio above 1.0 during the PM peak under the base case scenario. 92%, of these links
have a V/C ratio above 1.0 during the PM peak under the worst case Olympic scenario
(87% under the best case Olympic scenario). Table 2-41 outlines the daily variation of
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the V/C ratio distribution for major radial highways across the four modeling scenarios.
The Route 128 travel environment worsens somewhat during the AM peak and
worsens very little during the PM peak under both the worst and best case Olympic
scenarios. 45% of links on Route 128 have a V/C ratio above 1.() during the AM peak
under the base case scenario. 50% of these links have a V/C above 1.0 during the AM
peak under both the worst and best case Olympic scenario. Table 2-42 outlines the daily
variation of the V/C ratio distribution for Route 128 across the four modeling scenarios.
TABLE 2-41.
PERCENTAGE OF LINKS OPERATING AT A VOLUME/CAPACITY RATIO GREATER
THAN 1.0: MAJOR RADIAL HIGHWAYS
OFF PEAK AM PEAK MIDDAY PM PEAK
(inbound (outbound
only) only)
Base Case Scenario 1% 76% 16% 89%
Worst Case Olympic Scenario 9% 82% 25% 92%
Best Case Olympic Scenario 5% 76% 21% 87%
TABLE 1-42.
PERCENTAGE OF LINKS OPERATING AT A VOLUME/CAPACITY RATIO GREATER
THAN 1.0: ROUTE 128
OFF PEAK AM PEAK MIDDAY PM PEAK
Base Case Scenario 0% 45% 15% 80%
Worst Case Olympic Scenario 0% 50% 18% 82%
Best Case Olympic Scenario 0% 50% 15% 80%,
The percentage of links operating above capacity is substantially smaller during
non-peak hours. Conditions on radial highways during both the evening (off peak) and
the midday decline under both the worst and best Olympic scenarios. 1% of the inbound
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links on major radial highways have a V/C ratio above 1.0 during the off peak under the
base case scenario. 9% of these links have a V/C ratio above 1.() during the off peak
under the worst case Olympic Scenario (5% under the best case Olympic scenario). 16%
of the outbound links on major radial highways have a V/C ratio above 1.(0 during the
midday under the base case scenario. 25% of these links have a V/C ratio above 1.()
during the midday under the worst case Olympic scenario (21 % under the best case
Olympic scenario). The Route 128 travel environment is insensitive to Olympic effects
during the off peak and deteriorates little at midday. 15% of the links on Route 128 have
a V/C ratio above 1.0 during the midday under the base case scenario. 18% of these
links have a V/ C above 1.() during the midday during the worst case Olympic scenario
(15% under the best case Olympic scenario).
2.2.3 Conclusions of Highway Analysis
Travel conditions on Boston's highway network do not substantially deteriorate
even under the worst case Olympic scenario. Commuting conditions are significantly,
but not unreasonably, affected. The AM peak period is hit harder than the PM peak
period. Some specific facets of non-peak travel conditions decline at a greater rate than
those during the peaks, but remain considerably better than peak period conditions. The
worst deterioration occurs inbound during the late afternoon (PM peak) period and
outbound during the evening (off peak) period.
The modeling efforts contained in this study have attempted to determine the
potential improvements in highway travel conditions possible from the implementation
of mitigation policies aimed at reducing the number of either Olympic (through increased
transit usage or ride sharing) or background auto vehicle trips (through increased transit
usage, increased carpooling, or a decrease in work trips-- increased vacationing,
compressed work weeks). Results show that this potential is substantial, but only
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achievable if high levels of commitment are made by involved parties. A strong
commitment to both Olympic and non-Olympic mitigation (leading to the best case
Olympic scenario), could actually result in a slight improvement in general traffic
conditions during the two week duration of the games.
2.3 Analysis of Transit Conditions
The largest demand for transit occurs under the full (both Olympic and
background) mitigation Olympic scenario. The goal of these mitigation activities is to
reduce auto vehicle trips. One method to accomplish this is to increase transit ridership.
While it is important to design and implement policies that result in the necessary
behavioral changes (required to maintain acceptable travel conditions on critical area
highways), it is equally important to ensure that there is transit capacity available to
accommodate those levels of beneficial change in travel behavior.
2.3.1 Description of Procedure
The analysis of transit conditions is based on a comparison of available capacity
to the highest forecasted loadings at each rapid rail and commuter rail entry point to the
extended downtown area under the Olympic scenarios. This comparison is performed in
the inbound direction only. Incorporating the outbound direction as well would be
redundant. In order to examine if Boston's transit network can adequately facilitate both
the height and the breadth of the loadings expected during the Olympics, the capacity to
demand comparison is conducted at two levels-- on a daily basis and on the basis of the
AM peak period. Such an approach enables a thorough, well balanced analysis of transit
network performance.
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2.3.1.1 Estimation of Transit Capacity
Estimating the expected capacity of each specific facet of the Boston transit
network proves to be a most imprecise and intricate task. The capacities of transit links
are not constant, but variable functions of service levels and quality. It is a difficult job
just to document the actual carrying capacity currently available on each line of the ( .
No hard data exist, so capacity must be estimated from aggregate level MBTA service
statistics of questionable accuracy.
The task of forecasting future capacity is a level of magnitude more difficult. It
may be significantly influenced by many uncontrollable factors and unforeseen forces.
When faced with such an unpredictable situation, the best approach is to investigate a
limited number of possible scenarios and then perform a sensitivity analysis. A
collection of service plans are developed, attempting to capture a handful of probable
operating scenarios. From this basis, an evaluation of the sensitivity each line's carrying
capacity to the three main service characteristics-- headways, cars/train, and
passengers/car-- is performed. Three capacity figures are determined through this
process for each transit line-- a worst case, a realistic case, and best case estimate.
2.3.1.2 Estimation of Transit Travel Demand
Demand estimates for individual transit (rapid rail or commuter rail) lines under
each modeling scenario are based on pertinent figures generated by CTPS by assigning
constructed Olympic and modified background trip tables to their model representation
of the Boston transit network. Each transit trip is assigned to the shortest logical path
between its origin and destination (see [19]). This assignment rule does not deviate
between the two types of trips (background, Olympic), for it is assumed that a sufficient
degree of information will be provided to Olympic transit riders about the service to
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ensure that their knowledge of available alternatives and service characteristics will be
effectively equal to that of the frequent () rider.
The limited accuracy of the CTPS procedure requires that its estimates (the model
outputs) be adjusted through a comparison with corresponding present day loading
levels. The goal of this process is to maintain adherence to real world constraints and
considerations which cannot be effectively incorporated into the current transit modeling
framework.
2.3.1.3 Estimation of Transit Costs
Estimates are made of total or incremental costs associated with the provision of
relevant (producing sufficient capacity to adequately accommodate expected travel
demand) service levels on specific transit lines/modes. Figures are a function of the
number of revenue vehicle miles involved in the required operating scheme. The
marginal cost of an additional revenue vehicle mile of transit service is determined based
on an analysis of the MBTA modal cost allocation model and service statistics.
Appendix 10 provides a detailed outline of the procedure involved. Table 2-43
summarizes the results of these marginal operating cost investigations.
TABLE 2-43.
MARGINAL OPERATING COSTS BY TRANSIT SERVICE
($/additional revenue vehicle mile)
RAPID RAIL
Red line 3.36
Blue line 4.34
Green line 7.74
Orange line 3.88
COMMUTER RAIL 4.06
MBTA BUSES 5.60
PRIVATE BUSES 2.55
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2.3.2 Daily Analysis
Daily capacity figures for the components of the MBTA's rapid rail network are
generated by a calibrated spreadsheet developed to translate detailed headway, acceptable
vehicle occupancy level (LOS), and number of cars/train information into carrying
capacity provided at the period and daily level. Appendix 11 presents this spreadsheet
and briefly lists the assumptions and equations underlying its many calculations. Three
capacity values are determined-- present (1994) service levels, maximum feasible
potential, and that provided by an operating scheme tailored to the highest demand levels
under the Olympic scenarios. Table 2-45 outlines the comparison between these three
values of daily capacity and the highest daily demand expected under the Olympic
scenarios for each rapid rail line. Appendix 12 contains an expanded version of this
comparison, incorporating total transportation demand under all three Olympic scenarios.
Tables 2-46, 2-47, and 2-48 detail the service characteristics associated with the
provision of pertinent levels of carrying capacity on each rapid rail line. The calibrated
spreadsheet also serves to determine the amount of car miles required for each transit line
daily under each operating scheme, from which the additional cost of providing that
service level is determined.
The commuter rail analysis is performed in a slightly different manner than that
the rapid rail examination. The capacity of each line is compared to forecasted loadings
(background + Olympic), just as in the previous analysis; however, the method used to
prepare the basis for this comparison differs. Olympic demand levels are determined
through the CTPS regional transportation model assignment procedure, but background
demand levels are based on actual present day passenger and seat counts (see [23]). The
carrying capacity of each commuter rail line is based on the current operating scheme.
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This approach assumes that in the foreseeable future the volume to capacity ratio on each
line remains constant.
Accurate and detailed (at the individual train level ) information (loading-- #
passengers, capacity, # seats) is presented in Appendix 13. This data have been
aggregated by each commuter rail line (see Appendix 14), by each destination station
(see Appendix 15) and across the entire network (see Table 2-44). Table 2-49
summarizes the comparison between two strategic values of daily capacity and the
highest daily demand expected under the Olympic scenarios for each commuter rail line.
Appendix 12 presents an expanded version of this comparison, incorporating total
transportation demand under all three Olympic scenarios. A calibrated spreadsheet is
developed to aid to translate commuter rail service characteristics to operating cost. This
spreadsheet, which is presented in Appendix 16, aids in the calculation of the cost
involved in temporarily increasing commuter rail service levels.
TABLE 2-44.
PRESENT DAY INBOUND COMMUTER RAIL SERVICE:
PROVIDED CAPACITY VS. ACTUAL DEMAND
# trains # seats # passengers Occupancy Excess Cap.
AM peak 58 43,626 32,864 .753 10762
Off peak 133 98,121 9,146 .093 88975
Daily total 191 141,747 42,010 .296 99737
The present day average daily system-wide load factor is 30%. During the AM
peak period (6 AM to 9 AM) 58 train sets arrive either at North or South Station at an
average coach occupancy of 75%. An individual train set, on average, provides 733 seats
and is filled by 546 passengers. For the remainder of the day (9 AM to 11 PM) 133
inbound trains are scheduled. The average load factor is only 9%. The average train set
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has 744 seats, out of which only 68 are filled. Estimates of excess capacity indicate that
under current conditions there are approximately 11,000 seats available during the AM
peak period and 89,000 available during the reminder of the day, bringing the daily total
to 100,000.
This facet of the analysis is conservative in the way it incorporates present
commuter rail loading and service levels. The network has the capability of offering
significantly increased service on a short term basis. Most trains sets currently operate
with at most 7 coaches. It is possible to run up to 9 car trains if the additional equipment
is made available (see [27]). Also, headways can be shortened, subject to either train set
availability (for North Station routes) or track occupancy (for South Station trains)
constraints, which at present are not binding.
2.3.2.1 Rapid Rail Analysis Results
TABLE 2-45.
RAPID RAIL: COMPARISON OF DAILY CAPACITY TO HIGHEST DAILY DEMAND UNDER
OLYMPIC SCENARIOS (inbound person trips)
Existing Potential Potential Backgrd. Olympic Total
Capacity Capacity Capacity Demand Demand Demand
Case #1 Case #2
RED LINE
North 129,950 184,410 277,200 121,214 50,764 171,978
South 129,950 184,410 277,200 111,389 21,699 133,088
ORANGE LINE
North 73,880 124,400 200,200 63,941 51,125 115,066
South/West 73,880 124,400 200,200 59,353 12,418 71,771
GREEN LINE
South/West 96,182 190,575 190,575 90,625 96,329 186,954
BLUE LINE
North/East 49,195 49,195 121,971 34,500 8,773 43,273
POTENTIAL CAPACITY CASE #1: existing service on blue line, peak period service all day on
green line, increased service during off peak on red and orange lines
POTENTIAL CAPACITY CASE #2: peak period service on all lines
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TABLE 2-46.
RAPID RAIL SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS: EXISTING
Headways (min.) Cars/Train
Peak Off peak Peak Off Peak
3.5 7.5 4.0 4.0
4.5 8.0 6.0 4.0
1.2 1.4 1.8 1.1
4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0
CAPACITY
Passengers/Car
Peak Off Peak
95 60
130 8()
110 70
160 85
TABLE 2-47.
RAPID RAIL SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS: POTENTIAL CAPACITY CASE #1
Headways (min.) Cars/Train Passengers/Car
Peak Off peak Peak Off Peak Peak Off Peak
Blue line 3.5 7.5 4.0 4.0 95 60
Orange line 4.5 7.0 6.0 6.0 130 95
Green line 1.2 1.2 1.8 1.8 110 110
Red line 4.0 5.0 6.0 6.0 160 95
TABLE 2-48.
RAPID RAIL SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS: POTENTIAL CAPACITY CASE #2
Headways (min.) Cars/Train Passengers/Car
Peak Off peak Peak Off Peak Peak Off Peak
Blue line 3.5 3.5 4.0 4.0 95 95
Orange line 4.5 4.5 6.0 6.0 130 130
Green line 1.2 1.2 1.8 1.8 110 110
Red line 4.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 160 160
The Olympics will stress the Green line more than any other rapid rail line. Its
maximum operating capacity is necessary for the facilitation of the expected travel
demands. Maintenance of peak period service characteristics is required throughout the
day-- 1.2 minute headways, 1.8 cars/train, and 110 persons/train car. Even with such a
drastic increase in the level of operation, demand is facilitated at a very low LOS (people
are really packed into the transit cars). Two possibilities exist for the alleviation of this
situation-- 1) the incorporation of three car trains into the service provision scheme, and
2) the development of a network of temporary Olympic express bus routes parallel to
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Blue line
Orange line
Green line
Red line
Green line branches (Green line track layout enables effective duplication of rail service
through surface vehicle operation).
Capacity requirements for the red and orange lines are sizable, but easily
overcome. In both cases the highest demand levels under the Olympic scenarios fall far
short of the maximum capacity potential. The demand for travel on the Red line can be
adequately handled if off peak headways are decreased from 6 to 5 minutes, 6 car trains
are run all day, and average vehicle occupancy is increased to from 85 to 105 during the
midday and evening hours, and from 60 to 85 during the early morning and late evening
hours. A similar upgrade in service is necessary on the Orange line, including: a
decrease of off peak headways from 8 to 6 minutes during the midday and evening and
from 13 to 8 minutes during the early morning and late evening, the running of 6 car
trains all day, and a modest increase in average vehicle occupancy (decrease in LOS)
from 80 to 105 in the midday and evening hours and from 58 to 8() in the early morning
and late evening hours. In the case of the Blue line, the excess capacity available under
the present day operating scheme is sufficient to absorb the highest additional travel
demands expected under the Olympic scenarios.
The additional cost for the provision of the maximum rapid rail capacity potential
is estimated at 3.8 million dollars. Under this operating scheme, the highest travel
demand expected during the Olympic scenarios is facilitated comfortably. The
incremental cost for the case in which service is closely tailored to travel demand under
Olympic scenario is 2.2 million dollars. Under this operating scheme, the highest travel
demand expected during the Olympic scenarios is facilitated at a relatively low LOS.
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2.3.2.2 Commuter Rail Analysis Results
TABLE 2-49.
COMMUTER RAIL: COMPARISON OF DAILY CAPACITY TO HIGHEST DAILY DEMAND
UNDER OLYMPIC SCENARIOS (inbound person trips)
Existing Potential Background Olympic Total
Capacity Capacity Demand Demand Demand
NORTH STA. LINES
Fitchburg 10,226 17,373 3,341 23,172 26,513
Haverhill 12,480 20,906 3,302 13,388 16,690
Lowell 15,216 26,760 3,669 19,644 23,313
RckprtJIpsch. 15,329 25,633 5,115 14,510 19,625
SOUTH STA. LINES
Framingham 14,251 24,175 4,614 9,504 14,118
Needham 13,938 23,582 3,390 4,380 7,770
Franklin 16.811 28,132 6,700 18.003 24,703
Prov./Stght. 28,767 47,669 10,806 15,49)2 26,298
Fairmount 14,729 25.588 1,073 105 1,178
Plymouth 14,749 24,858 4,425 7,599 12,024
Middleboro 14,749 24,858 4,425 10,615 15,040
Greenbush 14,749 24,858 4,425 2,119 6,544
EXISTING CAPACITY: 30 minute headways for peak period (3 hr.), 60 minute headways for the
remainder of the day (13 hr.)
POTENTIAL CAPACITY: 30 minute headways all day (16 hr.)
Of the 12 commuter rail lines in service only 5 are unable to handle the highest
travel demand under the Olympic scenarios at existing service levels. Of those five lines,
only one-- the Fitchburg line-- can't absorb the expected demand even if peak hour
headways (30 min.) are run all day. Several possible solutions exist to this problem: 1)
traffic could be routed to nearby lines (Haverhill, Lowell), which have significant
capacity to spare, 2) a lower LOS might be tolerated (allow for some limited degree of
standing in coaches), and 3) altering the allotment of double deck coaches-- transferring
more to the Fitchburg line, giving it more capacity per train set; and four) the
development of a supportive express bus route.
The additional cost involved in running peak hour service throughout the day on
all commuter rail lines all day for the sixteen day duration of the Olympic Games is
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estimated at $500,000. Under this operating scheme the highest travel demand expected
during the Olympic scenarios is facilitated very comfortably.
2.3.2.3 Shortcoming of Daily Focus
The key shortcoming in the daily volume to capacity comparison is that demand
fluctuations of short temporal spread (such as during peak hours) cannot be adequately
incorporated, examined, and evaluated within its framework. The findings of the daily
analysis are useful for illustrative purposes; however, quoted service level provision
needs are accurate at a very coarse level only. The specific operating scheme
requirements are dictated by finer-grained fluctuations in the aggregation of Olympic and
background transit demand levels. For this reason, an additional study is performed
which focuses solely on expected transit travel conditions during the AM peak period
2.3.3 AM Peak Period Analysis
A critical component of transit feasibility is the network's ability to accommodate
the demand for during the AM peak period It is at this time that the capacity of its
component modes are most severely tested under normal daily travel loadings. Do they
collectively have capacity sufficient to facilitate forecasted Olympic scenario travel
demand during this period of time?
The AM peak period volume to capacity comparison is conducted in a slightly
different manner than that performed for the daily analysis. First, the comparison is
made at the corridor level. The transit network's six rapid rail line extensions and twelve
commuter rail lines are geographically divided into six radial corridors (labeled by
compass direction). Appendix 17 briefly lists the relevant transit options in each of these
six radial corridors. Secondly, the comparison is made between additional demand and
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surplus capacity, not total demand and total capacity. This represents a change in
accounting methods only. The comparison procedure remains fundamentally the same.
Each forecasted incremental loading (amount of additional travel demand) is
compared to three corresponding values of potential excess transit capacity (worst case,
realistic case, best case), generating three figures for the amount of additional transit
capacity available or needed on both the rapid rail and commuter rail facets of each
transit corridor during the AM peak period. Appendix 18 outlines this comparison.
Table 2-50 presents a streamlined version of this comparison, focusing only on realistic
case values. The conclusions made in the analysis contained here are solely based on
these figures. Forecasts of excess transit capacity are based on a survey of potential
future rapid and commuter rail service characteristics. Appendix 19 details this
procedure, presenting various possible operating scenarios.
2.3.3.1 Corridor Analysis Results
Four out of the six rapid rail radial extensions require supplemental carrying
capacity during the AM peak period under the Olympic scenarios. Only the Blue line
(northeast corridor) and the south leg of the Orange line (south corridor) do not. The
Green line (southwest corridor) needs the most extra capacity-- 11,(XH) person trips
inbound during the peak period (3 hr.). The Red line also requires substantial capacity
aid-- 4,500 on its northwest extension (northwest corridor) and 2,500 on its south
extension (southeast corridor). The northern branch of the Orange line (north corridor)
requires an additional capacity of 3,700.
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TABLE 2-50.
CORRIDOR EXCESS CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS DURING AM PEAK PERIOD UNDER
OLYMPIC SCENARIOS (inbound person trips)
Highest Additional Excess Transit Additional Transit
Demand Under Capacity Available Capacity
Olympic Scenarios (Realistic Case) Recquired/Availahle
NORTHEAST
Commuter Rail 4,430 4,559 -129
Rapid Rail 3,061 8,831 -5,770
NORTH
Commuter Rail 3,898 4,849 -951
Rapid Rail 15,450 11,705 3,745
NORTHWEST
Commuter Rail 10,998 9,680 1,318
Rapid Rail 29,466 24,960 4,506
SOUTHWEST
Commuter Rail 3.104 8,293 -5.189
Rapid Rail 17,188 6,200 10,988
SOUTH
Commuter Rail 8,742 15,365 -6,623
Rapid Rail 6.594 13,030 -6,436
SOUTHEAST
Commuter Rail 7,855 13,527 -5,672
Rapid Rail 6,122 3,650 2,472
Most of the MBTA's rapid rail network presently operates at maximum capacity
during peak periods and there is no reason to believe that this situation will change in the
foreseeable future. There essentially is and will be no significant excess capacity
available at these times. The figures above are direct evidence of this reality.
Of the corridor-aggregated commuter rail services, only one-- the north-- requires
additional temporary person carrying capacity (1,300) during the AM peak period under
the Olympic scenarios. Substantial excess commuter rail capacities exist on every other
corridor, but can they be successfully used in efforts toward the solution of the
widespread rapid rail problems? Are they sufficient to fully compensate for each facet of
the shortfall of the rapid rail system'? Table 2-51 briefly outlines the components of the
suggested solution to the identified shortage of transit capacity during the AM peak
period.
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2.3.3.2 Suggested Solution
TABLE 2-51.
RECOMMENDED COURSES OF ACTION TO ALLEVIATE CAPACITY SHORTCOMINGS
Northeast none needed
Corridor
North 1,000 persons transfer to commuter rail
Corridor 2,700 persons use temporary express bus service (mirroring RR line)
Northwest 5,800 persons on temporary express bus service (mirroring RR line)
Corridor
Southwest 5.200 persons transfer to commuter rail
Corridor 5,800 persons use temporary express bus service (mirroring RR line)
South none needed
Corridor
Southeast 2,500 persons transfer to commuter rail
Corridor
The answer to the first question is yes. Most instances of unmet demand for rapid
rail services can be effectively facilitated by parallel commuter rail lines (lines within the
same transit corridor). The answer to the second question is no. Another source of
temporary additional capacity must be found. A logical solution is the development of a
collection of express bus routes connecting major venue groupings or downtown
circulation centers with a strategically oriented array of fringe suburban park and ride
lots. Table 2-52 summarizes express bus service requirements and the process of
estimating the associated costs.
Three supplemental transit service lines are required-- (north corridor) from
Route 128 along 1-93 North, requiring 60 inbound bus trips per AM peak period;
(northwest corridor) from Route 128 to Cambridge along Route 2, requiring 130 inbound
bus trips AM per peak period; and (southwest corridor) from Route 128 along the Mass.
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Turnpike, requiring 130 inbound bus trips per AM peak period. In total 320 inbound bus
trips are needed per AM peak period.
TABLE 2-52.
EXPRESS BUS SERVICE REQUIREMENTS BY CORRIDOR
route person bus round vehicle operating
round trips revenue cost
trips miles
North From 128 to downtown along I- 2,700 60 21,120 $95.726
93 (11 miles)
Northwest From 128 to Cambridge along 2 5,800 130 45.760 S207.407
(11 miles)
Southwest From 128 to downtown along 5,800 130 45,760 $207,407
Pike (11 miles)
TOTAL 14,300 320 112,640 $510,540
ASSUMPTIONS/EQUATIONS:
1. Effective bus capacity is 45 passengers and all buses operate at capacity
# bus round trips = #person round trips/45
2. Service provided inbound during AM peak period and outbound during PM peak period for 16
day duration of the Olympic Games
# vehicle revenue miles = # bus round trips * round trip distance * 16
3. 65% of service provided by MBTA and 35% provided by contracted private carriers
* marginal operating cost/revenue mile for MBTA buses = $5.60 (from TABLE 2-43)
* marginal operating cost/revenue mile for private buses = $2.55 (from TABLE 2-43)
average operating cost/revenue mile = .65 *5.60+ .35* 2.55 = $4.53
total operating cost = # vehicle revenue miles * 4.53
Is it feasible to provide this required amount of express bus service at the corridor
level? The facilitation of 5,800 inbound person trips during the AM peak period
represents a movement of 32 persons per minute, or approximately one bus departure
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every minute and a half. Providing such a service is practically impossible, assuming
that only a single park and ride lot is in operation; however, there is no reason to believe
that multiple lots cannot be effectively incorporated into the operating scheme. If 5 lots
were used, the throughput requirement could be satisfied if a bus leaves from each lot
every 8 minutes (a reasonable headway). Other solutions exist for this service challenge,
including: shifting the Olympic travel demand temporally-- spreading it beyond the peak
period boundaries by offering incentives (lower fares, increased convenience) for early or
late usage of the service, and shifting Olympic travel demand geographically--
channeling it to underutilized transit corridors.
It is estimated that the pure operating cost of providing this temporary transit
service (incorporating an identical number of return trips per PM peak period and
provision of the service for the entire 16 day duration of the games) will be
approximately $500,000; however, due to its specialized nature the total cost of service
provision will be substantially greater. Start up costs (preparation, planning) will be the
largest component of the additional costs. Public relations and managerial personnel are
required during the actual operation of the service. Close down costs are also significant.
The Olympic park and ride program offered during the 1984 LA summer games, which
involved a similar amount of total boardings (one way person trips)-- 44(),0(H) to the
460,000 estimated for the Boston service, had a total cost of approximately 3 million
dollars. This figure represents only reasonable benchmark for the total costs of the
provision of the Boston service-- too many factors differ between the scenarios to enable
a fine-grained cost comparison.
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2.3.4 Conclusions of the Transit Analysis
The results of the daily capacity analysis are extremely encouraging. Sufficient
excess capacity exists on nearly all rapid rail and commuter rail lines to adequately
facilitate the highest expected travel demand under the Olympic scenarios if this travel
demand would be evenly spread throughout the day. The problem is that it is not--
significant fluctuations occur, notably during peak hours. The network's ability to handle
these loading peaks is investigated through an AM peak period transit capacity analysis.
The results of this more focused examination are very positive. While the transit
capacity of the transportation system of metropolitan Boston is expected to be severely
tested during the AM peak period by the Olympics, it is anticipated that the diversity and
balance of the transit network will enable it to successfully handle this large and
extensive stress with the aid of a sizable, yet manageable, amount of temporary transit
service. The conservative assumption is made that an increase in service levels
(headways, cars/train, persons/car) during the AM peak period is not possible, i.e., each
transit service is presently operating at maximum capacity during this time.
The capacity of the rapid rail system is judged inadequate. Large excess
capacities are available on the commuter rail network, which if used effectively can
compensate for a large portion of the rapid rail shortfall. A substantial, but not
overwhelming, amount of strategically allocated temporary transit service is required in
order to facilitate the remaining transit travel needs. A logical mode which with to
provide this service is the bus, for it does not require the building of additional
infrastructure and its flexibility allows for modifications in service levels in response to
variations from expected levels of demand for the service. It is estimated that this service
can be provided at a relatively reasonable cost.
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2.4 Limitations of the Traditional Modeling Approach
On the surface, the modeling analysis performed is intuitively logical and its
results satisfying. The evaluative study which culminated this effort indicates that
highway performance does not significantly deteriorate even under the worst case
Olympic scenario (no Olympic or background mitigation), while transit capacity proves
adequate to handle all but the most extreme and concentrated (spatially or temporally)
Olympic loadings. Improvements in travel conditions can be achieved if a commitment
is made to the implementation of a broad array of mitigation policies; however,
according to this study, there is not a decisive need for a significant amount of temporary
improvements to the transportation system of metropolitan Boston in 200()()8. It is
important to subject this process to closer scrutiny in order to place its results in the
proper perspective. Several valid concerns arise upon the performance of this
examination.
2.4.1 The Olympic Circumstances
The Olympic circumstances present a great challenge to the modeling process
performed. Several of its most pronounced attributes combine to make the estimation of
the Olympic loadings and the regional reaction to these stresses very difficult. A limited
amount of related real world experience is available due to the uniqueness of the
situation, and most pertinent knowledge is only indirectly applicable. For example, a
critical facet of the estimation of the Olympic travel demand is the determination of the
traveler type split (i.e., what percentage of Olympic travelers are regional residents, non-
residents temporarily staying within the region, and outsiders). It is vital to accurately
estimate this split, for important characteristics of each Olympic trip (mode taken,
origin/destination) are directly influenced by the type of traveler involved. However, the
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only information available (from Atlanta) is marginally relevant to the Boston case. The
potential for significant error is substantial, but must be accepted.
Characteristics of the Olympic scenario also complicate the process of
representing these estimates within the modeling framework. Tight behavioral
assumptions cannot be made because of the complexity and uncertainty of the
environment. Travelers with unique attributes are faced with unique transportation
decisions. Consequently, theoretically rigorous assumption frameworks cannot be
constructed to closely guide estimation activities.
Little confidence can be placed on specific values of model input parameters.
The accuracy of the model output parameters is then equally questionable; however,
since the conclusions of the evaluative process which culminates this analysis are solely
based on general trends, not specific values; relative differences, not absolute magnitudes
(information which can accurately be determined if realistic and consistent assumption
frameworks are developed to direct estimation efforts), useful insights can be gained into
both the magnitude and character of the effects of the Olympic stresses on the Boston
transportation environment and the ability of mitigation efforts to effectively counteract
these effects.
2.4.2 Limitations of the Traditional Model
Concern must also be given to the inherent limitations of the transportation model
itself, for the capabilities and deficiencies of the modeling tool directly establish and
bound the feasible scope of the analysis performed through the use of this tool. One
significant shortcoming of the model is its limited incorporation of the time element.
Time is discretized at a very course level. The day is segmented into four travel periods,
within which there is no temporal differentiation. An important segment of mitigation
policies-- those plans aimed at strategic temporal shifting of problematic facets of travel
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demand-- can not be effectively analyzed within this modeling framework because it
allows for only the roughest of temporal shifts (those between travel periods). Since
travel demand peaks are in some instances of shorter duration than a travel period, within
period demand shifts (which cannot be made within the transportation model) could
significantly spread these peaks and improve travel conditions during them.
Several of these policies have direct application to the Olympic situation.
Specific examples include: staggered work hours or flex-time programs (to reduce the
amount of work trips made during peak hours), scheduling events to reduce Olympic
arrivals and departures during peak hours, and offering additional Olympic attractions at
critical times to spread out departure peaks. Implementation of these strategies could
result in significant and widespread improvements to the pertinent transportation
environment; however, the potential effectiveness of these policies cannot be formally
investigated with the transportation model. All that can be gained is a rough insight into
how to efficiently target each segment of these strategies (through an examination of the
contribution of each facet of travel demand to the most significant deteriorations in travel
conditions).
2.4.3 Inconsistencies with the Dynamic Nature of the Transportation Environment
The above concerns address legitimate weaknesses of the model used. While
these shortcomings do detract from the potential accuracy and application of the
procedure, they only slightly diminish its value and usefulness. The three remaining
inquiries, on the other hand, strike more fundamentally, strongly questioning both the
validity of the method underlying the completed process and the appropriateness of the
objective guiding it.
Two of these concerns challenge the reliability of the analytical predictions made
by the means of comparative statics. The method of comparative statics is rooted in the
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traditional approach to viewing the transportation environment, which studies it as an
equilibrium between the demand for and the supply of transportation services.
Consequently, the crucial assumption behind comparative statics is that the transportation
environment is in equilibrium under each modeling scenario examined. Is there any
reason to believe that the environment will be at equilibrium at any time during the
Olympics? The Olympic transportation environment is represented within this modeling
framework by static supply and demand functions. Is reality adequately portrayed
through this process? This research argues that it does not, for it fails to incorporate the
temporal variations these two main components of the transportation environment--
many significant facets of the supply of and the demand for transportation services will
be rapidly changing throughout the duration of the games.
The technique of comparative statics necessitates the generation of multiple
representations of the transportation environment, which attempt to capture strategic
differences between pertinent transportation environment scenarios. This modeling
effort attempts to take into account key differences in the Boston transportation
environment both between the present year and the year 2008 (changes in the magnitude
and character of supply capacity and travel demand) and between the 2())8 baseline
scenario and various 2008 Olympic scenarios-- the differences in the transportation
environment caused by the Olympics (physical capacity reduction, surplus demand for
travel, expected regional travel reaction, and estimated mitigation effects).
Alterations in the transportation environment are incorporated into the modeling
framework as simultaneous, instantaneous modifications. No concern is given to the
temporal dimension of the changes (when they occurred, in what order, how long of an
occurrence each represented, etc.). Does such a straightforward and simplified approach
adequately reproduce reality? This research argues that it does not. The endpoints
present a fragmented and distorted perspective. The composite path of change is of the
utmost importance, for its intricacies directly affect the ultimate collective outcome of
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the alterations introduced. Adjustments can be made to these endpoint conditions in an
attempt to compensate for path dependence; however, these at best present very rough
approximations.
A third more rudimentary inquiry strikes at the heart of the study itself-- the goal
which guides this initial analytical effort. It asks "Is the question-- What temporary
improvements to the Boston transportation system are required in 20(8 to ensure that it
can handle the Olympics-- the right question to ask?". This paper agues that it is not--
that the question of real importance are "How can Boston get the Olympics'?" and "How
can Boston be successful in hosting the games?". The BOC question is oversimplified
and the corresponding goal too focused. Consequently, the analysis fails to address the
essential question (to endeavor to attain the critical goal).
The solutions to the problems highlighted by the last three concerns involve
taking a broader perspective with regard to the temporal nature of various facets of the
transportation environment. In order to phrase these questions in a usable manner
(correctly define the crucial problem) a broader perspective must be taken with regards to
the temporal nature of the goals of transportation policy. In order to effectively answer
them (productively design policy to solve the problem) a broader perspective must be
taken with regard to the temporal nature of changes in and adjustments of the demand for
and supply of transportation This thesis contends that the development of the proper
perspective necessitates the adoption of the dynamic view of the transportation
environment-- the acquisition of a workable understanding of the intricacies of the
dynamic nature of the transportation environment.
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3. THE DYNAMIC VIEW OF THE TRANSPORTATION ENVIRONMENT
The dynamic view of the transportation environment recognizes that there are two
main processes that are simultaneously active-- one associated with the supply of
transportation services and the other associatedwith the demand for these services.
These two processes are related through feedback/adjustment loops, in which the reaction
(output) of one process becomes the stimulus (input) of the other, and vice versa. Figure
3.1 presents a graphic representation of the dynamic nature of the transportation
environment in the form of a simple descriptive diagram.
FIGURE 3.1:
THE DYNAMIC VIEW OF THE TRANSPORTATION ENVIRONMENT
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Both processes gather feedback and make adjustments at different levels and with
different speeds. On the demand side, the perceptions and decisions underlying the
feedback/adjustment process are made by individual travelers. Examples of adjustments
(in descending order of speed) include: changing the departure time of a trip, changing
the route taken, changing travel mode taken, and changing housing or employment
location. On the supply side, information regarding the condition of the transportation
environment (perceptions) drives the policy design process, which ultimately results in
the enactment of transportation policy (decisions). Adjustment examples include (again
in descending order of speed): altering the service frequency of a transit line, ordering
additional rolling stock, and constructing a new guideway.
An important facet of the dynamic nature of the transportation environment stems
from its relationship to the urban environment. The urban environment is defined as the
set of all activities performed within an urban area. The transportation environment is
itself a component part of the urban environment, for it is defined as the subset of urban
activities involved with mobility and access.
Activities which are not directly related to mobility and access both affect and are
affected by those that are. Non-transportation components of the urban environment
influence transportation demand and supply processes by affecting how demand and
supply players react to given stimuli. Examples of these external influences are, on the
demand side, economic forces (factors), and, on the supply side, the philosophy of the
political establishment.
The dynamic view of the transportation environment recognizes that it is in
constant flux. There are an endless series of perturbations-- both internal (supply and
demand adjustments/feedback responses) and external (external influences) in nature.
The progression of feedback/adjustment cycles manifest themselves in demand and
supply trajectories, which collectively contribute to the composite trajectory of the
transportation state. Since the transportation environment is not necessarily at
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equilibrium, the intricacies of this trajectory (path) become vitally important. Both
demand and supply reactions are based not solely on a single present stimulus, but on the
past and expected future progression of internal stimuli and external influences. These
processes adjust to streams of feedback, not merely to single bursts.
3.1. Introduction to the Dynamic Policy Design Process
The ideal practical application of the theoretical basis introduced and briefly
explained in the preceding chapter would be the formal incorporation of the dynamic
intricacies of the transportation environment into a usable modeling framework-- the
explicit modeling of the temporal dimension of transportation policy goals, alterations in
the transportation environment, and adjustments of the component processes of the
transportation environment. (the resolution of those problems previously identified).
Research work has been and currently is being done towards the development of dynamic
transportation models; however, the task is enormous and only limited progress has been
made to date. Efforts have explored many facets of this challenge. [7] investigated the
prospects of simultaneously modeling the route choice and departure time choices of
travelers. [2] provided a framework within which to estimate origin-destination trips
tables dynamically (i.e., to update and predict OD matrices on a real time basis). [29]
examined the influence of in-vehicle information on a driver's route decision, in effect
addressing the issue of dynamic route assignment.
The next best alternative to the use of fully dynamic analytical models in the
transportation policy design process is to take full advantage of the awareness and limited
understanding of the pertinent facets of the dynamic nature of the transportation
environment. The conventional approach to policy formulation can be beneficially
modified by expanding it to at least partially incorporate the dynamic element.
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3.1.1 General Description
The practical application of the dynamic view of the transportation environment
to the transportation policy design process that is presented in this research involves the
successful achievement of two main requisites. The first is the awareness of goal
trajectory, which answers the question, "What do you want?". The second is the
recognition of adjustment fluctuations, which deals with determining "How you can get
it".
3.1.1.1 Awareness of Goal Trajectory
Awareness of the goal trajectory involves the recognition that there is a temporal
dimension to the goals guiding the formulation and enactment of transportation policy--
that the attainment of a policy goal corresponds to the fulfillment of a certain
requirement at a given time, and may dictate the fulfillment of multiple requirements at
various points in time. It also requires the realization that transportation policy goals
change over time, due to influences both internal and external to the transportation
environment. An externally motivated change in transportation policy goals could result
from a shift in political power. The election of a new governmental administration, with
a different philosophy on the proper societal role of transportation and on the most
effective roles of public and private agencies in the provision of transportation services,
would result in changes to the priority system associated with and the manner of the
provision of these services. An example of an internally caused alteration of
transportation policy goals would be the construction of a new highway facility. Upon
its completion there could be a great attraction for policy makers to take advantage of
this huge boost in highway capacity to lower governmental subsidization of transit
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services by reducing the amount of parallel transit capacity available. Provided transit
capacity will be less utilized as travelers are diverted to the improved highway facility.
Transportation policy makers must fully examine the spectrum of past and future
policy goals, weighing their relative importance, to develop a composite goal structure
which will most effectively guide formulation and implementation efforts. In other
words, in order to correctly identify the problem to be addressed through the enactment
of transportation policy, the relationship between the prime transportation policy
objective (that under immediate focus) and the existing landscape of transportation policy
aims must be adequately comprehended.
3.1.1.2 Recognition of Adjustment Fluctuations
Once the goal is firmly established (the problem properly defined) the next step is
to explore the tangible requirements for the successful attainment of this goal. These
efforts are most effectively guided through the fulfillment of the second requirement of
the dynamic approach-- the recognition of the temporal dimension of the components of
the transportation environment. This involves becoming aware that not only do the
demand and supply components of the transportation state change over time, but that
they fluctuate in adjustment to streams of feedback, not distinct stimuli. Consequently,
history matters-- the order and timing of events within the transportation environment is
of vital importance for it directly influences how these events collectively effect its future
state. Transportation policy formulation must take into account the full spectrum of past,
present, and future adjustment fluctuations in order to be successful in the dynamic
transportation environment. Only by understanding the pertinent intricacies of the
component trajectories of the transportation state can transportation policy-makers hope
to beneficially influence it.
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3.1.1.3 Method of Utilizing Dynamic Insights Gained
The dynamic transportation policy design process introduced in this research does
not present an independent alternative to the conventional transportation policy
formulation process, but instead represents an expanded, broader version of the
traditional approach-- one roughly, yet explicitly, incorporating the temporal element
into its efforts. Insights gained through explorations into the dynamic nature of the
components of the transportation environment are introduced into the policy design
procedure as a supplemental layer of information. This additional knowledge is used to
strategically modify policies initially designed by conventional means (i.e., through a
survey of traditional sources of contributive knowledge) to maximize their potential
effectiveness within the context of the dynamic transportation environment. For each
principal instance of policy formulation/enactment examples of the conventional policy
design process are given-- their procedure summarized, their techniques discussed, and
their products (recommended policy programs) outlined. Individual policies of this
program are then altered to gain consistency with dynamic insights.
3.2. The Practical Application of the Dynamic Transportation Policy Design Process
to the Case Study of the Boston Olympics
The question initially posed by the BOC, " What temporary improvements are
needed in 2008 so that Boston's transportation system can handle the Olympics'?", while
pertinent to their immediate needs (a preliminary verdict on the feasibility of holding the
2008 Olympics in Boston), only partially addresses their ultimate concern (how to get the
Olympics and how to successfully host the games). A preliminary step in the application
of the dynamic approach to transportation policy formulation introduced in this research
to the 2008 Boston Olympics case study is an investigation into the definition of
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"successful" (what constitutes successfully hosting the Olympics?). Host cities approach
the Olympics with many contrasting agendas. Which character of agenda is most
appropriate in Boston's case?
An answer to this question is sought through an examination of pertinent
tradeoffs involved with alternative approaches-- potential rewards vs. efforts required,
possible opportunities vs. existing barriers. The determination of and commitment to
Boston's "best" approach to the Olympics in effect crystallizes the real challenge the
Olympics present to Boston. This, in turn, dictates many facets of the overall Olympic
goal. Once the details of this composite goal are sufficiently outlined, efforts can
productively be expended toward the fulfillment of the formal requisites of the dynamic
transportation policy formulation process, beginning with gaining the awareness of goal
trajectory (i.e., exploring the temporal dimension of this overall goal-- translating higher
level aims into time-specific goals).
3.2.1 Contribution of Traditional Analysis
The analysis performed to answer the BOC inquiry contributes little toward the
formulation of transportation policy to ensure that Boston succeeds with respect to the
Olympics. To begin with, its focus in the search for potential solutions to the problem is
too narrow. Implicit in the question asked is the presumption that the games can be
successfully hosted merely by enacting transportation policies to temporarily improve the
Boston transportation system in 2008. The assertion of this research is that the Olympic
challenge as outlined in correspondence with Boston's "best" Olympic approach cannot
be surmounted without a wide-ranging (diversity of policies and diversity of
implementation times) program of transportation policy enactment.
The results of the analysis are themselves of only tangential importance to the
relevant transportation policy design process, for they investigate the required magnitude
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of behavioral change as a result of the implementation of transportation policy, not the
advantages and disadvantages of specific policies in the Olympic context. The one
meaningful contribution of the exercise toward the establishment of a proper Olympic
agenda for Boston is the reinforcement of the belief that the diversity and balance of
Boston's transportation system make even a challenge as extensive as the Olympics
within the realm of possibility, even probability. The evaluative component of the
analysis indicates that only a small amount of temporary improvements to transportation
system are required-- travel conditions do not significantly deteriorate even under the
worst case scenario. The evaluative conclusions cannot be wholeheartedly upheld due to
shortcomings of the modeling approach; however, the general flavor of these
examination results, even perceived most conservatively, is sufficient to warrant
significant optimism.
3.2.2 Practical Application of the Awareness of Goal Trajectory: Boston's Best
Olympic Agenda
Regardless of the specific agenda Boston enlists concerning the Olympics, one
specific requirement must be met-- a successful Olympic bid must first be mounted.
Two fundamentally distinct alternative approaches arise with regard to hosting the games
themselves: merely surviving them or striving to facilitate them in style. In terms of the
potential rewards associated with the attainment of each of these two goals, the second
aim is superior. The city of Boston benefits little if it merely survives the Olympics.
The net present value of the tourism boosted revenue that would be accrued during the 16
day event is relatively small (see [3] and [13]). On the other hand, Boston has much to
gain by facilitating the Olympics with style. Under this scenario, the event would serve
as a powerful and extensive advertisement for the metropolitan region. Boston would be
internationally recognized as a city that can handle great challenges (see [18]). As a
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result of this improved reputation, tourism would increase and, more importantly, the
economic attractiveness of the region would substantially improve. During the next
economic boom, developers and investors would be more apt to view Boston in a
positive light. Local self confidence could also improve as a result of a visibly successful
Olympic games, which ultimately may have the greatest beneficial effect on the region,
for it would undoubtedly increase the city's effectiveness in tackling its most widespread
and entrenched problems.
There is no added risk involved in pursuing the more ambitious of these two
goals. The potential loss associated with the failure of both approaches is similar-- a bad
Olympics is a bad Olympics. Striving to merely survive the games is a no win situation.
Success gains Boston little while failure costs Boston considerably. On the other hand,
success at facilitating the Olympics with style gains much for Boston.
But what if the Olympics don't become a reality'? What if the region collectively
strives for the games and fails in its bid'? Would all efforts expended toward this end be
wasted? The answers to these questions come easily upon the understanding of the real
benefit of the Olympic venture. Getting the Olympics is not of sole or even the greatest
importance-- achieving the capacity to successfully hold the Olympics while effectively
handling normal transportation demand is. It is through striving for the Olympics, not
gaining the Olympic bid and actually hosting the games, that the most significant rewards
are received. The Olympic movement enhances opportunities to garner broad-based
support to do what's good for the region anyway. It offers additional motivation to
implement policies that the region already needs, policies that will place the city in a
better position to get some other mega-event (which will market the metropolitan region
in similar manner, albeit smaller scale, to the Olympics games) and to effectively deal
with its everyday transportation needs.
It appears that facilitating the Olympics with style would be a great thing for
Boston, but is this sufficient'? Should leaving a lasting transportation legacy through the
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large investment of capital in its transportation supply system be part of the Olympic
agenda? It has been argued that there is much to gain by facilitating the Olympics with
style. Is there even more to be gained by opportunistically using the Olympics as a
vehicle to permanently improve Boston's system of transportation'?
The overwhelming concern proves not to be the relative benefits of each course
of action but that of practicality. It will most likely be politically infeasible to sell the
Olympics as the cure for the city's ills. Justifying massive infrastructure investments on
the basis of a mere 16 day event is impossible (see [30]). Facilitating the Olympics with
style will itself require the transportation supply system to be upgraded from its present
condition; however, the political inertia to overcome is greatly diminished in this
instance, for many facets of this upgrade represent improvements that the region already
should have at that point in time. If the Olympics can be designed to effectively use
already needed improvements, it can serve as additional motivation to proceed with these
planned improvements in a timely fashion. Facilitating the Olympic with style is the
superior goal, for it most productively balances concerns of practicality and potential
benefits. Leaving a transportation legacy through capital investment is not a viable goal
for it fails in this regard. This fact has a direct effect on the transportation policy
formulation process, for it represents a limitation of the policies available (a restriction
on the choice set). Grandiose infrastructure improvements are not a feasible option the
Olympic context. Boston's transportation policy program must instead rely on
maximizing the effectiveness of its existing system of transportation-- making the most
of what it already has. It is important to note that facilitating the Olympics in style
would in itself leave a lasting transportation legacy in terms of the achievement of
widespread strategic improvements to the transportation system-- improvements
necessary to ensure a positive transportation environment for years to come.
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3.2.3 Practical Application of the Awareness of Goal Trajectory: The Temporal
Dimension of Component Goals of Boston's "Best" Olympic Agenda
Now that Boston's "best" approach to the Olympics has been determined, the
fundamental problem to be addressed by the enaction of transportation policy has been
correctly defined-- the primary question guiding policy formulation and implementation
rightly phrased: "How can Boston get the Olympics?" and "How can they facilitate them
with style without aspiring to leave a lasting transportation legacy for the region'?". The
next step is to flesh out the details of this overall goal through an exploration of its
temporal dimension. The key observation with regard to the successful achievement of
the first facet of the established goal, that is, getting the Olympics is that 1999 is a year
critical to Boston's Olympic movement. It is at that time that the International
Organizing Committee (IOC) renders its decision on the city bids for the 2(H)8 Olympic
games.
There are two components to the second facet of the established goal (i.e., how to
facilitate the Olympics with style). The first is that of preparation-- insuring that the
transportation supply system is where it should be at that point in time (2({)8), which will
require the enactment of transportation policy throughout the years leading up to the
games. The second component is the effective management of the transportation system
during the Olympics, which will require the implementation of transportation policy
throughout the duration of the games themselves.
3.2.4 Practical Application of the Recognition of Adjustment Fluctuations Within
the Pertinent Transportation Environment: The Intervening Years
Now that the awareness of goal trajectory has been gained, effort must be made to
achieve the remaining requisite of the dynamic transportation formulation process-- the
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recognition of adjustment fluctuations within the pertinent transportation environments
(the Boston transportation environment during the years leading up to the Olympics and
during the games themselves). Upon beginning to explore the dynamics of the
transportation environment during the intervening years it quickly becomes clear that the
traditional approach taken employed the wrong Perspective. Our work with the CTPS
transportation model, which concerns itself only with the present and future year (2(HX)8)
characteristics (quantity and quality) of transportation demand and supply, is a necessary
step toward understanding the involved dynamics; however, it is not sufficient in itself,
for it fails to recognize the path dependent nature of changes that occur to these
components of the transportation environment. Figure 3.2 graphically depicts this wrong
perspective.
FIGURE 3.2:
THE WRONG PERSPECTIVE
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The supply of and the demand for transportation services within the Boston
metropolitan area will continuously evolve during the intervening years. Knowledge of
the trajectories taken between endpoints proves valuable, for the details of these paths
directly affect the final demand and supply states. A better perspective is gained through
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awareness of the major adjustment fluctuations anticipated to occur over this duration of
time. Figure 3.3 presents this better perspective tracing out possible manifestations of
the relevant trajectories.
FIGURE 3.3:
A BETTER PERSPECTIVE
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3.2.4.1 The Central Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel Construction Project
The immediate future of Boston transportation will be dominated by the Central
Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel construction project. This effort, which began in 1992 and
is scheduled to be completed in 2004, is currently the largest transportation related public
works enterprise in the country. It consists of two main elements: the depression and
widening of the Central Artery and the construction of a third tunnel across Boston's
inner harbor. Figure 3.4 presents a map of the propsed CA/T construction project.
The Central Artery was originally built in the late 1950's as part of a
comprehensive program of highway investment within the Boston metropolitan area.
This seven mile stretch of elevated roadway, which slices through the heart of downtown
Boston, functions as the focal point of the entire regional highway system (it represents
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the only major north-south link across downtown Boston). Literally from the
completion of the Central Artery's construction, there has been criticism of its limited
capacity, questionable safety, and poor aesthetics (see [30]). As the years went by and
concerns over the roadway increased (its physical appearance worsened, the integrity of
its supporting structure deteriorated, and its vehicular capacity proved greatly inadequate
in the face of dramatically growing demand for highway travel) a solution to this
problem was sought. By 1974, a viable alternative had arisen-- that of depressing the
entire length of the roadway. It would take nearly twenty years for this effort to go from
conception to reality.
The objective of this component of the project is twofold: 1) to dramatically
improve the aesthetics of the eastern portion of Boston proper by removing the massive
unsightly elevated roadway, and 2) to expand the highway link's carrying capacity by
both increasing the number of through lanes (from six to eight on the downtown section
and from six to twelve over the Charles river crossing, currently the major bottleneck of
the entire regional highway network) and improving the geometric alignment of its
mainline and elaborate feeder and distributional ramp system. The major goal of the
second component of the project, the building of the third harbor tunnel, is to improve
access to East Boston-- the location of the metropolitan area's only major airport. The
construction of the tunnel will effectively double capacity across Boston's inner harbor.
More importantly, it provides a connection between the western and southern sections of
the metropolitan area and its northeast section which bypasses its heavily congested core
(downtown Boston)
3.2.4.2 Getting the Olympics: The IOC Olympic Decision
In 1999, the decision year for the 2008 Olympics, the Central Artery/Third
Harbor Tunnel (CA/T) reconstruction project will be in full swing. How critical an
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influence will it exert on Boston's Olympic aspirations'? An answer can be found to this
question by roughly tracing the rough trajectories of the relevant components of the
transportation environment.
FIGURE 3.4:
THE CA/T CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
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The general demand for transportation is expected to grow slowly but steadily
during this period (1994 to 2008). The supply of transportation will suffer mildly due to
the CA/T reconstruction, and ultimately increase as major pieces of the project are
completed. Steady growth in transportation demand, even if the reduction in capacity
caused by the CA/T construction is minimal, will inevitably result in an unfavorable
imbalance between the demand for and the supply of highway transportation by the year
1999. Poor highway travel conditions will prevail at this time if the potential increases in
highway demand cannot instead be incrementally attracted to and facilitated by parallel
modes of travel-- mainly transit-- during the intervening years.
Figure 3.5 graphically summarizes the predicted demand and supply trajectories,
highlighting the forecasted shortfall in highway capacity that must be compensated for
through the enhancement of transit transportation. If this effort is unsuccessful, there
will be a severe deterioration in highway travel conditions. Regardless of its actual
cause, the common perception will undoubtedly be that it is a result of the decrease in
highway capacity resulting from the CA/T project. The sentiment will be that Boston
was not adequately equipped to handle this capacity challenge-- a perception dangerous
to its Olympic aspirations.
An analysis is performed to gauge the ability of the transit network to absorb the
forecasted increase in AM peak hour demand for highway travel to Boston during the
CA/T construction period. Appendix 20 explains this procedure and outlines its
preliminary and intermediate findings. It is found that the present transit capacity is
sufficient to facilitate the change in travel behavior necessary to maintain present (1994)
service quality levels on radial highway facilities.
Of course, the battle is not only to ensure adequate space for these travelers, but
to attract them to transit in the first place. This proves the more difficult part of the
challenge to meet and the less straightforward to examine. The conventional analytic
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approach to a problem of this character involves the utilization of a mode choice model.
This model. which is a component of the transportation model. attempts to capture the
probability of an individual traveler choosing to use each available mode of travel as a
function of his/her personal qualities. the attributes of the competing modes. and the
characteristics of the trip being taken. Once the model's parameters are specified (factors
believed to be influential are numerically manifested within the modeling framework by
way of the type of parameters called explanatory variables) and the corresponding
coefficients estimated (the relative strength of the influence of each explanatory variable
on the model's dependent variable-- the mode choice probability-- is estimated by the
values of the model's coefficients) at the disaggregate level. it can be calibrated to make
aggregate mode split predictions.
FIGURE 3.5
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The difficulty in applying a mode choice model to a transportation environment
whose dynamics prove significantly influential is that it fails to adequately incorporate
the temporal dimension into its analytical framework. First it ignores the fact that the
values of the estimated coefficients change with time (i.e., the relative influence of each
explanatory variable is not temporally stable). [12] investigates the temporal stability of
the coefficient estimated for a collection of trips generation models. This survey found
that not only do the values of the explanatory variables change with time (which was
very much expected), but the sensitivity of the model's dependent variable-- in that case,
the projected trips generation rate-- changes significantly as well.
The second aspect of the temporal dimension which is not addressed by the mode
choice model involves an extension of the shortcoming just discussed. We argue that the
changes in the values of the mode choice model's coefficients are path dependent (i.e.,
based on the intricacies of the past trajectory of the value of that specific coefficient as
well as the past trajectories of the values of many other of the model's coefficients). The
mode choice model concerns itself only with present values of important parameters; no
regard is given to past or anticipated future values of these parameters. In reality people
will not make their mode choice decisions solely based on the present transportation
situation, but on past experience, whether personal or recounted, within it and
expectations of its future condition. Consequently, the mode choice model can only
partially contribute to analytical efforts aimed at representing this facet of the interaction
between supply and demand inside the dynamic transportation environment.
Does this anticipated capacity shortfall present a potential obstacle to Boston's
Olympic movement. Will the quality of traffic conditions in Boston significantly affect
the International Olympic Committee's decision awarding the Olympic bid'?
Transportation is formally one of the 15 main Olympic bid criteria, which include (in no
particular order): general image, university support, political climate, and cultural
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amenities. Past experience indicates that in practice transportation is not one of the most
important of these criteria. The only transportation attribute of a candidate city which
receives attention is its airport. Little concern is expressed over the collective ability of
transportation system's component networks to provide access to and from Olympics
venues while maintaining reasonable quality standards in the facilitation of background
travel demand.
This research argues that despite this record of indifference to most transportation
issues the situation in Boston during 1999 will be one of such volatility that, intra-
regional transportation will become a critical facet of its bid. There will be much to gain
if traffic conditions are good. An image will be fostered of Boston as a city that has its
act together and can successfully deal with massive challenges such as the CA/T
construction project. On the other hand, there will be equally as much to lose if traffic
conditions are not good. Deterioration in the travel environment would indicate a lack of
civic capacity to deal with a great challenge. This would most likely deal a death blow to
Boston's Olympic chances.
It has been determined that one of the goals of the Olympic transportation policy
program must be insurance of reasonable travel conditions during the CA/T construction
period (especially during the year 1999). Is the attainment of this goal consistent with
the remaining objectives of Boston's "best" Olympic agenda? Are there additional
requirements?
3.2.4.3 Effectively Preparing Boston's Transportation System for the Olympics:
Taking Advantage of the CA/T Construction Project
An examination of how to most effectively prepare Boston's transportation
system for the Olympics requires a finer-grained look at the dynamics of the pertinent
transportation environment. The major adjustment fluctuations that are expected to occur
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during the CA/T construction period are identified and organized in a useful manner, in
the form of a highway supply schedule and a transportation demand schedule.
The highway capacity schedule considers the occurrence of four significant
events. The first is the commencement of mainline-oriented CA/T project construction
activities. The capacity of the Central Artery itself will remain constant throughout the
duration of this facet of construction (the elevated structure will remain in use until the
newly built tunnel is operational); however, the effective capacity of the entire highway
corridor will suffer. Construction activities will mandate a re-organization of downtown
traffic patterns-- ramps to/from the mainline roadway will be closed or relocated and
detours will be established. The arrangement of ramp closures, ramp relocations, and
traffic detours will change frequently in response to construction staging. The ultimate
consequence of this variance will be an increase in mainline traffic as drivers seek to
avoid the uncertainty associated with travel on the downtown street grid.
A construction area traffic management scheme will be developed in a effort to
minimize the interference between construction and transportation activities. If it proves
successful the reduction in effective highway corridor capacity will be small; however, it
is doubtful that construction impacts can be fully mitigated, for all contingencies cannot
be effectively planned for. There almost certainly will be times when spatially-related
components of the construction project cannot be fully coordinated and the resulting
interference with non-construction activities becomes substantial. For this reason it is
conservatively assumed that a small yet significant amount of corridor highway capacity
is lost during the CA/T construction period.
The Third Harbor Tunnel (THT) is scheduled to be opened to only commercial
vehicles in 1995. This will result in a slight increase in mainline highway supply for a
substantial amount of trucks, cabs, and buses will be diverted from the Central Artery to
the new tunnel, leaving more room on the Central Artery facility for passenger vehicles.
Transit services utilizing this new connection across Boston's inner harbor will enjoy a
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substantial time advantage over passenger vehicles still using the Callahan and Sumner
tunnels for travel to/from East Boston (the location of Logan international airport). As
the attractiveness of transit increases, a significant shift in travel modes can be expected.
Less people will drive their cars to access East Boston, therefore decreasing the vehicular
usage of the Central Artery facility. This second order effect of the early opening of the
THT will serve to augment the resultant boost in highway capacity along the CA
corridor.
Highway supply again increases in 2001 when the THT is fully connected to the
Massachusetts turnpike extension and opened to all traffic, diverting even more vehicles
off the Central Artery mainline. Plans call for the CA/T reconstruction project (including
the Charles River crossing) to be completed in its entirety by 2(X)4. The opening of the
new CA mainline represents the largest boost in highway supply capacity scheduled to
occur during the period of examination. Figure 3.6 graphically outlines the discussed
changes in highway capacity.
Consideration of a more detailed view of the demand for transportation provides
an additional insight. While the major element of the transportation demand schedule is
the projected steady increase in travel demand throughout the CA/T construction period,
seasonal fluctuations will occur within the context of this long term trend. The demand
for travel within the Boston metropolitan region substantially lessens during the summer
months, due in large part to the absence of a great majority of the area's large student
population. Another contributing factor is increased vacationing among regional
residents. Figure 3.7 graphically describes these two travel demand phenomena.
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RECOGNITION OF ADJUSTMENT FLUCTUATIONS
"HOW DOES BOSTON FACILITATE THE OLYMPICS WITH STYLE
THROUGH PREPARATION?"
FIGURE 3.6: HIGHWAY CAPACITY SCHEDULE
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3.2.4.4 Laying the Foundation: The Conventional Policy Design Process
Insights into the dynamic nature of the pertinent transportation environment,
however penetrating, are worthless practically unless they can be effectively incorporated
into the transportation policy design process. A conventionally-based transportation
policy formulation process focused on the design of policies to be enacted during the
CA/T construction period is outlined-- its method briefly discussed and its results
presented in the form of a recommended transportation policy program-- in order to lay
an apt foundation for this process. Individual components of this recommended program
are then modified in response to applicable dynamic insights, increasing the overall
program's sensitivity to the dynamic nature of the pertinent transportation environment,
and, in turn, its potential effectiveness within it.
The primary layer of mitigation during the CA/T construction involves the
effective management of vehicular and pedestrian traffic flow over those sections of the
downtown street network affected by the project's various construction activities.
Construction impacts on transit network operations will be addressed on a yearly basis.
This "annual element" aims to: 1) maintain service quality, 2) retain ridership through
the implementation of strategic changes in MBTA operations, and 3) be prepared to
accommodate additional ridership at existing levels of service.
Localized, construction-oriented mitigation cannot by itself ensure adequate
highway conditions in downtown Boston. Highway capacity will slightly decrease even
if construction and mitigation facets are perfectly coordinated and, in addition, travel
demand is projected to steadily grow throughout the 10 year long construction period.
Another level of mitigation is necessary to supplement these initial efforts. A regional
transit mitigation program is currently being developed toward this end. Its goal is to
improve traffic conditions on key highway facilities through the reduction of the demand
for vehicular travel through areas affected by the CA/T project. It strives to attain this
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goal by increasing the attractiveness of alternatives to single occupancy auto travel,
primary focusing on the strategic enhancement of transit services.
A technical study was undertaken in order to recommend a group of policies for
inclusion in this program of mitigation (see [35]). Its preliminary step was to estimate
the impacts the CA/T project would have on highway traffic (how much highway travel
conditions would deteriorate) if a regional transit mitigation program is not enacted.
This established a baseline scenario upon which to analytically gauge the effectiveness of
proposed mitigation policies. The present day MBTA transit network was then analyzed.
A preliminary list of promising mitigation policies was constructed by identifying
incremental ways to improve transit services through a survey of the current capabilities
and limitations of the network. This initial list was shortened to a manageable size
through a screening process based on six main criteria: cost effectiveness, effect on
traffic level of service, public subsidy, feasibility of timely implementation,
environmental impacts, and compatibility with the existing transit system. Those actions
which were judged worthy of further attention are subjected to a more in-depth and
analytically rigorous evaluation focusing on the estimated cost per diverted rider (i.e., the
operating and amortized capital public subsidy level vs. the forecasted amount of
pertinent auto users attracted to alternate means of travel). Those policies viewed
favorably within this context became part of the recommended transit mitigation
program.
Actions which were included in the recommended transit program can be divided
into three main categories: park and ride, operations, and supporting. Park and ride
actions involved the construction or expansion of parking facilities at strategically
located rapid rail and commuter rail stations. Operation actions included: extending
selected express bus routes, increasing the peak hour frequency of certain commuter rail
lines, the creation of a dedicated bus lane in downtown Boston, and the expansion of the
existing freeway HOV priority system (the extension of an HOV lane and the creation of
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another). Supporting actions were those promoting and facilitating changes to alternative
modes of travel. Specific policies included: expanding CARAVAN services
(CARAVAN is a public agency which develops alternate transportation services for area
employers), establishment of downtown HOV priority parking, the development of a
Transportation Store and a TranSource network to make available a wide variety of
commuter information and services, and technology driven improvements in transit
vehicle operations and communications. Since these supporting actions did not represent
direct enhancements to transit services they could only be roughly analyzed and
evaluated within the framework described above.
3.2.4.5 Building on the Foundation: The Dynamic Contribution to Transportation
Policy Enaction During the CA/T
This section outlines and briefly discusses efforts to build upon the foundation
laid with conventionally-based knowledge pertaining to the formulation and
implementation of transportation policy during the CA/T construction period by
practically applying understanding fostered through the adoption of the dynamic
perspective of the transportation environment, both in terms of becoming aware of the
pertinent goal trajectory and recognizing relevant adjustment fluctuations. Two
important needs are identified by gaining awareness of the pertinent goal trajectory: 1)
maintenance of reasonable highway travel conditions in the years immediately preceding
the IOC decision point (1999), and 2) proper preparation of the Boston transportation
system for the Olympics. It is our opinion that many of the transportation policies to be
implemented as part of the regional transit mitigation program could, if effectively
altered, productively contribute toward the fulfillment of both of these requirements.
The widespread and strategic enhancement of transit transportation is of crucial
importance. The collective pattern of adjustment fluctuations within the pertinent
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transportation environment presents both key opportunities for the augmentation of
transit services and dangerous obstacles to overcome (pitfalls to avoid) in this effort.
This section outlines our recommendations with regard to the approach we feel Boston
should take to the enactment of transportation policy during the CA/T construction
period.
The paramount strength of the Boston transportation system is its diversity of
travel modes and the balance between them. Proper preparation for the Olympics
requires not only that this asset be preserved during the intervening years, but that it be
fully exploited. The CA/T project, by substantially increasing a critical facet of highway
capacity, will result in a dramatic improvement in highway transportation. It is critical
that transit transportation also be upgraded during this time in order to ensure its long
term competitiveness and viability as a mode of travel within the Boston transportation
environment.
While the ultimate outcome of the CA/T project will be an enhancement of
highway transportation, its construction activities will temporarily reduce highway
capacity. Highway travel conditions will greatly deteriorate unless a significant growth
in transit patronage occurs during the construction period. Worsening travel conditions
on highways would independently induce some beneficial change in travel behavior
(switching to transit); however, simultaneous improvements to the quantity and quality of
transit services are also required to both attract and facilitate the necessary amount of
additional transit riders.
An annual element in the transit supply schedule is recommended under the
guidelines of the regional transit mitigation program. It is designed to be a systematic
method to counteract any deterioration in transit travel conditions due to construction
activities. The temporary increase in the relative competitiveness of transit resulting
from the degradation of highway transportation caused by the CA/T project presents an
opportunity for this annual element to successfully adopt a more ambitious and much
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expanded role-- to: 1) not just maintain service quality, but improve it, 2) to not just
retain ridership, but expand it, and 3) to not just be prepared to accommodate new
ridership at existing levels of service but serve it with high quality.
Knowledge of the significant seasonality of travel demand allows for the
identification of the most advantageous time to implement and market these yearly transit
improvements-- during the early fall months, when demand for transportation services
rebounds from its summertime lull as the region's student population returns in full force
and resident vacationing decreases. There are, in effect, two distinct groups that must be
individually targeted-- students and non-students. The aggregate travel behavior of both
of these segments of the traveling population is most malleable at these times. Students
are in the process of establishing or re-establishing their travel routines (forming or re-
forming travel their travel habits). Non-students are expecting worsening travel
conditions as a result of the substantial influx of demand for Boston transportation
services. The sensitivity and consequently the responsiveness of students and non-
students to incremental upgrades in transit service (new transit service offerings and
creative service enhancements) are both peaked. While circumstances appear most
advantageous, care must still be taken to specially tailor transit service offerings and
marketing strategies to the special attributes and travel needs of each of these groups in
order to fully realize the potential for beneficial changes in travel behavior. While this
program of annual and timely implemented upgrades in transit services promises to be
effective, the MBTA should not restrict itself to this structured improvement schedule. It
should look to utilize periodic events such as the Fourth of July fireworks celebration on
the esplanade, First Night, and the next Sail Boston to flex its muscle, experimenting
with innovative service schemes and marketing itself in different ways.
Within the context of this ongoing program of yearly transit improvements,
special attention must be given to those years during which it is anticipated there will be
a large boost to highway capacity (2001-- the full opening of the THT, 2004-- the
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completion if the entire CA/T project). It is vital that a commitment be made to
persevere with the expansion and enhancement schedule at these transit danger points
(highlighted on Figure 3.5-- the graphical representation of the highway supply
schedule), where there might be much pressure to lower transit subsidies by curbing
service quantity and quality. Lower levels of transit ridership must be accepted in the
short term in order that future gains be made (the maintenance of a balanced and diverse
transportation supply system able to effectively handle the Olympics).
Each incremental improvement to highway supply (due to the completion of a
major stage of the CA/T construction project ) makes highway use progressively more
attractive relative to transit use. Each time such an enhancement occurs, there will be a
tendency for transit users to switch allegiances and become highway users. To combat
this trend, policies must be enacted throughout the periods preceding these highway
improvements (when detrimental effects on highway travel conditions from construction
activities boost the competitiveness of transit) that will attract permanent ridership, that
is, travelers that will be less apt to revert back to highway usage at these transit danger
points (when transit competitiveness suffers). It is advantageous to have people making
the choice of travel mode that will more likely decide to stick with transit. While the
diversion of any highway user to transit is beneficial, the lasting contribution of the
attraction of a traveler who will become a permanent transit patron is significantly
greater.
Attracting permanent ridership presents a deeper challenge to the MBTA, for it
requires that the agency re-evaluate its fundamental service and marketing strategies.
Temporary ridership can relatively easily be attracted solely through short term
marketing efforts; however, permanent ridership will only increase if the quantity and
quality of services are strategically upgraded. This represents an improvement to the
transportation supply system that would inevitably be required regardless of the existence
of the Olympic movement.
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One potentially successful approach would be to attract those travelers less helped
by the increases in highway capacity-- for example, those commuters taking longer trips
(who spend a smaller percentage of there commute on the Central Artery corridor).
Another possibility would be to attract those travelers who value reliability highly.
During each stage of the CA/T project different arrangements of ramps and surface
streets will be closed to vehicular traffic. Highway demand levels will fluctuate
constantly in response to these changes in the character of highway supply. There will be
a great inconsistency in travel times over this important section of highway (and
consequently commuting times) from one day to another. Transit will be in a position to
offer to a significantly more reliable transportation service during the construction
period.
The CA/T construction offers Boston not only opportunities to more efficiently
utilize its transportation system as a whole (i.e., distribute trips among its highway and
transit networks), but to more effectively use its transit network (i.e., allocate trips
among its transit services). A third, more ambitious approach to attract permanent transit
ridership during the CA/T construction would be to introduce and market circumferential
transit facilities. These routes would attract transit ridership by providing an alternative
to traveling (by auto or transit) through the increasingly congested downtown during this
period. This patronage would be for the most part insensitive to the later expansion of
CA capacity. Most importantly, the existence of viable circumferential transit services
would curb unnecessary trips to/from the downtown area, effectively freeing up radial
transit capacity for usage by truly downtown-oriented trips
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3.2.5 Practical Application of the Recognition of Adjustment Fluctuations Within
the Pertinent Transportation Environment: During the Olympic Games
The Boston transportation environment during the 16 day long 2)008 summer
Olympic games will be one of substantial unpredictability and potential volatility. Past
experience indicates that a drastic improvement in highway conditions can be expected
early in the Olympic period, as travelers react in anticipation of a deterioration in
highway travel conditions by using alternate means of transportation or by forgoing trips
entirely. For example, according to the Olympic impact report, during the first week of
the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics average traffic volumes on key downtown freeways
were down 11% from summertime norms (see [32]). The magnitude of this demand
reaction is a function of the prevailing perception of the expected crisis in highway
capacity. If the cause of the crisis is dramatic and visible, there will be substantial
changes in travel behavior can be expected from pertinent travelers. Its duration is
directly dependent on the prevailing perception of the quality of highway conditions
during the initial response period. If highway conditions are perceived to be very good at
this time, pertinent travelers will be very quick to revert back to normal behavior (i.e.,
many will return to the highways). In the case of the LA Olympics, traffic levels began
to rebound toward the end of the first week of the games and increased steadily, reaching
summertime norms by the middle of the second week and eventually surpassing them.
Large day to day fluctuations in the magnitude and character of transportation
demand can be expected during the Olympics. These variations will probably last
throughout the duration of the games, for not only will the character and magnitude of
Olympic travel demand be changing quickly due to variations in attendance levels and
event scheduling patterns, but background travel demand will be equally unstable.
Commuters will be constantly adjusting their behavior in reaction to actual and
anticipated traffic conditions, which are a function of both Olympic travel and previous
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iterations of background travel. Significant swings in highway and transit usage
occurred during the reconstruction of the Southeast Expressway in Boston (1981-1985)
(see [261).
3.2.5.1 Laying the Foundation: The Conventional Transportation Policy Design
Process
Can the insights gained through dynamic exploration (becoming aware of the
relevant goal trajectory and recognizing influential adjustment fluctuations within the
pertinent transportation environment) make a valuable contribution to the process of
designing transportation policy to be enacted during the Olympics'? Two relevant cases
of the execution of the conventional transportation policy formulation process are
available for examination: the transportation study for the 1984 LA summer Olympics
and the transportation plan for the 1996 Atlanta games. After these programs are
properly discussed (their methods outlined and results presented) the acquired dynamic
insights are utilized to strategically modify selected components of the policy programs
recommended by these two investigations.
3.2.5.1.1 The 1984 Los Angeles Summer Olympics
The goal of the transportation plan for the 1984 LA summer Olympics was two-
fold: 1) to ensure adequate circulation and proper access at each Olympic venue
location, and 2) to maintain a minimum level of service on the regional highway network
(see [28]). A wide variety of TSM (transportation system management) programs were
implemented to maximize the performance and capacity of the highway network. Many
traditional, non-capital intensive TSM techniques were used, including: on-street
parking restrictions, re-striping and channelization, and the development of an integrated
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series of one way street couples. Other more involved strategies, such as the
optimization of traffic signal coordination, were also employed. The barriers to the
implementation of these supply-side mitigation measures were few; however, the
beneficial effects of the enactment of these policies on highway conditions, while not
insignificant, were limited in scale and scope.
The backbone of the Olympic mitigation program was the Olympic transit
service, which was designed and provided by the LA Rapid Transit District (RTD). 24
Olympic routes (6 express, 11 park and ride, and 7 shuttle/circulation) were offered,
involving 500 buses, and over 1,000 personnel (see [34]). Regular RTD service operated
at normal levels (253 routes) throughout the duration of the games.
Patronage goals and resource requirements for Olympic transit services were
established on a venue by venue basis. Target mode splits were determined based on
expected parking shortages and levels of traffic congestion in the immediate location of
each Olympic venue. Transit services were designed to aggregatively accommodate all
Olympic travel demand in excess of the physical capacity of nearby parking facilities or
the functional capacity of the local street grid.
Actual patronage (1.13 million) fell substantially short of forecasts (3 million).
Reasons for this shortfall include less than full attendance at many venues, residents
taking a larger than expected share of Olympic trips, and lighter than anticipated traffic
congestion during the games (which increased the attractiveness of driving relative to
patronizing transit services). The peak daily transit demand was 130,(H). 40% of all
transit trips were taken on park and ride services, 10% on express services, and 50% on
shuttle services.
An innovative aspect of the Olympic transit program was the park and ride
reservation system (see [33]). Potential patrons were asked to reserve in advance a seat
on a bus leaving a specific lot during a given 20 min. time interval. Approximately
190,000 reservations were sold, which comprised nearly 80% of the total Olympic park
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and ride service patronage. The reservation system, by facilitating an accurate forecast
of the geographic and temporal distribution of park and ride demand, enabled the
efficient allocation of pertinent labor and equipment within the Olympic park and ride
system. It also provided an effective tool with which to advantageously modify this
demand. By accepting reservations based on availability, the arrival pattern of Olympic
travelers could be tailored to the provided park and ride service.
A series of HOV priority strategies were widely employed to encourage HOV
usage and improve the reliability, convenience, and attractiveness of Olympic transit
services. Component actions included: preferential parking at venue sites, bus-only
freeway exit and entrance ramps, and dedicated lanes on downtown arterials. These
techniques proved very beneficial. The magnitude of person movement required during
the Olympics would not have been possible without the adoption of these strategies
(traffic gridlock would have resulted otherwise). The implementation of these
modifications to the highway network resulted in minimal inconvenience and delay to
regular traffic, for the reduction in vehicle traffic induced by the provision of competitive
Olympic transit services more than compensated for the reduction in the capacity
available for general use.
A vital facet of the transportation plan was the development of formalized
structures with which to properly disseminate important information. Information
regarding Olympic travel conditions was distributed to downtown businesses in the
months preceding the start of the games. In each case expected traffic conditions in the
proximity of relevant Olympic venues were described followed by a detailed list of
suggested travel alternatives. Specific, tangible recommendations were given, including
possible changes in work schedules or commuting routes. Employers passively
encouraged their employees to act on this information (very little active promotion took
place). Forecasts of system wide freeway traffic conditions throughout the duration of
the games were publicly circulated in the form of the Olympic Traffic Picture, a detailed
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set of maps highlighting critical areas and trouble spots. A multi-agency transportation
coordination center was established to convert feedback from a newly developed traffic
surveillance system into usable, real-time information on highway conditions.
3.2.5.1.2 The 1996 Atlanta Summer Olympics
In 1992 the Atlanta Committee for the Olympic Games (ACOG) began efforts
toward the development of a transportation plan for the 1996 summer games (see [3] and
[13]). The Olympic Transportation support group was established-- combining pertinent
transportation agencies at the federal, state, and local levels, including: FWHA, FTA,
Georgia DOT, etc. The ACOG also commissioned the Atlanta Regional Commission
(ARC), which is in charge of transportation planning and programming for the Atlanta
metropolitan area, to investigate the various facets of the transportation challenge
presented by the Olympics. The product of this examination was the Olympic
Transportation System Study, which was published in April 1993.
The three main steps of this investigation process were: 1) to define the unique
transportation demands presented by the Olympics, 2) to develop an effective and
realistic service concept, and 3) to determine the transportation equipment and facilities
required to satisfy these demand within the guidelines of this service concept.
The backbone of the service concept developed for the transportation needs of
general Olympic travelers (spectators, tourists) will be MARTA-- Atlanta's regional rail
network. Its four heavy rail lines will operate at maximum capacity throughout the
duration of the games, providing peak service at all hours of the day. The limited
existing transit parking capacity will be supplemented through the creation of extra fringe
parking lot, which will be connected to outlying MARTA rail stations by shuttle bus
service. Olympic travelers staying or residing within I-295 (a circumferential highway
approximately 10 miles outside of downtown Atlanta) will be encouraged to use
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MARTA services, while the access needs of those travelers originating their Olympic
trips outside this region will be facilitated by the development of a series of express bus
routes, which will run from suburban park and ride lots directly to Olympic venues.
Suburban intercept lots (both those feeding rail and surface radial transit services) are to
operate as festival areas, where Olympic visitors can spend time getting acquainted with
the Olympics before they journey to their formal Olympic destinations. One of the
overall goals of the transportation program is to make the Olympic transit service an
intricate and positive part of the Olympic experience.
The majority of Atlanta's Olympic venues will be located within a three mile
wide circular section of its metropolitan core. Driving to this central venue cluster
(referred to as the Olympic ring) will be strongly discouraged. Access will be tightly
controlled and parking severely limited. Walking will be emphasized as the predominant
transportation mode within the Olympic ring. Paths of vehicular traffic will be adjusted
to ensure safe and convenient pedestrian access to venue and transportation center
locations. Pedestrian malls will be cultivated, in which spectators can enjoy the general
Olympic environment while moving between formal Olympic attractions. A limited
number of shuttle/circulation bus routes will be established to connect the more remote
venues within the Olympic ring to major downtown MARTA stations.
No major highway or transit construction specifically will be performed
specifically for the Olympics; however, substantial effort will be made to maximize the
capacity of the transportation supply system through strategically targeted improvements.
While many traditional incremental enhancements will be made (the supplemental transit
services, upgrading the pedestrian infrastructure of downtown Atlanta), some non-
traditional ones will be implemented as well. An IVHS demonstration project will be
incorporated into the transportation plan. It main component is to be an advanced traffic
management system (ATMS), which will include the surveillance and monitoring of
traffic conditions, active signal management, and the dispersion of information on travel
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conditions, the occurrence and location of traffic incidents, and the availability of
alternate routes.
A comprehensive and coordinated HOV priority system is to be designed and
implemented to ensure the reliability, convenience, and ultimately the competitiveness of
supplemental surface transit services (express and circulator bus routes). This program
will encompass both the major highway network and the downtown arterial grid.
Proposed components include: dedicated lanes on major radial highways and large
downtown arterials, preferential parking at venues, and HOV-only freeway exit and
entrance ramps.
A demand-side mitigation strategy is being developed to complement the
improvements made to the transportation supply system. The current iteration of this
program is not very ambitious in nature. It will employ merely passive means to
encourage beneficial travel behavior among Olympic and background trip-makers during
the games. Efforts have been underway to raise the awareness among both sporting
event attendees and downtown commuters of the existence and availability of alternative
travel modes. Naturally, this informational campaign will peak during the period directly
preceding the Olympics and during the games themselves. It is hoped that permanent
changes can be made in the travel behavior of area residents (serving as a lasting
transportation legacy of the 1996 Olympic games); however, it is doubtful that this
program will have either a significant short term or long term effect-- there is little
incentive to alter existing traveling behavior (specifically travel mode), for highway
conditions in the Atlanta metropolitan region are very good, even during peak hours.
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3.2.5.2 Building on the Foundation: The Dynamic Contribution to Transportation
Policy Enaction During the Olympic Games
The pertinent goal trajectory reveals that in order for Boston's transportation
system to facilitate the 2008 Olympics with style not only must transportation policy be
enacted to fully take advantage of events occurring within the transportation environment
during the intervening years to adequately prepare the system for this ultimate stress test,
but, in addition, transportation policy must be implemented throughout the duration of
the games themselves to ensure that, through the realization of this developed potential,
Boston's transportation system passes this test with flying colors. The reward of this
preparation-- a diverse and balanced system of transportation-- if utilized correctly can
effectively contribute to the maintenance of reasonable travel conditions throughout the
duration of the Olympic games. The fostering of such a positive transportation
environment even under such extreme circumstances would be greatly advantageous to
Boston's Olympic agenda, for it displays Boston as city that can successfully rise to its
biggest challenges It is our opinion that several of the transportation policies designed
for either the 1984 LA or the 1996 Atlanta Olympics, if effectively altered,. can
productively contribute to the fulfillment of this objective. This section outlines our
recommendation with regard to the approach we feel Boston should take to the enactment
of transportation policy during the Olympics.
A significant obstacle to overcome is the expected day to day variance in both
total travel demand and travel demand by mode. The greater the amplitude of these
fluctuations (magnitude of the swings in demand), the higher the probability of the
occurrence of a bad traffic incident (i.e., demand for a specific transportation service
overwhelming available supply). A negative transportation episode could seriously
undermine the goal of using the Olympics as a vehicle to improve Boston's image.
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If balance and diversity in the demand for transportation services mirroring the
balance and diversity developed in the supply transportation services through proper
preparation for the games can be initially achieved and maintained, there could be lasting
stability in travel patterns despite these great tendencies toward disequilibrium. Boston's
transit network, which will have been continually upgraded during the intervening years
and temporarily boosted during the games, must be fully utilized. The onset of the
Olympics presents a great opportunity to increase transit patronage. Expectations of
terrible highway traffic conditions will be high, providing travelers with a strong
incentive to seek an alternate means to satisfy their transportation requirements.
The functional attractiveness of transit will be very sensitive to how effectively its
greatest asset-- its ability to provide a transportation product of relatively consistent
quality even under extreme circumstances (due to the flexibility of its resources, which
enables transit capacity to quickly adapt to changes in levels of demand for specific
transit services)-- can be marketed. Transit transportation (including both Olympic and
regular operations) should be advertised as and strive to be the most reliable way to
access downtown Boston. The implementation of an HOV priority system (dedicated
lanes, ramps, etc.) as part of the Olympic mitigation program would prove of great value
in this context, improving the potential reliability of surface transit services. Great
attention must be given to be to insuring that, however large the magnitude of attracted
ridership, there is sufficient transit capacity available to maintain reasonable levels of
service (to comfortably accommodate attracted riders). Nothing spoils success more than
not being ready for it. Negative transit experiences(crowding, long delays, etc.) will
drive travelers back to highway usage.
While it is critical to initially attract travelers to transit, it is equally important
that these travelers remain transit patrons throughout the duration of the games. It is
expected that many regular travelers will make the decision at the onset of the games
whether or not to "bite the bullet" and take transit during the Olympics. This natural
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inertia could be strategically supplemented through the introduction of special 2 week
Olympic transit pass Travelers will be reluctant to waste a purchased pass by going back
to driving. The consistency of transit services again proves advantageous. Constant
levels of service reinforce stability in patronage by failing to offer stimulus to change
travel behavior.
Information dissemination can play a productive role in efforts to flatten
fluctuations in demand (stabilize travel patterns) during the Olympics, for it directly
affects public perception of present and future travel conditions. It is crucial that a very
conservative approach be taken to the prediction of travel conditions. Traffic levels will
fluctuate greatly throughout the games in response to a myriad of factors. It is irrational
to believe that accurate estimates can consistently be made under such circumstances.
Any attempt to be overly specific in traffic forecasts will most likely result in lost
credibility and subsequent inability to beneficially influence traveler behavior through
information dissemination.
While it is beneficial to focus mitigation efforts on the strategic enhancement of
transit transportation, over reliance on this travel mode during the Olympics is
inefficient. The most productive policy approach would be to implement a full
compliment of mitigation strategies, both transit oriented (HOV priority systems,
temporary services, etc.) and highway oriented (TSM strategies, on street parking
restrictions. etc.). Besides making sense economically (most effectively utilizing existing
scarce resources), following such a course contributes to general stability in the demand
for transportation services. If conditions on every facet of the transportation system are
similar there will be little incentive for travelers to alter their behavior. Consequently
there will be a only a minimal amount of demand fluctuation.
The key during a loading period as extreme as the Olympics is to effectively
utilize all the components of the transportation supply system. It is important to
incorporate the temporal dimension in efforts to strategically exploit the excess capacities
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available among the components of the transportation supply system. The relationship
between the temporal distribution of expected Olympic travel demands, background
travel demands, and the capacities available on each facet of the transportation system
must be closely analyzed in order to identify the optimal manner in which to facilitate
temporally and characteristically distinct segments of the travel demand.
Flexibility is of great value in the uncertain and volatile Olympic transportation
environment. Transportation policies enacted as part of the Olympic mitigation program
must collectively be flexible enough to be effectively responsive to potentially damaging
swings of the trajectory of the transportation state. The implementation of IVHS
surveillance and monitoring systems could prove very helpful in this context, effectively
offering early warnings on impending negative travel episodes. In such a high visibility
environment a single occurrence of bad traffic conditions could prove disastrous,
seriously undermining the goal of portraying Boston as a city that can successfully meet
even its greatest of challenges.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
How a problem is formulated is vital to correctly solving it. Effective phrasing of
the question ensures not only that it will be most effectively answered, but that this
answer proves worthwhile. We contend that within the context of the transportation
planning process (i.e., the process of designing or formulating transportation policy) the
challenge becomes one of gaining the proper perspective. It is our belief that this proper
perspective is a dynamic one. Adopting the dynamic perspective is advantageous to
transportation policy design process, for it enables policy makers to better anticipate and
come to a practical understanding of challenges (danger points) and opportunities within
the transportation environment.
The main goal of this thesis is to explain and justify this belief. The case study of
the 2008 Boston Olympics is examined to aid in this pursuit. The first step of this
investigation is the declaration of the problem as initially identified by involved parties.
This problem is then examined using the traditional approach to transportation policy
design. An answer to the question, "What incremental, temporary improvements to the
Boston transportation system are required in 2008 to ensure that it can support the
Olympics?" is determined through a rigorous study. It is found that the Boston
transportation system appeared to have the capacity to handle the full range of Olympic
stresses; however, this fact proves of little practical use for it ignored the more important
concern of how to maximize the "success" of the games, both in terms of making the
Olympics themselves a most positive event and in terms of using the Olympics to benefit
Boston transportation. The fallacy of this approach is that the problem was not properly
posed. This research presents the dynamic view of the transportation environment as a
solution to many of the shortcomings of the traditional approach. A majority of the
limitations of the analysis performed stem from the fact that it failed to actively
incorporate influential dynamics of the pertinent transportation environment.
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The dynamic approach consists of the fulfillment of two main requisites: 1)
gaining the awareness of the pertinent goal trajectory and 2) achieving recognition of
adjustment fluctuations within the relevant transportation environment. Gaining the
awareness of the pertinent goal trajectory necessitates the exploration of the temporal
dimension of relevant transportation policy aims. A composite goal structure is
constructed to effectively guide policy formulation efforts from a survey of the full
spectrum of past and future policy goals. Once this overall transportation policy
objective is fully identified the requirements for the successful attainment of this goal
were examined through the recognition of influential adjustment fluctuations within the
relevant transportation environment. This necessitates the exploration of the temporal
dimension of the supply and demand components of the transportation environment. We
argue that the transportation environment is a very complex entity and that a significant
source of this complexity is its dynamic character. Only by understanding and taking
into account the intricacies of the dynamic nature of the transportation environment can
the transportation policy design process succeed within it.
Insights are gained through the adoption of the dynamic perspective of the Boston
transportation system during the CA/T construction period and during the Olympic
games themselves. These are then applied to the formulation of transportation policy to
be enacted at those two times as a supplemental layer of information. Transportation
policies initially designed by conventional means are strategically modified to be
consistent with pertinent dynamic insights.
The dynamic approach to the Boston Olympic challenge results in a series of
determinations with direct and important application to transportation policy. To begin
with, in order for the city of Boston to mount a successful bid for the Olympics it must
strive to maintain good traffic conditions in the year 1999-- the critical year for the
Olympic bidding process. Since highway capacity will either remain stable or slightly
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decrease during the CA/T construction project, all growth in related travel demand must
be attracted to and absorbed by parallel transit services.
Facilitating the Olympics with style proves superior to either merely surviving the
Olympics or taking advantage of the Olympics to leave a lasting transportation legacy for
the region. There are two steps to attaining this goal. The first is to be prepared. By
making steady and strategic improvements to transit throughout the CA/T construction
period and beyond, transit supply will keep pace with highway supply, and in the year
2008 Boston will have a transportation supply system balanced and diverse enough to
handle an event of the magnitude and extensiveness of the Olympic Games.
This aspect of the Boston Olympic agenda represents the synthesis of two issues--
how to succeed in hosting the Olympics and how to succeed in maintaining a positive
transportation environment during the CA/T construction. An important relationship
exists between these two events. This connection involves the coincidence of the CA/T
project and both the decision year for the Olympic bid and the period of preparation for
the games. One part of this preparation, which has been explored in this thesis, is the
effort to strategically and permanently modify the supply of and the demand for
transportation services during the CA/T construction. Another important facet of this
preparation concerns the accumulation of expertise throughout the duration of the CA/T
project with the implementation of temporary congestion mitigation strategies-- both in
terms of the gaining of valuable experience with the enaction of specific transportation
policies and in terms of expanding the general managerial capacity of pertinent agencies
to implement mitigation policies.
These two goals represent specific instances of a single objective-- an aim vital to
the overall health of the Boston metropolitan area in countless ways-- that of developing
and maintaining a successful system of transportation in Boston. Both the CA/T
construction and the Olympics represent a capacity crisis demanding improvements to
the transportation supply system of metropolitan Boston. These improvements, however,
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do not represent requirements specifically oriented toward the successful facilitation of a
single event, but general necessities-- things that Boston should be striving to accomplish
with respect to transportation regardless of the existence of the CA/T project or the
prospects of the Olympic games. Within this context, it is easily understandable why
transportation policy can be formulated that will promote a positive transportation
environment during both periods. These events will both challenge the transportation
system of Boston, but in these challenges collectively offer substantial opportunities to
permanently change the transportation system and improve the long run transportation
environment.
The second step toward successfully hosting the Olympics is to effectively
implement transportation policies during the games themselves. This can be
accomplished by marketing transit at the onset of the Olympics(capturing riders for its
duration), upgrading and managing transit capacity to ensure that these travelers are
properly accommodated and service reliability is maintained, disseminating information
on traffic conditions properly (at only general levels), fully using existing transportation
resources, and insuring flexibility in the overall mitigation program.
It is our opinion that the practical application of the adoption of the dynamic
perspective of the transportation environment can not only be a valuable additional to the
transportation policy design process, but could indeed become a critical component of it,
for it enables both the proper and full understanding of pertinent goals and the realization
of the tangible requirements for the attainment of these aims. We contend that this case
study investigation offers strong proof of its usefulness in illustrating that the specific
transportation policy recommendations made possible through the investigation into the
dynamic nature of the transportation environment can each productively contribute
toward the achievement of a successful 2008 Olympic games in Boston. At a more
general level, the case study experience substantiates the claim made at the onset of the
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thesis-- that it is vital to properly identify and define a problem in order to effectively
and correctly solve it.
Two main future research needs can be identified. The first is the development
and later refinement of dynamic transportation models. While the findings of this
research indicate that static tools are somewhat useful in formulating transportation
policy in the context of the dynamic transportation environment, dynamic tools could
potentially be substantially more valuable for they would allow finer-grained tailoring of
policy design and implementation to the adjustment fluctuations manifested in the
trajectory of the transportation state.
The second requirement for future research is gaining real world experience with
the dynamic nature of the transportation environment, both in terms of expanding the
knowledge for transportation policy formulation and exploring the proper supportive role
of static transportation models or even fledgling dynamic models. The implementation
of IVHS technologies such as ATMS offer unparalleled opportunities to deepen
comprehension of the dynamic nature of the transportation environment (to augment the
learning process that should occur as experience with major events such and the
Olympics or the CA/T construction increases)-- both in terms of understanding the
dynamics that naturally occur and the dynamics resulting from the enactment of
transportation policy.
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APPENDIX 1
OLYMPIC TRAVEL DEMAND
The table presents the number of one way Olympic spectator trips to/from each
Olympic event for each of the 64 travel periods during the Olympic games. This
information is the basis for the identification of the critical day. Critical day (worst
weekday) values are those in travel periods 17 through 20(. Aggregate data (total inbound
trips, total outbound trips, total Olympic trips) is graphically displayed.
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TRAVEL PERIOD ceremonies ceremonies archery archery atheletics atheletics
(1=IN, -1=OUT) 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
1 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 afternoon 14000 0 0 0 0 0
4 night 56000 70000 0 0 0 0
5 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 morning 0 0 900 0 35000 0
26 noon 0 0 7650 4500 35000 70000
27 afternoon 0 0 450 450 63000 0
28 night 0 0 0 4050 7000 70000
29 morning 0 0 900 0 35000 0
30 noon 0 0 7650 4500 35000 35000
31 afternoon 0 0 450 450 70000 35000
32 night 0 0 0 4050 0 70000
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TRAVEL PERIOD ceremonies ceremonies archery archery atheletics atheletics
(1=IN, -1=OUT) 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
33 morning 0 0 900 0 14000 0
34 noon 0 0 7650 4500 56000 70000
35 afternoon 0 0 450 450 70000 0
36 night 0 0 0 4050 0 70000
37 morning 0 0 900 0 35000 0
38 noon 0 0 7650 4500 35000 70000
39 afternoon 0 0 450 450 63000 0
40 night 0 0 0 4050 7000 70000
41 morning 0 0 900 0 0 0
42 noon 0 0 7650 4500 0 0
43 afternoon 0 0 450 450 0 0
44 night 0 0 0 4050 0 0
45 morning 0 0 0 0 63000 0
46 noon 0 0 0 0 7000 70000
47 afternoon 0 0 0 0 70000 0
48 night 0 0 0 0 0 70000
49 morning 0 0 0 0 63000 0
50 noon 0 0 0 0 7000 70000
51 afternoon 0 0 0 0 70000 0
52 night 0 0 0 0 0 70000
53 morning 0 0 0 0 70000 0
54 noon 0 0 0 0 0 70000
55 afternoon 0 0 0 0 70000 0
56 night 0 0 0 0 0 70000
57 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
58 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
59 afternoon 0 0 0 0 35000 0
60 night 0 0 0 0 35000 70000
61 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
62 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
63 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
64 night 70000 70000 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 140000 140000 45000 45000 1050000 1050000
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TIRAVEL PERIOD badmiton badmiton baseball baseball basketball basketball
(1=IN, -1=OUT) 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
1 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 morning 0 0 6600 0 9900 0
6 noon 0 0 59400 33000 12100 11000
7 afternoon 0 0 33000 33000 0 0
8 night 0 0 33000 66000 11000 22000
9 morning 0 0 6600 0 9900 0
10 noon 0 0 59400 33000 12100 11000
11 afternoon 0 0 33000 33000 0 0
12 night 0 0 33000 66000 11000 22000
13 morning 800 0 6600 0 0 0
14 noon 3200 3200 59400 33000 0 0
15 afternoon 4000 800 33000 33000 0 0
16 night 0 4000 33000 66000 0 0
17 morning 800 0 6600 0 9900 0
18 noon 3200 3200 59400 33000 12100 11000
19 afternoon 4000 800 33000 33000 0 0
20 night 0 4000 33000 66000 11000 22000
21 morning 800 0 6600 0 0 0
22 noon 3200 3200 59400 33000 11000 1100
23 afternoon 4000 800 33000 33000 0 9900
24 night 0 4000 33000 66000 11000 11000
25 morning 800 0 6600 0 9900 0
26 noon 3200 3200 59400 33000 12100 11000
27 afternoon 4000 800 33000 33000 0 0
28 night 0 4000 33000 66000 11000 22000
29 morning 800 0 6600 0 0 0
30 noon 3200 3200 59400 33000 11000 1100
31 afternoon 4000 800 33000 33000 0 9900
32 night 0 4000 33000 66000 11000 11000
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TRAVEL PERIOD badmiton badmiton baseball baseball basketball basketball
(1=IN, -1=OUT) 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
33 morning 800 0 6600 0 9900 0
34 noon 3200 3200 59400 33000 12100 11000
35 afternoon 4000 800 33000 33000 0 0
36 night 0 4000 33000 66000 11000 22000
37 morning 800 0 0 0 0 0
38 noon 3200 3200 0 0 11000 1100
39 afternoon 4000 800 0 0 0 9900
40 night 0 4000 0 0 11000 11000
41 morning 0 0 0 0 9900 0
42 noon 4000 400 0 0 12100 11000
43 afternoon 0 3600 33000 0 0 0
44 night 0 0 33000 66000 11000 22000
45 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
46 noon 0 0 0 0 11000 1100
47 afternoon 0 0 34500 0 0 9900
48 night 0 0 34500 69000 11000 11000
49 morning 0 0 0 0 9900 0
50 noon 0 0 0 0 12100 11000
51 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
52 night 0 0 0 0 11000 22000
53 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
54 noon 0 0 0 0 11000 11000
55 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
56 night 0 0 0 0 11000 11000
57 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
58 noon 0 0 0 0 14000 1400
59 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 12600
60 night 0 0 0 0 14000 14000
61 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
62 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
63 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
64 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 60000 60000 1191000 1191000 369000 369000
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TRAVEL PERIOD boxing boxing canoeing canoeing cycling cycling
(1=IN, -1=OUT) 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
1 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 morning 0 0 0 0 45000 0
6 noon 7000 0 0 0 5000 50000
7 afternoon 700 7000 0 0 50000 0
8 night 6300 7000 0 0 0 50000
9 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 noon 7000 0 0 0 0 0
11 afternoon 700 7000 0 0 7200 0
12 night 6300 7000 0 0 800 8000
13 morning 0 0 0 0 1600 0
14 noon 7000 0 0 0 6400 8000
15 afternoon 700 7000 0 0 7200 0
16 night 6300 7000 0 0 800 8000
17 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 noon 7000 0 0 0 0 0
19 afternoon 700 7000 0 0 7200 0
20 night 6300 7000 0 0 800 8000
21 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 noon 7000 0 0 0 0 0
23 afternoon 700 7000 0 0 7200 0
24 night 6300 7000 0 0 800 8000
25 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
26 noon 7000 0 0 0 0 0
27 afternoon 700 7000 0 0 7200 0
28 night 6300 7000 0 0 800 8000
29 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 noon 7000 0 0 0 0 0
31 afternoon 700 7000 0 0 0 0
32 night 6300 7000 0 0 0 0
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TRAVEL PERIOD boxing boxing canoeing canoeing cycling cycling
(1=:IN, -1=OUT) 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
33 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
34 noon 7000 0 0 0 0 0
35 afternoon 700 7000 0 0 0 0
36 night 6300 7000 0 0 0 0
37 morning 0 0 36000 0 0 0
38 noon 10000 0 4000 40000 0 0
39 afternoon 0 10000 40000 0 0 0
40 night 10000 10000 0 40000 0 0
41 morning 0 0 36000 0 0 0
42 noon 10000 0 4000 40000 0 0
43 afternoon 0 10000 40000 0 0 0
44 night 10000 10000 0 40000 0 0
45 morning 0 0 36000 0 0 0
46 noon 0 0 4000 40000 0 0
47 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
48 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
49 morning 0 0 36000 0 0 0
50 noon 13000 0 4000 40000 0 0
51 afternoon 0 10400 0 0 0 0
52 night 0 2600 0 0 0 0
53 morning 0 0 36000 0 0 0
54 noon 13000 0 4000 40000 0 0
55 afternoon 0 10400 0 0 0 0
56 night 0 2600 0 0 0 0
57 morning 14400 0 36000 0 0 0
58 noon 1600 16000 4000 40000 0 0
59 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
60 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
61 morning 14400 0 0 0 50000 0
62 noon 1600 16000 0 0 0 45000
63 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 5000
64 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 210000 210000 320000 320000 198000 198000
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TRAVEL PERIOD diving diving equestrian equestrian fencing fencing
(1=IN, -1=OUT) 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
1 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 morning 2400 0 0 0 0 0
6 noon 20400 12000 0 0 0 0
7 afternoon 1200 12000 0 0 0 0
8 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 morning 0 0 25000 0 0 0
10 noon 10800 0 12500 25000 0 0
11 afternoon 1200 1200 12500 2500 0 0
12 night 0 10800 0 22500 0 0
13 morning 2400 0 25000 0 0 0
14 noon 20400 12000 0 25000 0 0
15 afternoon 1200 1200 0 0 0 0
16 night 0 10800 0 0 0 0
17 morning 0 0 25000 0 0 0
18 noon 10800 0 0 0 0 0
19 afternoon 1200 1200 0 12500 0 0
20 night 0 10800 0 12500 0 0
21 morning 0 0 0 0 3150 0
22 noon 0 0 0 0 350 3500
23 afternoon 0 0 25000 0 0 0
24 night 0 0 0 25000 3500 3500
25 morning 0 0 0 0 3150 0
26 noon 0 0 0 0 350 0
27 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 700
28 night 0 0 0 0 3500 6300
29 morning 2400 0 0 0 3150 0
30 noon 20400 12000 0 0 350 0
31 afternoon 1200 9600 0 0 0 700
32 night 0 2400 0 0 3500 6300
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TRAVEL PERIOD diving diving equestrian equestrian fencing fencing
(1=IN, -1=OUT) 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
33 morning 10800 0 25000 0 3150 0
34 noon 13200 12000 5000 25000 350 0
35 afternoon 0 1200 20000 0 0 700
36 night 0 10800 0 25000 3500 6300
37 morning 0 0 25000 0 0 0
38 noon 12000 0 5000 0 3500 1750
39 afternoon 0 6000 20000 12500 0 1750
40 night 0 6000 0 37500 0 0
41 morning 0 0 25000 0 3150 0
42 noon 10800 0 12500 20000 350 0
43 afternoon 1200 6000 12500 5000 0 3500
44 night 0 6000 0 25000 3500 3500
45 morning 0 0 22500 0 3150 0
46 noon 0 0 2500 25000 350 0
47 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 3500
48 night 0 0 0 0 3500 3500
49 morning 0 0 0 0 0 3150 0
50 noon 0 0 0 0 350 0
51 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 3500
52 night 0 0 0 0 3500 3500
53 morning 0 0 12500 0 0 0
54 noon 0 0 12500 25000 3500 0
55 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 3500
56 night 0 0 0 0 3500 3500
57 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
58 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
59 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
60 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
61 morning 0 0 22500 0 0 0
62 noon 0 0 2500 0 0 0
63 afternoon 0 0 0 25000 0 0
64 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 144000 144000 350000 350000 59500 59500
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TRAVEL PERIOD
(lI:IN, -1=OUT)
1 morning
2 noon
3 afternoon
4 night
5 morning
6 noon
7 afternoon
8 night
9 morning
10 noon
11 afternoon
12 night
13 morning
14 noon
15 afternoon
16 night
17 morning
18 noon
19 afternoon
20 night
21 morning
22 noon
23 afternoon
24 night
25 morning
26 noon
27 afternoon
28 night
29 morning
30 noon
31 afternoon
32 night
gymnastics
1
0
0
0
0
0
9000
0
9000
0
17100
900
9000
0
9000
0
9000
0
17100
900
9000
0
0
0
9000
0
0
0
9000
0
0
0
9000
gymnastics team handball team handball field hockey
-1 1 -1 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1000
450 0 0 4000
8550 0 0 5000
9000 0 0 0
0 600 0 0
9000 5400 3000 0
5850 600 1500 5000
12150 2400 4500 0
0 0 0 1000
450 0 0 4000
8550 0 0 5000
9000 0 0 0
0 600 0 0
9000 5400 3000 0
5850 600 1500 5000
12150 2400 4500 0
0 600 0 1000
0 5100 3000 4000
0 300 300 5000
9000 0 2700 0
0 600 0 0
0 5400 3000 0
0 600 1500 0
9000 2400 4500 0
0 600 0 1000
0 5100 3000 4000
0 300 300 5000
9000 0 2700 0
field hockey
-1
0
0
0
0
0
5000
0
5000
0
0
0
5000
0
5000
0
5000
0
0
0
5000
0
5000
0
5000
0
0
0
0
0
5000
0
5000
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TRAVEL PERIOD
(1::IN, -1=OUT)
33 morning
34 noon
35 afternoon
36 night
37 morning
38 noon
39 afternoon
40 night
41 morning
42 noon
43 afternoon
44 night
45 morning
46 noon
47 afternoon
48 night
49 morning
50 noon
51 afternoon
52 night
53 morning
54 noon
55 afternoon
56 night
57 morning
58 noon
59 afternoon
60 night
61 morning
62 noon
63 afternoon
64 night
TOTAL
gymnastics
1
0
0
0
9000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1800
7200
0
0
1800
7200
0
0
1800
7200
0
0
0
0
0
153000
gymnastics team handball team handball field hockey field hockey
-1 1 -1 1 -1
0 600 0 0 0
0 5400 3000 0 0
0 600 1500 5000 0
9000 2400 4500 0 5000
0 600 0 1000 0
0 5100 3000 4000 5000
0 300 300 5000 0
0 0 2700 0 5000
0 600 0 2500 0
0 5400 3000 2500 5000
0 600 1500 5000 0
0 2400 4500 0 5000
0 0 0 2500 0
0 0 0 2500 5000
0 0 0 5000 0
0 0 0 0 5000
0 0 0 2500 0
0 3000 0 2500 5000
0 600 1500 5000 0
9000 2400 4500 0 5000
0 600 0 2500 0
0 5400 3000 2500 5000
0 600 1500 5000 0
9000 2400 4500 0 5000
0 600 0 0 0
0 5100 1500 0 0
0 300 1500 5000 0
9000 0 3000 0 5000
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
153000 84000 84000 110000 110000
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TRAVEL PERIOD judo judo pentathlon pentathlon rowing rowing
(1=:IN, -1=OUT) 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
1 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 morning 0 0 1800 0 0 0
6 noon 0 0 200 0 0 0
7 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 night 0 0 0 2000 0 0
9 morning 0 0 0 0 50000 0
10 noon 0 0 4500 0 0 50000
11 afternoon 4300 0 2500 3500 0 0
12 night 0 4300 0 3500 0 0
13 morning 0 0 0 0 50000 0
14 noon 0 0 6500 6500 0 50000
15 afternoon 4300 0 0 0 0 0
16 night 0 4300 0 0 0 0
17 morning 0 0 1200 0 50000 0
18 noon 0 0 4800 0 0 50000
19 afternoon 4300 0 0 0 50000 0
20 night 0 4300 0 6000 0 50000
21 morning 0 0 0 0 50000 0
22 noon 0 0 0 0 0 50000
23 afternoon 4300 0 0 0 0 0
24 night 0 4300 0 0 0 0
25 morning 0 0 0 0 50000 0
26 noon 0 0 0 0 0 50000
27 afternoon 4300 0 0 0 0 0
28 night 0 4300 0 0 0 0
29 morning 0 0 0 0 50000 0
30 noon 0 0 0 0 0 50000
31 afternoon 4300 0 0 0 0 0
32 night 0 4300 0 0 0 0
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TRAVEL PERIOD judo judo pentathlon pentathlon rowing rowing(1I=IN, -1=OUT) 1 
-1 1 -1 1 
-1
33 morning 0 0 0 0 50000 0
34 noon 0 0 0 0 0 50000
35 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
36 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
38 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
39 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
40 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
41 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
42 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
43 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
44 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
45 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
46 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
47 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
48 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
49 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
50 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
51 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
52 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
53 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
54 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
55 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
56 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
57 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
58 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
59 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
60 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
61 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
62 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
63 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
64 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 25800 25800 21500 21500 400000 400000
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(1:=IN, -I=OUT) 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
1 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 night 25000 25000 0 0 0 0
5 morning 0 0 2000 0 0 0
6 noon 0 0 8000 10000 0 0
7 afternoon 5000 0 9000 0 0 0
8 night 45000 50000 1000 10000 0 0
9 morning 0 0 5000 0 0 0
10 noon 0 0 5000 10000 0 0
11 afternoon 5000 0 9000 0 0 0
12 night 45000 50000 1000 10000 0 0
13 morning 0 0 2000 0 0 0
14 noon 0 0 8000 10000 0 0
15 afternoon 5000 0 9000 0 0 0
16 night 45000 50000 1000 10000 0 0
17 morning 0 0 2000 0 0 0
18 noon 0 0 8000 10000 0 0
19 afternoon 5000 0 9000 0 0 0
20 night 45000 50000 1000 10000 0 0
21 morning 0 0 2000 0 0 0
22 noon 0 0 8000 10000 0 0
23 afternoon 5000 0 9000 0 0 0
24 night 45000 50000 1000 10000 0 0
25 morning 0 0 2000 0 0 0
26 noon 0 0 8000 10000 0 0
27 afternoon 0 0 9000 0 0 0
28 night 0 0 1000 10000 0 0
29 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
31 afternoon 6000 0 0 0 0 0
32 night 54000 60000 0 0 0 0
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TRAVEL PERIOD soccer swimming swimming sync. swim. sync. swim.soccer
TRAVEL PERIOD
(1=::IN, -1=OUT)
33 morning
34 noon
35 afternoon
36 night
37 morning
38 noon
39 afternoon
40 night
41 morning
42 noon
43 afternoon
44 night
45 morning
46 noon
47 afternoon
48 night
49 morning
50 noon
51 afternoon
52 night
53 morning
54 noon
55 afternoon
56 night
57 morning
58 noon
59 afternoon
60 night
61 morning
62 noon
63 afternoon
64 night
TOTAL
soccer
1
0
0
6000
54000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
395000
soccer
-1
0
0
0
60000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
395000
swimming
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
120000
swimming sync. swim.
-1 1
0 0
0 4500
0 500
0 0
0 0
0 4500
0 500
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
120000
0
0
0
0
0
0
4500
500
0
0
4500
500
0
0
4500
500
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
25000
sync. swim.
-1
0
0
500
4500
0
0
500
4500
0
0
0
0
0
0
2500
2500
0
0
2500
2500
0
2500
2500
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
25000
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TRAVEL PERIOD table tennis table tennis tennis tennis volleyball volleyball
(1::IN, -1=OUT) 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
1 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 morning 0 0 0 0 10800 0
6 noon 0 0 0 0 13200 12000
7 afternoon 0 0 0 0 2400 9600
8 night 0 0 0 0 9600 14400
9 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 morning 0 0 1000 0 10800 0
14 noon 0 0 4000 0 13200 12000
15 afternoon 0 0 0 0 2400 9600
16 night 4000 4000 0 5000 9600 14400
17 morning 800 0 1000 0 10800 0
18 noon 3200 4000 4000 0 13200 12000
19 afternoon 0 0 0 0 2400 9600
20 night 4000 4000 0 5000 9600 14400
21 morning 3600 0 0 0 10800 0
22 noon 400 4000 5000 0 13200 12000
23 afternoon 800 0 0 0 2400 9600
24 night 3200 4000 0 5000 9600 14400
25 morning 3600 0 1000 0 10800 0
26 noon 400 4000 4000 0 13200 12000
27 afternoon 800 0 0 0 2400 9600
28 night 3200 4000 0 5000 9600 14400
29 morning 3600 0 1000 0 10800 0
30 noon 400 4000 4000 0 13200 12000
31 afternoon 800 0 0 0 2400 9600
32 night 3200 4000 0 5000 9600 14400
16()
TRAVEL PERIOD
(1=IN, -1=OUT)
33 morning
34 noon
35 afternoon
36 night
37 morning
38 noon
39 afternoon
40 night
41 morning
42 noon
43 afternoon
44 night
45 morning
46 noon
47 afternoon
48 night
49 morning
50 noon
51 afternoon
52 night
53 morning
54 noon
55 afternoon
56 night
57 morning
58 noon
59 afternoon
60 night
61 morning
62 noon
63 afternoon
64 night
TOTAL
table tennis table tennis
1
0
4000
0
0
0
4000
800
3200
0
4000
800
3200
0
4000
0
4000
0
4000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
68000
-1
0
4000
0
0
0
4000
0
4000
0
4000
0
4000
0
4000
0
4000
0
0
0
4000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
68000
tennis
1
1000
4000
0
0
0
5000
0
0
0
5000
0
0
0
5000
0
0
0
5000
0
0
0
5000
0
0
0
5000
0
0
0
0
0
0
60000
tennis volleyball volleyball
-1
0
0
0
5000
0
0
0
5000
0
0
0
5000
0
0
0
5000
0
0
0
5000
0
0
0
5000
0
0
0
5000
0
0
0
0
60000
1
10800
13200
2400
9600
10800
13200
2400
9600
0
0
12000
0
10800
13200
2400
9600
10800
1200
14400
9600
10800
13200
800
11200
0
0
0
0
0
14000
0
0
422000
-1
0
12000
9600
14400
0
12000
9600
14400
0
0
0
12000
0
12000
0
24000
0
12000
0
24000
0
12000
0
24000
0
0
0
0
0
0
14000
0
422000
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(1=IN, -1=OUT) 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
1 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 noon 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 night 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 morning 0 0 0 0 1000 0
6 noon 0 0 2500 0 4000 5000
7 afternoon 0 0 0 0 5000 0
8 night 0 0 0 2500 0 5000
9 morning 0 0 0 0 1000 0
10 noon 0 0 2500 0 4000 5000
11 afternoon 0 0 0 0 5000 0
12 night 0 0 0 2500 0 5000
13 morning 0 0 0 0 1000 0
14 noon 0 0 2500 0 4000 5000
15 afternoon 0 0 0 0 5000 0
16 night 0 0 0 2500 0 5000
17 morning 0 0 0 0 1000 0
18 noon 0 0 2500 0 4000 5000
19 afternoon 0 0 0 0 5000 0
20 night 0 0 0 2500 0 5000
21 morning 0 0 0 0 1000 0
22 noon 0 0 2500 0 4000 5000
23 afternoon 0 0 0 0 5000 0
24 night 0 0 0 2500 0 5000
25 morning 0 0 0 0 0 0
26 noon 0 0 2500 0 0 0
27 afternoon 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 night 0 0 0 2500 0 0
29 morning 1500 0 0 0 0 0
30 noon 1500 2700 2500 0 0 0
31 afternoon 1500 300 0 0 0 0
32 night 1500 3000 0 2500 0 0
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TRAVEL PERIOD water polo water polo weightlifting weightlifting wrestling wrestling
TRAVEL PERIOD
(1=IN, -1=OUT)
33 morning
34 noon
35 afternoon
36 night
37 morning
38 noon
39 afternoon
40 night
41 morning
42 noon
43 afternoon
44 night
45 morning
46 noon
47 afternoon
48 night
49 morning
50 noon
51 afternoon
52 night
53 morning
54 noon
55 afternoon
56 night
57 morning
58 noon
59 afternoon
60 night
61 morning
62 noon
63 afternoon
64 night
TOTAL
water polo
1
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
0
0
0
0
1500
1500
3000
0
1500
1500
3000
0
0
0
0
0
1500
1500
3000
0
3500
0
3500
0
43000
water polo weightlifting weightlifting
-1 1 -1
0 0 0
2700 2500 0
300 0 0
3000 0 2500
0 0 0
2700 2500 0
300 0 0
3000 0 2500
0 0 0
0 2500 0
0 0 0
0 0 2500
0 0 0
2700 0 0
300 0 0
3000 0 0
0 0 0
2700 0 0
300 0 0
3000 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
2700 0 0
300 0 0
3000 0 0
0 0 0
3500 0 0
0 0 0
3500 0 0
43000 25000 25000
wrestling
1
0
0
0
0
1000
4000
5000
0
1000
4000
5000
0
1000
4000
5000
0
1000
4000
5000
0
1000
4000
5000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100000
wrestling
-1
0
0
0
0
0
5000
0
5000
0
5000
0
5000
0
5000
0
5000
0
5000
0
5000
0
5000
0
5000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100000O
1000
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TRAVEL PERIOD
(1=IN, -1=OUT)
1 morning
2 noon
3 afternoon
4 night
5 morning
6 noon
7 afternoon
8 night
9 morning
10 noon
11 afternoon
12 night
13 morning
14 noon
15 afternoon
16 night
17 morning
18 noon
19 afternoon
20 night
21 morning
22 noon
23 afternoon
24 night
25 morning
26 noon
27 afternoon
28 night
29 morning
30 noon
31 afternoon
32 night
TOTAL
1
0
0
14000
81000
80500
144800
111300
114900
98100
140300
86900
108500
102200
147600
76800
108700
109700
154700
128300
122100
79550
123150
101700
122400
124350
158200
125450
86800
117350
174700
129650
131100
TOTAL
-1
0
0
0
95000
0
138450
70150
242900
0
146000
54550
233250
0
170150
60150
205000
0
140200
71450
303150
0
129800
60600
236400
0
200700
53050
241050
0
165500
106650
280650
TOTAL
0
0
14000
176000
80500
283250
181450
357800
98100
286300
141450
341750
102200
317750
136950
313700
109700
294900
199750
425250
79550
252950
162300
358800
124350
358900
178500
327850
117350
340200
236300
411750
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TRAVEL PERIOD
(l=IN, -1=OUT)
33 morning
34 noon
35 afternoon
36 night
37 morning
38 noon
39 afternoon
40 night
41 morning
42 noon
43 afternoon
44 night
45 morning
46 noon
47 afternoon
48 night
49 morning
50 noon
51 afternoon
52 night
53 morning
54 noon
55 afternoon
56 night
57 morning
58 noon
59 afternoon
60 night
61 morning
62 noon
63 afternoon
64 night
TOTAL
TOTAL TOTAL
1
135050
199000
144150
130300
112600
135150
142950
42300
79050
84800
110550
63100
140450
59550
120400
62600
127850
63950
105700
26500
133400
80400
89100
28100
52500
33000
50500
49000
90400
18100
3500
70000
6188800
-1
0
230400
55050
323050
0
152250
52100
228650
0
92900
30050
214550
0
164800
16200
202000
0
145700
18200
160100
0
173500
17900
139600
0
61600
14400
109000
0
64500
44000
73500
6188800
135050
429400
199200
453350
112600
287400
195050
270950
79050
177700
140600
277650
140450
224350
136600
264600
127850
209650
123900
186600
133400
253900
107000
167700
52500
94600
64900
158000
90400
82600
47500
143500
12377600
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TOTAL
INCOMING OLYMPIC TRIPS
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APPENDIX 2
CRITICAL DAY (WORST WEEKDAY) OLYMPIC TRAVEL
DEMAND
The table presents the number of one way person trips to/from each Olympic event
during each of the critical day's four travel periods. The gross cut trip distribution (the
preliminary estimate of the Olympic travel demand) takes into account only spectator
trips. These trips are temporally distributed according to the preliminary arrival/departure
patterns (see Figures 2-2 and 2-3). The finer cut trip distribution (the final estimate of
Olympic travel demand) incorporates all Olympic related trips (spectator, tourist, Olympic
family). These trips are temporary distributed according to the final arrival/departure
patterns (see Tables 2-6 through 2-9).
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OLYMPIC TRAVEL ON WORST (CRITICAL) WEEKDAY
gross cut trip distribution
TIME PERIOD ceremonies
(IN=1;OUT=-1) 1
morning
noon
afternoon
night
TOTAL
finer cut at trip distribution
morning
noon
afternoon
night
TOTAL
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
gross cut trip distribution
TIME PERIOD badmiton
(IN=1;OUT=-1) 1
morning 800
noon 3200
afternoon 4000
night
TOTAL
finer cut at trip distribution
morning
noon
afternoon
night
TOTAL
0
8000
2118
3992
1190
0
10300
gross cut trip distribution
TIME PERIOD boxing
(IN=1;OUT=-1) 1
morning
noon
afternoon
night
TOTAL
finer cut at trip distribution
morning
noon
afternoon
night
TOTAL
0
7000
700
6300
14000
963
7735
1894
6034
16626
boxing canoeing canoeing
-1 1 -1
0
0
7000
7000
14000
0
0
7542
9084
16626
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
ceremonies
-1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
badmiton
-1
0
3200
800
4000
8000
0
3352
1478
5470
10300
archery
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
baseball
1
6600
59400
33000
33000
132000
39831
71050
39353
32918
183152
archery
-1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
baseball
-1
0
33000
33000
66000
132000
0
32918
41498
108736
183152
atheletics
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
basketball
1
9900
12100
0
11000
33000
19527
13143
2145
10973
45788
atheletics
-1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
basketball
-1
0
11000
0
22000
33000
0
10973
2860
31955
45788
cycling
1
0
0
7200
800
8000
cycling
-1
0
0
0
8000
8000
780
780
8742
798
11100
0
0
0
11100
11100
170
iI
gross cut trip distribution
TIME PERIOD
(IN=1;OUT=-1)
morning
divin
t ,cAd~ C
noon I1
afternoon
night
TOTAL 1:
finer cut at trip distribution
morning
noon
afternoon
night
T(OTAL
12U
120
200
96
1323
125
1545
lg diving
1 -1
0 0
)0 0
)0 1200
0 10800
)0 12000
0 0
33 0
57 1257
0 14193
;0 15450
gross cut trip distribution
TIME PERIOD field hockey
(IN=1;OUT=-1) 1
morning
noon
afternoon
night
TOTAL
finer cut at trip distribution
morning
noon
afternoon
night
TOTAL
0
0
5000
0
5000
field hockey
-1
0
0
0
5000
5000
400
800
5238
0
6438
0
0
0
6438
6438
gymnastics
1
0
17100
900
9000
27000
3420
19892
2023
9428
34763
gymnastics
-1
0
9000
5850
12150
27000
0
9428
8981
16354
34763
team handball
1
600
5400
600
2400
9000
1170
6120
812
2585
10687
team handball
-1
0
3000
1500
4500
9000
0
3233
1836
5618
10687
gross cut trip distribution
TIME PERIOD
(IN=1;OUT=-1)
morning
noon
afternoon
night
TOTAL
finer cut at trip distribution
morning
noon
afternoon
night
TOTAL
fencing
1
0
0
0
0
0
equestrian
1
25000
0
0
0
25000
29688
0
0
0
29688
fencing
-1
0
0
0
0
0
equestrian
-1
0
0
12500
12500
25000
0
0
13468
16220
29688
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
judo
1
0
0
4300
0
4300
judo
-1
0
0
0
4300
4300
0
0
0
5536
5536
pentathlon
1
1200
4800
0
0
6000
2697
5028
0
0
7725
pentathlon
-1
0
0
0
6000
6000
0
0
0
7725
7725
344
688
4504
0
5536
rowing
1
50000
0
50000
0
100000
75875
13000
49875
0
138750
rowing
-1
0
50000
0
50000
100000
0
49875
13000
75875
138750
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gross cut trip distribution
TIME PERIOD
(IN=1 ;OUT=-1)
morning
noon
afternoon
night
TOTAL
soccer
1
0
0
5000
45000
50000
finer cut at trip distribution
morning 3000
noon 3000
afternoon 16475
night 41900
TOTAL 64375
soccer
-1
0
0
0
50000
50000
0
0
0
64375
64375
gross cut trip distribution
TIME PERIOD table tennis table tennis
(IN=1;OUT=-1) 1 -1
morning 800 0
noon 3200 4000
afternoon 0 0
night
TOTAL
finer cut at trip distribution
morning
noon
afternoon
night
TOTAL
4000
8000
2748
3582
780
3990
11100
4000
8000
0
3990
1040
6070
11100
gross cut trip distribution
TIME PERIOD water
(I N=1;OUT=-1')
morning
noon
afternoon
night
TOTAL
finer cut at trip distribution
morning
noon
afternoon
night
TOTAL
polo water polo
1 -1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
sync. swim.
1
0
0
0
0
0
sync. swim.
-1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
swimming
1
2000
8000
9000
1000
20000
6870
8955
10927
998
27750
tennis
1
1000
4000
0
0
5000
2248
4190
0
0
6438
0
0
0
0
0
swimming
-1
0
10000
0
10000
20000
0
9975
2600
15175
27750
tennis
-1
0
0
0
5000
5000
0
0
0
6438
6438
volleyball
1
10800
13200
2400
9600
36000
14607
14553
3246
10344
42750
volleyball
-1
0
12000
9600
14400
36000
0
10344
13810
18596
42750
weightlifting
1
0
2500
0
0
2500
weightlifting
-1
0
0
0
2500
2500
0
0
0
3469
3469
wrestling
1
1000
4000
5000
0
10000
2648
4989
5238
0
12875
wrestling
-1
0
5000
0
5000
10000
0
5238
800
6837
12875
975
2494
0
0
3469
172
gross cut trip distribution
TIME PERIOD T
(IN=1;OUT=-1)
morning
noon
afternoon
OTAL
1
109700
154700
128300
night 12:
TOTAL 51,
finer cut at trip distribution
morning
noon
afternoon
night
TOTAL
2100
4800
210869
197224
156699
119968
684760
TOTAL TOTAL
-1
0
140200
71450
303150
514800
0
139326
110170
435264
684760
109700
294900
199750
425250
1029600
NOTEl:
all entries are in person trips
NOTE2:
gross cut + adjustments to
bare attendence figures
=finer cut
210869
336550
266869
555232
1369520
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APPENDIX 3
REGIONAL TRIP REDUCTION WORKSHEET
STEP 1:
We assumed the average size and make up of an Olympic travel group consisting
of regional residents.
average size of resident Olympic travel group = 3
worker/non-worker split 2 workers. 1 non-worker 1 worker. 2 non-workers
probability of occurrence 50% 50%
NOTE: 50% of Olympic attendees are workers
STEP 2:
We estimated the percentage of the workers in a resident Olympic travel group
that work on the day of Olympic attendance.
employment activity of active
workers?
don't work on day of Olympic
attendance
work on day of Olympic
attendance
probability of occurrence 20% 80%
174
NOTE: 17.5% of Olympic inbound trips occur in the night period (according to Appendix) the only
period during which an active worker could also attend an Olympic event. The 20%/80% split
incorporates additional opportunities for active workers to attend Olympic events by leaving work
early.
STEP 3:
Four resident Olympic travel group scenarios were constructed within the
estimation framework developed above. Assumptions were made of # of trips (work,
non-work, total) collectively taken by the members of a resident O)lympic travel group on
the day of Olympic attendance under each of these four scenarios.
worker/non-worker
composition
2 workers,
I non-worker
2 workers
1 non-worker
1 worker
2 non-workers
1 worker
2 non-workers
occurrence probability
employment activity of
worker(s)
don't work day
of Olympic
attendance
work day of
Olympic
attendance
don't work day
of Olympic
attendance
occurrence probability
joint occurrence probability
# of work trips taken
(50% * 20%)
0
40%
(50% * 80°%,)
2
10%
(50% * 20(),
(0
50%, 50% 50% 50%,
work day of
Olympic
attendance
20% 80% 20%, 80%
40%,
(50% * 80%)
1
175
# of non-work trips taken
# of total trips taken 4 (6
STEP 4:
These estimates are weighted according to the probability of the occuence of'
each resident Olympic travel group scenario to determine the average # of trips (work,
non-work, total) collectively taken (not including the Olympic trip) by the members of a
resident Olympic travel group on the day of Olympic attendance.
# of work trips taken by a resident Olympic
travel group (weighted average)
#: of non-work trips taken by a resident
Olympic travel group (weighted average)
# of total trips taken by a resident Olympic
travel group (weighted average)
1.2
(0 * 1()07 + 2 4()0% + 0 ()1(' + 1 40())
3
4.2
(1 * 10%(/ + 4 * 40(, + 1 1()/, + 6 * 4()7,)
STEP 5:
These figures are compared to the average # of daily trips taken by a household in
Eastern Massachusetts. We assumed that the Eastern Massachusetts household matches
the resident Olympic travel group in both size and makeup. Consequently, by subtracting
the resident Olympic travel group value from the Eastern Massachusetts household value
(see [ 17]) an estimate was determined of the reduction in the # of background trips per
each resident Olympic travel group. The reduction in trips per Olympic attendee (person
176
1 1
1 1
trip) was found simply by dividing these values by the average size of a resident Olympic
travel group (3).
resident Olympic resident Olympic trip reduction trip reduction
travel group travel group per resident per resident
attends Olympics doesn't attend Olympic travel Olympic trip
Olympics group (attendee)
work trips 1.2 1.5 .3 .1
non-work trips 3 6.5 3.5 1.17
total trips 4.2 8 3.8 1.27
· for every 1 resident Olympic person trip, .1 work trips must he subtracted from hackground
traffic
* for every 1 resident Olympic person trip, 1.17 non-work trips must he subtracted from background
traffic
* for every 1 resident Olympic person trip, 1.27 total trips must he ubtracted from background
traffic
NOTE: Olympic trips and background trips may often he chained together. However, this behavior
does little to effect the trip reduction values generated above fro only radial trips are of importance
to this research.
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APPENDIX 4
BACKGROUND TRAVEL SITUATION PRIOR TO MITIGATION
The table presents the number of background trips by destination and mode (and
percentage splits) prior to the enactment of background mitigation.
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PERCENTAGES BASED ON TRIP ATTRACTIONS
(person trips)
WORK
boston
boston +camb.
the rest
all
transit
# trips
278433
316654
57192
373846
% of total
0.74478
0.847017
0.15298278
auto
# trips
481056
589951
2695599
3285550
NON-WORK
boston
boston +camb,
the rest
all
boston
boston +camb.
the rest
all
transit
# trips
243275
281393
83110
364503
% of total
0.667416
0.771991
0.2280091
auto
# trips
997550
1249770
7560240
8810010
BOTH
transit
# trips
521708
598047
140302
738349
% of total
0.70658726
0.80997875
0.19002125
auto
# trips
1478606
1839721
10255839
12095560
% of total
0.146416
0.179559
0.82044072
total
# trips
759489
906605
2752795
3659400
total
# trips
1240830
1531160
7643350
9174510
% of total
0.207545
0.247747
0.7522531
% of total
0.135247
0.166893
0.83310716
% of total
0.113229
0.141857
0.85814205
% of total
0.1222437
0.15209887
0.84790113
total
# trips
2000319
2437765
10396145
12833910
% of total
0.15586201
0.18994718
0.81005282
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APPENDIX 5
BACKGROUND TRAVEL SITUATION AFTER MITIGATION
This appendix consists of two sections. The tables in the section A present the
number of background trips by destination and mode (and percentage splits) after the
enactment of each layer of background mitigation. Section B lists the percentage changes
in modal share due to each layer of mitigation and outlines possible combinations of %C:
increase in transit usage and average auto occupancy that would achieve the changes in
travel behavior (reduction in number of auto vehicle trips) targeted by each layer of
mitigation.
18(
BACKGROUND MITIGATION INFORMATION
A. TRAVEL CHARACTERISTICS
(BY TRIP TYPE AND ORIENTATION):
1. SCENARIO 3- BEFORE MITIGATION ON BACKGROUND TRAFFIC
work
boston
boston +camb.
the rest
total
boston
boston +camb.
the rest
total
boston
boston +camb.
the rest
total
transit
# trips
278433
316654
57192
373846
non-work
transit
# trips
243275
281393
83110
364503
total
transit
# trips
521708
598047
140302
738349
% trips
0.3666057
0.34927449
0.020776005
0.10216058
% trips
0.19605907
0.1837773
0.010873504
0.039729956
% trips
0.26081305
0.24532564
0.013495585
0.057531108
auto
# trips
481056
589951
2695599
3285550
auto
# trips
997550
1249770
7560240
8810010
auto
# trips
1478606
1839721
10255839
12095560
% trips
0.6333943
0.65072551
0.97922399
0.89783942
% trips
0.80394093
0.8162227
0.9891265
0.96027004
% trips
0.73918695
0.75467436
0.98650442
0.94246889
total # trips
759489
906605
2752791
3659396
total # trips
1240825
1531163
7643350
9174513
total # trips
2000314
2437768
10396141
12833909
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2. INCORPORATING THE EFFECT OF THE OLYMPIC-INFLUENCED CHANGE
IN VACATIONING PATTERNS
boston
boston + caml
the rest
total
boston
boston + cami
the rest
total
boston
boston + camb
the rest
total
work
transit
# trips
258943
294488
54333
348821
non-work
transit
# trips
243275
281393
84772
366165
total
transit
# trips
502218
575881
139105
714986
% trips
0.36660602
0.3492745
0.020776175
0.10086485
% trips
0.19605907
0.1837773
0.010873486
0.039257026
% trips
0.25792466
0.24254719
0.013360872
0.05592086
auto
# trips
447382
548654
2560826
3109480
auto
# trips
997550
1249770
7711440
8961210
auto
# trips
1444932
1798424
10272266
12070690
% trips
0.63339398
0.6507255
0.97922383
0.89913515
% trips
0.80394093
0.8162227
0.98912651
0.96074297
% trips
0.74207534
0.75745281
0.98663913
0.94407914
total # trips
706325
843142
2615159
3458301
total # trips
1240825
1531163
7796212
9327375
total # trips
1947150
2374305
10411371
12785676
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3. SCENARIO 4- INCORPORATING BOTH VACATION EFFECT
AND BACKGROUND MITIGATION EFFE CTr
work
boston
boston + camb
the rest
total
boston
boston + camb
the rest
total
boston
boston + camb
the rest
total
transit
# trips
288826
327250
54332
381582
non-work
transit
# trips
291435
341260
84772
426032
total
transit
# trips
580261
668510
139104
807614
% trips
0.40891374
0.38813108
0.020775792
0.11033796
% trips
0.23487196
0.22287677
0.010873472
0.04567541
% trips
0.29800529
0.28156053
0.013360764
0.06316549
auto
# trips
417499
515893
2560827
3076720
auto
# trips
949390
1189900
7711450
8901350
auto
# trips
1366889
1705793
10272277
11978070
% trips
0.59108626
0.61186892
0.97922421
0.88966204
% trips
0.76512804
0.77712323
0.98912653
0.95432459
% trips
0.70199471
0.71843947
0.98663924
0.93683451
total # trips
706325
843143
2615159
3458302
total # trips
1240825
1531160
7796222
9327382
total # trips
1947150
2374303
10411381
12785684
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= 40CZ 0
SUMMARY OF TRAVEL CONDITIONS BEFORE MITIGATION
(AFTER MITIGATION EFFECT INCORPORATION)
WORK
%auto avg. auto occ.
63
65
98
1.2
1.4
1.7
% transit
20
18
1
NON-WORK
%auto avg. auto occ.
80
82
99
1.1
1.3
1.6
MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS:
NOTE: auto vehicle trips may be reduced either by increasing transit usage or increasing average auto occupancy
possible combinations for each facet of background mitigation
non-work
boston
general mitigation
goal= 5% red autovehtrips
non-work
boston + camb
general mitigation
goal= 5% red autovehtrips
TRANSIT
% increase
20
16
8
0
TRANSIT
% increase
21
17
9
0
work
boston
general mitigation
goal=3% red in autovehtrips
major downtown employers
goal=10% red autovehtrips among employee
work
boston + camb
general mitigation
goal=3% red in autovehtrips
major downtown employers
goal=10% red autovehtrips among employee
TRANSIT
% increase
12
10
7
3
TRANSIT
% increase
11
9
6
2
trip share
24
23
22
20
trip share
22
21
20
18
trip share
42
41
40
38
trip share
39
38
37
36
AVG. AUTO OCC
%increase
and
and
and
and
0
1
3
5
AVG. AUTO OCC
%increase
and
and
and
and
0
1
3
5
AVG. AUTO OCC
% increase
and 0
and 1
and 3
and 5
AVG. AUTO OCC
% increase
and 0
and 1
and
and
3
5
OF SPECIAL INTEREST:
major downtown employers
work trips by their employee
(40% of boston workforce)
%t/%a= 37/63; aao=1.2
goal= 10% reduct. autovehtrips
TRANSIT
% increase
17
15
12
9
2
trip share
43
42
41
40
38
AVG. AUTO OCC
% increase
and 0
and 1
and 3
and 5
and 10
value
1.2
1.21
1.24
1.26
1.32
NOTE: percentages don't exactly match due to lack of universal transit availability
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trip orientatio
boston
boston + camb
the rest
% transit
37
35
2
value
1.1
1.11
1.13
1.16
value
1.3
1.31
1.34
1.37
value
1.2
1.21
1.24
1.26
value
1.4
1.41
1.44
1.47
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APPENDIX 6
FULL EVALUATION OF MODEL OUTPUT:
CORRIDOR TRAVEL TIME
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APPENDIX 7
FULL EVALUATION OF MODEL OUTPUT:
SPEED
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APPENDIX 8
FULL EVALUATION OF MODEL OUTPUT:
CONGESTION INDEX
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APPENDIX 9
FULL EVALUATION OF MODEL OUTPUT:
VOLUME/CAPACITY RATIO
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APPENDIX 10
MARGINAL OPERATING COST FOR TRANSIT SERVICES
Those total cost components believed to contribute to the marginal cost (i.e., non-
fixed cost) of operating each of the MBTA's transit services are listed and brietly
explained. Estimates of the amount of money the MBTA spends in each of these
operation categories for each transit service are presented in tabular form (see [5] and
[22]). These vales are totaled and divided by the number of revenue miles involved in the
operation of each transit service (see [14] and [21]) to determine the marginal cost of the
provision of one additional revenue mile of each transit service.
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MARGINAL OPERATING COSTS FOR RAPID RAIL LIEIS
RED BLUE ORANGE
1. operations (labor)
total operations (labor)
1.5*operations labor
(overtime)
2. fuel and traction power
16400496
24600744ADD
ADD 6078200
6149311 10592815 20634647
9223966.5 15889222 30951970
1622492 3092575 3199517
3. fringe benefits
fringe benefits
fringe benefits *.0765
(FICA)
ADD
21176755
1620021.8
6379092 11296035 21173983
488000.54 864146.68 1619809.7
4. maintanence
labor maintanence
1.5 * 50% maintanence labor ADD
(overtime)
5217601 1547701
3913200.8 1160775.8
2002313 10535659
1501734.8 7901744.3
non-labor maintanence
10% of non-labor maintanen, ADD
TOTAL MARGINAL OPERATING COST;
TOTAL REVENUE MILES
MARGINAL COST / REVENUE MILE
36386667 12556062 21415950 44146100
10834848
3.36
2892213
4.34
5512747
3.88
5703380
7.74
205
GREEN
1745003
174500.3
608270
60827
682708
68270.8
4730589
473058.9
MARGINAL OPERATING COSTS FOR MBTA BUSES, PRIVATE CARFiSRS
AND COMMUTER RAIL
MBTA BUSES
MARGINAL COST COMPONENT COST / YEAR (in millions)
1. fuel + traction ADD 5.18
2. fuel tax ADD 1.85
3. operating costs (labor)
total operations labor 65.04
1.5 * operations labor ADD 97.57
(overtime)
4. maintanence
non-labor maintenence
10% of non-labor maintenence
labor maintenence
1.5 * 50% of labor maintanence
(overtime)
5. fringe benefits
fringe benefits
.0765 * fringe benefits
10.35
1.04
24.2
18.15
ADD
ADD
ADD
43.86
3.36
TOTAL MARGINAL OPERATING COST!
(in millions)
TOTAL REVENUE MILES
(in millions)
MARGINAL OPERATING COST / REVENUE MILE
(in $)
127.19
22.72
5.6
206
PRIVATE BUS CARRIERS
(operation by private contractors, buses owned by contractors)
TOTAL OPERATING COSTS (MBTA FEE 1.703
(in millions)
TOTAL REVENUE MILES 0.421
(in millions)
\MIARGINAL OPERATING COST / REVENUE MILE 2.55
(in $)
COMMUTER RAIL
(contracted out to AMTRAK, coaches and locomotives owned by MBTA)
TOTAL OPERATING COSTS (MBTA FEE 96.78
(in millions)
IFARE REVENUE 36.36
(in millions)
NET OPERATING COSTS 60.42
(in millions)
TOTAL REVENUE: COACH MILES 14.89
(in millions)
MARGINAL OPERATING COST / REVENUE COACH A 4.06
(IN $)
2()7
APPENDIX 11
RAPID RAIL DAILY CAPACITY AND COST SPREADSHEET
INPUT VARIABLES:
* duration of each period of operation
* effective car capacity (for each service line)
* headway provided (on each service line during each period of operation)
* cars/train (on each service line during each period of operation)
EQUATIONS:
1. The following calculations are performed for each RR service line for each period of
operation:
# trains used = average round trip (RT) travel time / headway provided
# cars used = # trains used / (cars / train)
# round trips (RT) /' train used = duration of period /average round trips (RT) travel time
total train round trips(RT) = (# round trips (RT) / train used) * # trains used
total car round trips (RT) = total train round trips (RT) / (cars / train)
208
revenue train miles = total train round trips (RT) * 2 * effective distance ol'service route
revenue cars miles = revenue train miles / (cars / train)
effective carrying capacity = effective car capacity * total car round trips (RT)
2. Period values are aggregated to produce daily figures. Total daily operating cost for
each service line is determined as follows (marginal operating cost intormation is firom
Table 2-43 or Appendix 1()):
total operating cost = # revenue car miles * (marginal operating cost / revenue mile)
3. Olympic (16 day) figures = daily figures * 16. These values are used as estimates for
the provision of added RR service during the Olympics.
4. Monthly figures = daily figures * 30
5. Yearly figures = monthly figures * 12. These values are needed for calibration
purposes. They are compared with MBTA operating statistics contained in [21].
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RAPID RAIL DAILY CAPACITY SREADSHEET
RED BLUE ORANGE GREEN
EFFECTIVE DISTANCE
(MILES)
AVG RT RUN TIME
(IMINUTES)
AM PEAK PERIOD
duration (hours)
effective car capacity
headways
cars / train
# trains
# cars
# rt / train
total rt (train)
total rt (car)
rev miles- train
rev miles - car
effective carrying capacity
16.8
85.0
RED
3
160.0
4.0
6.0
21.3
127.5
2.1
45.0
270.0
1352.8
8117.0
43200.0
RED
7.25
MIDDAY
duration (hours)
effective car capacity
headways
cars / train
# trains
# cars
# rt / train
total rt (train)
total rt (car)
rev miles- train
rev miles - car
effective carrying capacity
PIM PEAK PERIOD
duration (hours)
85.0
6.0
4.0
14.2
56.7
5.1
72.5
290.0
2179.6
8718.3
24650.0
RED
3
effective car capacity
headways
cars / train
# trains
# cars
# rt / train
total rt (train)
total rt (car)
rev miles- train
rev miles -car
effective carrying capacity
160
4.0
6.0
21.3
127.5
2.1
45.0
270.0
1352.8
8117.0
43200.0
6.2
42.0
BLUE
2
95.0
3.5
4.0
12.0
48.0
2.9
34.3
137.1
412.4
1649.5
13028.6
11.0
73.0
ORANGE
2
130.0
4.5
6.0
16.2
97.3
1.6
26.7
160.0
591.8
3550.9
20800.0
BLUE ORANGE
7 7
60.0
7.5
4.0
5.6
22.4
10.0
56.0
224.0
673.5
2694.2
13440.0
BLUE
2
80.0
8.0
4.0
9.1
36.5
5.8
52.5
210.0
1165.1
4660.6
16800.0
ORAiNtc
2
95 130.0
3.5
4.0
12.0
48.0
2.9
34.3
137.1
412.4
1649.5
13028.6
4.5
6.0
16.2
97.3
1.6
26.7
160.0
591.8
3550.9
20800.0
LINE
6.9
90.0
GREEN
3
110.0
1.2
1.8
75.0
135.0
2.0
150.0
270.0
2047.4
3685.4
29700.0
GREEN
7.25
70.0
1.4
1.1
64.3
70.7
4.8
310.7
341.8
4241.1
4665.2
23925.0
GREEN
3
110.0
1.2
1.8
75.0
135.0
2.0
150.0
270.0
2047.4
3685.4
29700.0
210
NIGHT RED BLUE ORANGE GREEN
duartion (hours) 4.5 5 5 4.5
effective car capacity 60.0 42.0 58.0 50.0
headways 6.0 7.5 8.0 1.4
cars / train 4.0 4.0 4.0 1.1
# trains 14.2 5.6 9.1 64.3
# cars 56.7 22.4 36.5 70.7
# rt / train 3.2 7.1 4.1 3.0
total rt (train) 45.0 40.0 37.5 192.9
total rt (car) 180.0 160.0 150.0 212.1
rev miles- train 1352.8 481.1 832.2 2632.4
rev miles - car 5411.4 1924.4 3329.0 2895.7
effective carrying capacity 10800.0 6720.0 8700.0 10607.1
LATE NIGHT, EARLY MORNING RED BLUE ORANGE GREEN
duration (hours) 1.5 3.25 3.25 1.5
effective car capacity 60.0 42.0 58.0 50.0
headways 6.0 11.0 13.0 2.2
cars / train 4.0 4.0 4.0 1.1
# trains 14.2 3.8 5.6 40.9
# cars 56.7 15.3 22.5 45.0
# rt / train 1.1 4.6 2.7 1.0
total rt (train) 15.0 17.7 15.0 40.9
total rt (car) 60.0 70.9 60.0 45.0
rev miles- train 450.9 213.2 332.9 558.4
re v miles - car 1803.8 852.9 1331.6 614.2
eflective carrying capacity 3600.0 2978.2 3480.0 2250.0
DAILY RED BLUE ORANGE GREEN
duration (hours) 19.25 19.25 19.25 19.25
# trains 85.0 39.0 56.3 319.5
# cars 425.0 156.1 290.1 456.4
# rt / train 13.6 27.5 15.8 12.8
total rt (train) 222.5 182.3 158.3 844.5
total rt (car) 1070.0 729.2 740.0 1138.9
rev miles- train 6689.0 2192.6 3513.9 11526.8
rev miles - car 32167.5 8770.4 16422.9 15545.9
daily carrying capacity 125450.0 49195.3 70580.0 96182.1
TOTAL OPERATING COS] 108082.7 34029.2 71275.4 120325.5
TOTAL OLYMPIC RAPID RAIL OPERATING COST (1 &DAYS) 5.3
(IN MILLIONS)
MONTHLY RED BLUE ORANGE GREEN
duration (days) 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0
# trains 2550.0 1170.5 1689.3 9584.4
# cars 12750.0 4682.2 8703.8 13692.9
# rt / train 407.6 825.0 474.7 385.0
total rt (train) 6675.0 5469.0 4750.0 25334.4
total rt (car) 32100.0 21875.8 22200.0 34167.9
rev miles- train 200670.9 65778.1 105417.3 345804.9
rev miles - car 965024.3 263112.5 492687.1 466377.9
TOTAL OPERATING COSI 3242481.7 1020876.3 2138262.0 3609764.9
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YEARLY
duration (days)
RED
30.0
# trains
# cars
# rt / train
total rt (train)
total rt (car)
rev miles- train
rev miles - car
TOTAL OPERATING COS]
30600.0
153000.0
4891.8
80100.0
385200.0
2408051.3
11580291.7
38909780.1
TOTAL YEARLY RAPID RAIL OPERATING COST:
(]IN MILLIONS)
BLUE ORANGE
30.0 30.0
14046.5
56186.2
9900.0
65627.5
262510.1
789337.4
3157349.5
12250516.1
20271.5
104446.2
5695.9
57000.0
266400.0
1265007.4
5912245.2
25659144.3
120.1
NOTE: CURRENT SREADSHEET VALUES ARE THOSE ASSOCIATED WITH PRESENT DAY REGULAR SERVICE
COST COMPARISON:
FOR A 16 DAY RUN
REGULAR SERVICE
TOTAL REV MILES (CAR) 1.2 million
TOTAL OPERATING COS] 5.3 million
PLAN 1
TOTAL REV MILES (CAR) 1.6 million (400,000 more)
TOTAL OPERATING COS' 7.1 million (1,800,000 more)
PLAN 2
TOTAL REV MILES (CAR) 2.0 million (800,000 more)
TOTAL OPERATING, COS' 9.1 million (3,800,000 more)
peak hour service only during peak hours
peak hour service during half of off peak period
peak hour service during entire off peak period
GREEN
30.0
115013.0
164314.3
4620.0
304013.0
410014.3
4149658.5
5596534.8
43317179.0
212
APPENDIX 12
INBOUND DAILY TRANSIT CAPACITY VS. OLYMPIC SCENARIO
LOADINGS: RAPID RAIL AND COMMUTER RAIL
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APPENDIX 13
COMMUTER RAIL OCCUPANCY ANALYSIS:
TRAIN LEVEL
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NORTH COMMUTER RAIL ROUTES INBOUND: DETAILED OCCUPANCY ANALYSIS
train # loading capacity peak=1 occupancy
(#passengers) (# seats) offpeak=0 (V/C)
rockport
102 228 476 0 0.479
106 603 730 1 0.826
108 579 815 1 0.710
110 499 635 1 0.786
112 187 730 0 0.256
116 105 730 0 0.144
120 84 476 0 0.176
124 124 571 0 0.217
128 85 815 0 0.104
134 73 571 0 0.128
136 79 635 0 0.124
142 76 571 0 0.133
ipswich
154 407 571 1 0.713
156 376 698 1 0.539
158 451 529 1 0.853
60 408 571 1 0.715
160 212 476 1 0.445
164 63 698 0 0.090
168 77 762 0 0.101
172 76 762 0 0.100
176 73 476 0 0.153
180 131 476 0 0.275
182 82 476 0 0.172
188 31 476 0 0.065
62 6 603 0 0.010
217
haverhill
202
204
206
208
260
262
214
266
218
270
272
274
226
278
280
282
284
236
288
290
292
294
189
390
553
718
396
230
154
133
158
67
27
32
72
40
29
44
12
31
5
6
13
3
556
476
603
730
476
603
556
529
476
529
709
571
529
730
571
815
582
529
482
476
476
476
0.340
0.819
0.917
0.984
0.832
0.381
0.277
0.251
0.332
0.127
0.038
0.056
0.136
0.055
0.051
0.054
0.021
0.059
0.010
0.013
0.027
0.006
lowell
302
304
306
308
310
312
314
316
318
320
322
324
326
328
330
334
336
236
338
340
342
344
149
360
689
618
490
255
1 ;
98
86
82
84
76
79
122
123
60
28
0
46
37
34
27
730
709
762
762
730
709
762
635
709
635
730
635
730
635
730
709
603
529
730
603
730
709
0.204
0.508
0.904
0.811
0.671
0.360
0.154
0.121
0.129
0.115
0.120
0.108
0.192
0.168
0.085
0.046
0.000
0.063
0.061
0.047
0.038
218
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
fitchburg
404
408
410
412
454
456
418
420
422
424
466
468
472
434
476
438
515
557
648
396
223
140
168
56
95
115
90
192
32
79
16
19
476
730
815
582
476
730
815
571
730
603
730
556
476
730
476
730
1.082
0.763
0.795
0.680
0.468
0.192
0.206
0.098
0.130
0.191
0.123
0.345
0.067
0.108
0.034
0.026
219
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
SOUTH COMMUTER RAIL ROUTES INBOUND:
DETAILED OCCUPANCY ANALYSIS
train # loading
(#passengers)
attleboro
800
802
804
806
808
810
832
812
814
816
818
820
822
836
824
826
capacity
(#seats)
699
1213
1259
1030
1071
530
302
194
187
79
106
104
105
29
47
2
peak=1
offpeak=0
634
1026
1016
984
1090
634
1
1
1
1
1
1
878
698
793
994
878
698
793
994
878
698
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
occupancy
(v/C)
1.103
1.182
1.239
1.047
0.983
0.836
0.344
0.278
0.236
0.079
0.121
0.149
0.132
0.029
0.054
0.003
stoughton
902
904
906
908
910
912
916
918
878
880
920
922
924
926
928
930
932
835
1178
927
393
154
93
50
87
12
47
25
10
8
0
16
11
3
793
878
920
910
984
1
1
1
1
1
994
772
994
772
994
772
994
772
994
772
994
772
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.053
1.342
1.008
0.432
0.157
0.094
0.065
0.088
0.016
0.047
0.032
0.010
0.010
0.000
0.021
0.011
0.004
22(
framingham
502 581 698 1 0.832
504 970 857 1 1.132
506 844 804 1 1.050
508 789 942 1 0.838
510 461 1026 1 0.449
512 278 1090 0 0.255
514 134 1090 0 0.123
516 92 846 0 0.109
518 209 1090 0 0.192
520 103 1090 0 0.094
522 52 846 0 0.061
526 39 1090 0 0.036
528 11 1090 0 0.010
530 48 846 0 0.057
532 3 846 0 0.004
needham
650 261 846 1 0.309
602 569 910 1 0.625
604 889 899 1 0.989
652 619 793 1 0.781
608 494 846 1 0.584
610 121 899 0 0.135
654 88 634 0 0.139
656 57 878 0 0.065
658 99 899 0 0.110
660 36 634 0 0.057
620 33 878 0 0.038
622 22 899 0 0.024
624 10 634 0 0.016
626 7 878 0 0.008
628 14 899 0 0.016
630 57 634 0 0.090
632 14 878 0 0.016
221
fairmount
700
24
26
28
30
32
752
38
42
44
46
48
50
54
56
58
70
72
74
76
78
80
82
539 031
71
99
254
207
162
57
25
39
17
22
14
16
14
7
8
7
8
3
4
3
4
1
751
539
751
539
751
539
751
539
751
539
751
539
751
539
751
539
751
539
751
539
751
539
1
111
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.058
0.095
0.184
0.338
0.384
0.216
0.106
0.033
0.072
0.023
0.041
0.019
0.030
0.019
0.013
0.011
0.013
0.011
0.006
0.005
0.006
0.005
0.002
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firanklin
700
702
704
706
708
710
752
712
714
716
718
720
760
722
724
726
728
730
110
351
1072
1193
1331
1165
220
239
355
311
114
79
34
35
49
20
17
5
539
772
920
1175
994
772
857
920
942
1175
920
942
1175
920
942
1175
920
751
0.204
0.455
1.165
1.015
1.339
1.509
0.257
0.260
0.377
0.265
0.124
0.084
0.029
0.038
0.052
0.017
0.018
0.007
223
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
APPENDIX 14
COMMUTER RAIL OCCUPANCY ANALYSIS:
SERVICE LINE LEVEL
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COMMUTER RAIL LINE AVERAGE OCCUPANCY
loading
(#passengers)
ROCKPORT
peak period
cff peak
total
I:PSWICH
peak period
off peak
total
HAVERHILL
peak period
off peak
total
LOWELL
peak period
off peak
total
FITCHBURG
peak period
off peak
total
# trains capacity
(#seats)
occupancy
(V/C)
3
9
12
1681
1041
2722
1854
539
2393
2180
5575
7755
2845
4729
7574
5
8
13
0.771
0.187
0.351
0.652
0.114
0.316
7
15
22
5
17
22
3026
672
3698
2412
1257
3669
2339
1002
3341
4000
8480
12480
3672
11544
15216
3079
7147
10226
0.756
0.079
0.296
0.657
0.109
0.241
0.760
0.140
0.327
5
11
16
225
ATTLEBORO/PROV.
peak period
off peak
total
STOUGHTON
peak period
off peak
total
FRAMINGHAM
peak period
off peak
total
NEEDHAM
peak period
off peak
total
FAIRMOUNT
peak period
otff peak
total
FRANKLIN
peak period
off peak
total
1.078
0.139
0.508
0.777
0.034
0.255
0.842
0.098
0.324
0.660
0.058
0.243
0.220
0.021
0.073
0.971
0.121
0.399
226
6
10
16
5
12
17
5
10
15
5
12
17
6
16
22
3
9
12
5802
1155
6957
3487
362
3849
3645
969
4614
2832
558
3390
850
223
1073
5332
1368
6700
5384
8302
13686
4485
10596
15081
4327
9924
14251
4294
9644
13938
387"
10859
14729
5490
11321
16811
APPENDIX 15
COMMUTER RAIL OCCUPANCY ANALYSIS:
DESTINATION STATION AND NETWORK LEVEL
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INBOUND COMMUTER RAIL: OCCUPANCY ANALYSIS
NORTH STATION
AT SYSTEM LEVEL:
total pass. total seats occupancy 4
peak hour 10916 15776 0.691937
off peak 4511 37475 0.120374
total 15427 53251 0.289703
AT TRAIN LEVEL:
avg.
peak hour
off peak
pass.
436.64
75.1833
total 181.494
CONCLUSIONS:
occupancy (V/C)
during peak about 70% occupancy
off peak about 12% occupancy
total about 29% occupancy
excess capacity
du is peak about 5,000
off peak about 33,000
total about 38,000
avg. seats
631.04
624.583
626.482
occupancy
0.691937
0.120374
0.289703
a
excess cap
4860
32964
37824
vg. exc cap
194.4
549.3997
444.988
#trains
25
60
85
228
SOUTH STATION
AT SYSTEM LEVEL:
total pass.
peak hour 21948
off peak 4635
total 26583
AT TRAIN LEVEL:
avg. pass.
peak hour 665.091
off peak 63.4932
total 250.783
total seats
27850
60646
88496
avg. seats
843.939
830.767
834.868
occupancy
0.788079
0.0764271
0.300386
occupancy
0.788079
0.0764271
0.300386
excess cap
5902
56011
61913
avg. exc cap
178.848
767.2738
584.085
CONCLUSIONS:
occupancy (V/C)
during peak about 79% occupancy
off peak about 8% occupanc3
total about 30% occupancy
excess capacity
during peak about 6,000
off peak about 56,000
total about 62,000
229
#trains
33
73
106
TOTAL
AT SYSTEM LEVEL:
total pass.
peak hour 32864
off peak 9146
total
AT TRAIN
peak hour
off peak
42010
LEVEL:
avg. pass.
546.1061
68.371051
total 220.8213 7,
CONCLUSIONS:
occupancy (V/C)
during peak about 75 % occupancy
off peak about 9 % occupanc3
total about 30 % occupancy
total seats
43626
98121
141747
avg. seats
733.0541
744.73396
44.75848
occupancy
0.75331224
0.093211443
0.29637312
occupancy
0.7449738
0.091806007
0.29650055
excess cap
10762
88975
99737
avg. exc cap
186.948
676.36291
523.93718
excess capacity
during peak about 11,000
off peak about 89,000
total about 100,000
23()
#trains
58
133
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APPENDIX 16
COMMUTER RAIL DAILY COST SPREADSHEET
INPUT VARIABLES:
* duration of each period of operation
* headway provided (on each service line during each period of operation)
* coaches/train (on each service line during each period of operation)
EQUATIONS:
i. The following calculations are performed for each RR service line for each period of
operation:
# one way train trips = duration of period / headway p-ovided
# one way coach trips = # one way train trips * (coaches / train)
revenue train nmiles = total train round trips (RT) * effective distance of service route
revenue coach miles = revenue train miles / (coaches / train)
2. Period values are aggregated to produce daily figures. Total daily operating cost for
each service line is determined as follows (marginal operating cost information is from
Table 2-43 or Appendix 1()):
231
total operating cost = # revenue coach miles * (marginal operating cost / revenue mile)
3. Olympic (16 day) figures = daily figures * 16. These values were used as estimated
for the provision of added CR service during the Olympics.
4. Monthly figures = daily figures * 30
5. Yearly figures = monthly figures * 12. These values are needed for calibration
purposes. They are compared with MBTA operating statistics contained in source [21 ].
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APPENDIX 17
PERTINENT TRANSIT OPTIONS IN EACH RADIAL CORRIDOR
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TRANSIT OPTIONS IN EACH RADIAL CORRIDOR:
NORTHEAST
rockpt.- ipswch.
blue line
SOUTHWEST
CR
RR
NORTH
haverhill
orange line
NORTHWEST
lowell
fitchburg
red line
framingham
needham
green line
SOUTH
CR
RR providence
franklin
fairmont
orange line
CR
CR
RR
SOUTHEAST
plymouth
middleboro
greenbush
red line
CR
CR
RR
CR
CR
CR
RR
CR
CR
CR
RR
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APPENDIX 18
COMPARISON OF SCENARIOS OF EXCESS TRANSIT SUPPLY
AND ADDITIONAL TRAVEL DEMAND DURING THE OLYMPICS
FOR EACH RADIAL CORRIDOR
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APPENDIX 19
PEAK HOUR SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS ASSOCIATED WITH
POSSIBLE FUTURE RAPID RAIL AND COMMUTER RAIL
OPERATING SCENARIOS
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APPENDIX 20
EXAMINATION OF ADEQUACY OF RADIAL TRANSIT
CAPACITY TO ACCOMMODATE NECESSARY DIVERSION
FROM HIGHWAY TRAVEL DURING THE CA/T CONSTRUCTION
PERIOD:
SUMMARY OF STUDY PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
This analysis is based upon a comparison between the growth in the demand for
highway travel to Downtown Boston between the beginning and the end of the CA/T
construction period (1994-2()()4) and the excess transit capacity available during this time.
The study specifically focuses on the AM peak period. It identifies four distinct directions
of radial movement (North east, North-Northwest, West-Southwest, and South-
Southeast) and conducts the comparison at that level of detail.
HIGHWAYS
Forecasts for growth in highway traffic into Downtown Boston are found in [24].
Figures 1 and 2 graphically present this information. AM peak hour highway traffic into
D)owntown Boston is not a reliable proxy for growth in AM peak hour demand for
highway travel to Downtown Boston. An indeterminate amount of the growth in the AM
peak hour demand for highway travel cannot be satisfied because growth in AM peak hour
highway traffic is constrained by network congestion. The limited capacity of radial
highway links is severely taxed during this interval of time.
Faced with this difficulty, we assumed that the growth in the AM peak hour
demand for highway travel into Downtown Boston will be proportional to the growth in
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the daily demand for highway travel into Downtown Boston. The growth in highway
traffic into Downtown Boston is less constrained at the daily level and thus adequately
representative of the growth in the demand for highway travel into Downtown Boston.
Table 1 outlines the determination of the forecasted growth rate in AWDT (Average
Weekday Daily Traffic) into Downtown Boston for each radial direction. Table 2
summarizes the process enlisted to gain estimates of the growth in AM peak hour demand
for highway travel to Downtown Boston during the CA/T construction period (1994-
2(X)4) from these percentage changes in AWDT.
TRANSIT
We were able to use present day excess AM peak hour transit capacity as a proxy
for excess AM peak hour transit capacity during the CA/T construction period by
assuming that any growth in transit patronage during the intervening years will be matched
by proportional increases in transit service levels. Table 3 summarizes the rapid rail
figures. AM peak period loading (#passengers) and capacity values are those quoted in
[21]. Table 4 presents the commuter rail information. AM peak hour excess capacity
values are scaled from AM peak period figures taken from Appendix 14.
COMPARISON
Table 5 outlines the comparison between the maximum requirements (those
occurring at the very end of the construction period when demand for highway travel will
be at its highest level and highway supply remains constant) for and the availability of
excess transit capacity during the CA/T construction period. Results indicate that
available excess transit capacity will be sufficient. In fact, it is estimated that there will be
244
ample space on radial transit services in all but one direction (West-Southwest) to
accommodate the necessary amount of diverted highway users.
TABLE 1:
AVERAGE WEEKDAY DAILY TRAFFIC INTO DOWNTOWN BOST()N (vehicle trips)
Radial Direction 1987 AWDT 2014) AWDT % Change
Northeast 47,400 55,200 +16.3A,
North - Northwest 168,900 198((( +17.2';
West- Southwest 203.500 260,200 +27.9,
South- Southeast 151.200 177,5()0() +17.2'/,
TABLE 2:
DEMAND FOR HIGHWAY TRAVEL TO D()WNTOWN B()STON
DURING THE AM PEAK HOUR (vehicle trips)
Radial 1987 1994 2004 2010
I)irection (fr(
NE 3,400 3,566 3,810 3.9')54
N - NW 11,9(X) 12.514 13.415 13.947
VV - SW 18.30() 19,31 22,078 23,406
S - SW 13,600 14.301 15,331 15.93)
EQUATIONS:
1. 2010 volume = :1987 volume* % change in AWDT 1987 to 2010 (see table 1)
2. 1994 volume = (2010 volume - 1987 volume)* (1994-1987)/ (2010-1987)
3. 20H4 volume = (2010 volume - 1987 volume)* (2004-1987)/ (2010-1987)
Growth
ml 1994 To 2004)
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901
2,247
1,)34)t
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TABLE 3:
EXCESS TRANSIT CAPACITY BY RADIAL DIRECTION:
RAPID RAIL LINES (person trips)
Radial Direction
NE
N-NW
W -SW
S - SE
Rapid Rail Line
Blue line
TOTAL:
Red line
Orange line
TOTAL:
Green line
Orange line
TOTAL:
Red line
TOTAL:
Capacity
7.600
7,600
12,200
9,400
21,6(H4
9,800
9,400
19,200
12.200
12,200
Loading Excess Capacity
6,389
6,389
8,230
7.379
15,609
9.80(
7,162
16,962
9.132
9,132
1.211
1,211
3.9')7()
2.()21
5,991
2.238
2,238
3.068
3,0168
TABLE 4:
EXCESS TRANSIT CAPACITY BY RADIAL DIRECTION:
COMMUTER RAIL LINES (person trips)
Radial Direction
NE
N-NW
Commuter Rail Line
Rockport
Ipwich
TOTAL:
Haverhill
Lowell
TOTAL:
Excess Capacity
334
411
745
289')
5(X)
789
Fitchburg
Fruninghaun
Needhmun
TOTAL:
Attleboro / Providence
Stoughton
Farimont
Franklin
TOTAL:
W -SW
S - SE
302
276
579
1,157
391
1,006
1,456
1,456
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TABLE 5:
EXCESS TRANSIT CAPACITY VS. FORCASTED GROWTH
IN HIGHWAY TRAVEL DEMAND (person trips)
Excess
Capacity RR
1.211
5,991
2,238
3,068
Excess
Capacity CR
745
789
1,157
1.456
Excess Capacity
TOTAL
1,945
6,780
3,395
4,524
G;rowth in Highway
Travel Demand
317
1,171
2,921
1,339
NOTE: # person trips = # vehicle trips * 1.3 (average vehicle occupancy)
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Radial
Direction
NE
N -NW
W -SW
S-SW
FIGURE 1:
1987 SCREENLINE CROSSINGS
TO/FROM DOWNTOWN BOSTON
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FIGURE 2:
2010 SCREENLINE CROSSINGS
TO/FROM DOWNTOWN BOSTON
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